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Introduction

Er schuilt meer redelijkheid in je leven, dan in je diepste wijsheid...

Jelmer de Boer
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1.1 Silicon

Crystalline silicon (c-Si) is presently the most important semiconductor material

for electronic and photovoltaic industry. This follows from a combination of very

advantageous properties: wide natural abundance and a possibility to grow large

(mono)-crystals, high purity and e�ective conductivity engineering, and also the

availability of a matching insulator. For electronics, these properties have enabled

the Moore's-law-guided development of the Si CMOS technology. Taken together

with the 1.1 eV bandgap and the energy distribution of the solar spectrum, c-Si

is almost ideally suited for photovoltaic conversion. Consequently, at present more

than 90% of all the commercially available solar panels are based on c-Si.
In contrast to the electronic perfection, the processes of light absorption and emission

by c-Si have low e�ciency due to the indirect bandgap in the energy band structure,

so that these processes must be accompanied by phonons for momentum conserva-

tion, which considerably lowers their probability. This is truly regretful, since apart

from the indirect bandgap, other optical properties of c-Si are very advantageous,

as illustrated, e.g., by the successful realization of the Si Raman laser [1�4]. En-

hancement of the optical faculty of Si is highly desired, as it would o�er prospects

for the true optoelectronic integration, paving the way to ever faster devices. For

the photovoltaic industry, it would be the much desired enabler of a new genera-

tion of stable thin-�lm Si solar cells. Many e�orts have therefore been dedicated

towards this goal and di�erent options have been explored, such as alloying with

Ge [5], optical doping [6], and defect engineering [7] among others. However, the

most successful way to manipulate the energy structure of Si has been achieved via

quantum con�nement in nanostructures (see Section 1.2).
In the periodic system, the element Si has atomic number 14 with electron con�gura-

tion 1s22s22p63s23p2 (thus four valence electrons) and forming covalent bonds with

sp3 hybridized character. The lowest conduction band levels are derived from an ad-

mixture of p and s anti-bonding states and the highest valence band levels consist of

p bonding states [8]. Although from symmetry perspective the (optical) transitions

across these states are allowed, their probability is rather low as a consequence of the

di�erence in k-vector of the respective states at the bottom of the conduction and

top of the valence band (see Fig. 1.1(a) for illustration of the Brillouin zone of an fcc

crystal structure). The valence band levels of both �heavy� and �light� holes are posi-

tioned in the Γ-point, and the conduction band features six equivalent minima in the

�rst Brillouin zone at the points ±k0,z = (0, 0,±0.85)kX , ±k0,y = (0,±0.85, 0)kX ,

and ±k0,x = (±0.85, 0, 0)kX (where kX = 2π/a and a = 0.543 nm is the lattice con-

stant of Si), i.e. positioned in the ∆-valley, near the X-point. In order to ful�ll the
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momentum conservation restriction, the creation and recombination of an electron-

hole pair across or with energy close that that of the indirect bandgap (with value

Egap = ∆(EC � EV ) = 1.12 eV, where EC and EV correspond to the bottom of the

conduction and top of valence band, respectively) is required to be accompanied by

phonons (see Fig. 1.1(b) for the Si energy band structure). In undoped bulk Si, the

typical phonons involved in this transition are transversal and longitudinal optical

phonons, with values ~ωTO = 57.5 meV and ~ωLO = 55.3 meV [9], respectively. For

photons with energies substantially greater than the bandgap energy, absorption

occurs by electron excitation at constant wavevector. As a consequence of partic-

ipation of phonons in the recombination process, the intrinsic radiative lifetime of

an exciton in bulk Si is extremely long, of the order of 10−2 � 10−3 s [10, 11]. The

e�ective lifetime is highly dependent on dopant concentration, which can mediate in

the recombination process by which the characteristic time can be shortened by six

orders of magnitide to 10−9 s for heavily doped silicon, as opposed to 32 ms, for un-

doped silicon (the highest value ever measured) [12,13]. The typical electron-phonon

scattering rate in bulk Si is rather high, being of the order of 10−11 � 10−13 s (de-

pending on the electron excess energy with respect to the valley minima), where the

coupling occurs typically with accoustic phonons (transversal acoustic phonon en-

ergy ~ωTA = 18.7 meV) [14]. In case of direct bandgap semiconductors, the radiative

recombination is a fast process, usually of the order of 10−7 � 10−9 s for bandgap

energies of Egap ≈ 1 � 2 eV, which then limits the lifetime of excited carriers. In

Si, the slow radiative lifetime allows carriers to di�use over macroscopically large

distances (few hundreds of micrometers), a highly favorable property for electronic

applications.

1.2 Silicon nanocrystals

The situation is considerably di�erent in case of Si nanostructures, where dimen-

sions have been reduced to nanometer scales. Such structures are classi�ed according

to their dimensionality, e.g., two-dimensional (2D) quantum wells, one-dimensional

(1D) nanowires (or quantum wires) and zero-dimensional (0D) nanocrystals (NCs,

or quantum dots � QDs [16]) where the classi�cation is according to the number

of uncon�ned dimensions along which carriers (electrons and holes) are still free to

move. At the nanometric length scales quantum con�nement phenomena become

important, by which the energy structure becomes a more �atom-like�, with more

discrete character and a considerably lower density of states (DOS) compared to

the bulk. This e�ect occurs when the dimensions of the nanostructure are close to
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Figure 1.1: a) Brillouin zone of a fcc crystal structure, as is the case for Si. b) Energy
dispersion diagram for bulk Si. The lowest state of the conduction band and the
highest level of the valence band show a momentum mismatch, with the minimum
of the former positioned at 0.85kX compared to the maximum of the latter. This
then results in an indirect bandgap. Recombination of an electron in the conduction
band with a hole in the valence band happens via a phonon-assisted transition; the
transition related to the silicon bandgap ∆�Γ25 has a typical value of 1.12 eV (Egap
= ∆(EC � EV ) at T = 300 K). Figure taken from Ref. [15]

or smaller than the Bohr radius � the typical size of an exciton in the bulk con-

�guration of the material � which in case of Si is around rBohr ≈ 5 nm [17]. In a

simpli�ed approach, the excited NC can be described by the quantum mechanical

�particle in a box� system, where energy levels can be tuned by the dimensions of

the box (i.e. the NC size). Details on the energetic shift of speci�c electronic levels

are discussed in Chapter 3, Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. Another e�ect of quantum con-

�nement is the breakdown of the momentum conservation law with the decreasing

size of a nanostructure. According to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle ∆k∆x≥~
2

(where ∆x = dNC is the NC diameter) the geometric con�nement of carriers results

in delocalization in k-space. This then increases probability of no-phonon optical

transitions in small Si NCs. For Si NCs in an O-rich environment, it has been ob-

served that radiative lifetime of electron-hole recombination from the lowest excited

state decreases to τrad ≈ 10−4 � 10−6 s, i.e. about 3 orders of magnitude lower than

in bulk Si [9]. Thirdly, the e�ective local concentration of electron-hole pairs in NCs

is very high due to the spatial con�nement, by which e�ciency of carrier-carrier

interaction processes increases dramatically, and which also leads to a variety of

nonlinear phenomena with important consequences, one of which is the possibility

of Auger-auto-ionization of NCs.

Experimentally, these e�ects were �rst reported on by Canham in 1990 [18], who

showed e�cient red light emission from porous Si (po-Si) under UV light illumina-
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tion at room temperature. Po-Si features microstructures of di�erently sized Si NCs

achieved by stain-etching with hydro�uoric acid, nitric acid and water or through the

use of an anodization cell. Structural investigations of po-Si have indeed con�rmed

that it consists of Si NCs of di�erent size (typically a few nm) and shape, that retain

the diamond lattice structure of bulk Si. These conclusions were based on two es-

sential observations: �rstly, the presence of small c-Si nanostructures in the form of

NCs and undulating nanowires implied that the e�cient red emission was related to

quantum size e�ects. Secondly, the considerable blueshift of the emission spectrum,

from the bulk Si bandgap value of 1.12 eV toward Egap ≈ 1.8 eV in po-Si. Following

this discovery, very extensive investigations have been conducted on a series of Si

NCs prepared by di�erent techniques, aimed at veri�cation of the quantum con-

�nement model. While many results provided additional support for the quantum

con�nement model [14], also controversial observations of emission properties were

obtained which could not be explained within that model [19]. Consequently, it was

proposed that these e�ects are related to surface phenomena, where electron-hole

recombination proceeds via or is mediated by the molecular species terminating the

surface or by local potentials caused by the lattice mismatch at the surface and/or

surface defects. For similar sizes of Si NCs very di�erent optical properties have

for example been found for O-passivated Si nanostructures and those with H or

C molecules at the surface. Especially the latter show a much more pronounced

blueshift of the luminescence with corrresponding radiative times of the order of

τrad ≈ 10−8 � 10−9 s [20]. Concomitantly, the contribution of surface-related e�ects

increases dramatically for smaller NC sizes, as the surface-to-volume ratio scales

with ∼ (dNC)−1, resulting in ∼ 50% of the atoms being located at the surface for a

NC with size dNC = 3 nm.

In case of Si NCs in an O-rich environment, as used in this study (see Chapter 2

Section 2.1), a model has been proposed describing the e�ect of the O-passivation

of the surface on the NC size dependent optical bandgap shift [9, 21]. Compared

to H-passivated Si NCs, the shift is less pronounced, which was postulated to be

related to formation of a Si=O bond at the surface of the Si NC, introducing levels

within the bandgap for small-sized NCs � see Fig. 1.2 [22]. As a consequence, the

spectral position of emission related to electron-hole recombination from the lowest

available energy levels shifts to higher energies with decreasing size, but stabilizes

for NCs with sizes smaller than dNC . 2.5 nm. Here, recombination takes place via

the surface-related defect states rather than between the NC-core levels, where both

electron and hole (zone III in Fig. 1.2) or only electron (zone II) are localized. In

their model, the authors propose the electron state to be a p state localized on a Si
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atom of the Si=O bonding at the surface, and the hole state a p state, localized on

the oxygen atom. This interpretation is further discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.2,

based on femtosecond transient induced absorption (TIA) results on Si NCs with

di�erent sizes embedded in a SiO2-matrix: it is suggested to proceed via formation

of a self-trapped exciton at the surface of the NC.

Figure 1.2: Electronic states in Si NCs as a function of diameter and surface pas-
sivation, where squares and circles correspond to H-terminated and triangles and
crosses to O-passivated NCs, respectively. In zone I, recombination occurs via NC
core-related levels. As the diameter decreases, the emission energy increases, exactly
as predicted by quantum con�nement. For O-passivated Si NCs, recombination in-
volves an electron trapped at the surface (zone II), whereas the hole still remains in
the NC core. For decreasing NC size, the trend of the increase of the emission emis-
sion energy is less steep than predicted by quantum con�nement, since the trapped
electron state energy is independent of NC size. In zone III, recombination is via
trapped excitons. In this regime, the emission energy is independent of the NC
size [22].

From a theoretical perspective, the emission characteristics of NCs with respect to

the quantum con�nement induced behavior of the corresponding electronic levels

and radiative transition probabilities have been modeled using di�erent techniques.

Typical methods are ab initio approach [23] � which is more suitable for small

nanoclusters (with dNC . 2 nm) � and the semi-empirical methods: pseudopo-

tential [24], tight-binding [25, 26] and e�ective mass approximation [9], which are

commonly applied in the regime of dNC & 2 nm. In this thesis, emission results are

compared with simulations obtained by the e�ective mass approach, by which spec-

tral and temporal characteristics of emission related to electron-hole recombination

across the �indirect bandgap� as well as the �direct bandgap�, in the Γ-point of the

Brillouin zone, are modeled (see Chapter 3). This approach provides an adequate

description for the counter-intuitive NC size dependent behavior of recombination
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of non-equillibrium �hot� carriers (see Chapter 3, Section 3.3). For extraction of

non-linear absorption characteristics of the Si NCs, a tight-binding technique is em-

ployed, by which the spectral dependence of absorption by carriers with di�erent

kinetic energies is modeled (Chapter 4). In both techniques, the possible inter-

play and contribution of defect-related relaxation and recombination processes is

not taken into consideration, which, especially in the latter case, is shown to be

essential for interpretation of IA data (Chapter 4, Section 4.2)

1.2.1 Spatially separated carrier multiplication in Si nanocrys-

tals

An important and controversial �nding in nanostructured systems is the enhance-

ment in electron-hole pair multiplication as a consequence of relaxed momentum con-

servation, modi�ed carrier-cooling rates, and enhanced Coulomb interaction between

carriers. Electron-hole pair multiplication occurs when more than one electron-hole

pair is generated upon absorption of a single photon with energy of at least twice

the band gap of the material. For photovoltaic applications, this process would

enable more e�cient light-to-electricity conversion, as part of the energy otherwise

lost to heat is converted into free carrier population [27]. In bulk semiconductors,

electron-hole pair multiplication is referred to as impact ionization [28], while in

semiconductor NCs, or QDs, it is conventionally referred to as multiple exciton gen-

eration (MEG) [29], or carrier multiplication (CM) [30]. Over the past several years,

MEG has been reported in NCs of several semiconductors, such as PbSe [29�31],

PbS [29,32], PbTe [33], CdSe [34,35], and also in Si [36]. Also a considerable contro-

very arose due to some di�culty of reproduction of the MEG results in CdSe [37] and

InAs [38,39] QDs, while for the lead chalcogenides, where the MEG process has been

con�rmed by several investigators, the varying value of the quantum yields (QYs) as

well the signi�cance of MEG for improving the performance of photovoltaic cells are

being debated upon. Where some authors report QY >> 1 for exciton formation in

PbSe and PbS QDs [29�31, 40, 41] others have found values which are signi�cantly

lower (1 < QY < 1.25) [42]. These variations have been attributed to e�ects of

surface chemistry on the exciton relaxation dynamics [41,42] and, in some cases, to

long-lived charging of QDs caused by trapping of photo-excited carriers at the QD

surface, leaving a delocalized hole or electron residing in the core [43]. Extraneous

e�ects such as charging can be reduced by stirring the sample during the experiment

and using low photon �uencies for excitation [44].
Conventionally, MEG is investigated by means of femtosecond transient induced IA

or photoluminescence (PL) techniques, where upon low photon �ux pumping (so that
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maximally one electron-hole pair per NC is created) decay dynamics obtained with

high and low photon energy excitation are compared, i.e. for excitation conditions

under which the CM process is energetically allowed or excluded, respectively. The

CM is then identi�ed by enhancement of the amplitude of the signal, which implies

increase of generated carrier concentration. The larger amplitude is combined with

additional components appearing in decay dynamics, which are related to carrier-

carrier-interaction (i.e. Auger components � see Chapter 3, Section 3.2) for the

above CM-threshold excitation. As the absorption of multiple photons by the same

NC results in similar decay characteristics, this experimental approach is rather

delicate and crucially relies on an accurate determination of the number of absorbed

photons per NC, which has to be inferred and cannot be measured directly. As

a consequence, such investigations can lead to tremendous overestimations of the

absolute values for the CM QY [31].
Although the MEG process opens great perspectives for increase of photovoltaic

conversion e�ciency for high photon energies, the practical limitations concerning

carrier extraction from NCs become even more di�cult when the number of excitons

per NC exceeds 1. The increasingly shortened lifetime (dependent on the carrier con-

centration) due to strong Auger interaction leaves a narrow time window for e�cient

carrier extraction [45]. Recently, a CM mechanism has been reported on, where the

additional carriers, generated by absorption of a single high-energy photon, exhibited

long �radiative� lifetime, suggesting their separation prior to elimination by e�cient

Auger interaction. In these materials (dense solid-state dispersions of Si NCs in a

SiO2-matrix), it was proposed that multiple excitons created by a high-energy pho-

ton appeared in neighboring NCs, rather than in the same, and concomitantly the

process was termed �space-separated quantum cutting� (SSQC). Initially, this phe-

nomenon has been investigated with a rigorously calibrated photons-in-photons-out

experiment, by which a reliable absolute value of emission quantum e�ciency (QE

� i.e. number of emitted vs. absorbed photons) was determined [46]. Applying

this technique, we found the QE to be constant up to a certain threshold value of

excitation photon energy (about Eexc ≈ 2Egap), and to increase for shorter wave-

lengths, evidencing a higher photon generation rate. However, the time-integrated

optical spectroscopy technique applied in this case could not provide information

on temporal characteristics of the SSQC process, which is required to gain insight

into its microscopic mechanism. For this purpose, time-resolved IA measurements

were used, where the carrier generation rate has been investigated as function of the

excitation photon energy, in the low photon �ux regime (see Chapter 5) [47]. Both

the PL and IA results are described in Chapter 7, where also the possible bene�cial

contribution of this e�ect in the �eld of photovoltaics is elaborated on.
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1.3 Synergy of this thesis

In this thesis, the fundamental investigation of carrier relaxation and recombination

processes in Si NCs in a SiO2-matrix are described. Chapter 1 provides a general in-

troduction and motivation to use Si and describes the quantum con�nement induced

changes when moving from bulk to a nanostructure con�guration. The preparation

method of the samples used in these investigations is discussed in the next chapter,

as well as the experimental techniques and analysis approaches which are employed

for optical characterization. These techniques comprise spectrally and time-resolved

emission and (non-)linear absorption characteristics, registered in di�erent experi-

mental con�gurations and excitation conditions.

The next chapter is dedicated to a detailed description of the luminescence properties

of these NCs, from a theoretical as well as an experimental perspective. Especially

the results for non-equillibrium �hot� carriers are elaborated on in detail, as these

NC size-dependent spectral characteristics are reported for the �rst time. In Chapter

4, non-linear absorption, both spectrally and time-resolved, is discussed for di�erent

sizes of Si NCs. Experimental �ndings are compared with theoretical simulations,

which describe the spectral dependences quite accurately within a certain energy

range; For photon energies outside of this range, the explanation invokes a NC

surface-mediated carrier capturing process (described in the Section 4.2). Next, a

speci�c carrier multiplication process, which has up to now only been reported for

Si NCs in an O-rich environment, is investigated with time-resolved IA technique.

By comparison of the results obtained under two di�erent excitation conditions

� for which the process is allowed or excluded, respectively � it is conclusively

established that this variation of the carrier multiplication process indeed takes

place as previously proposed based on PL results.

Chapter 6 discusses emission and IA results obtained on a di�erent material: a

rare-earth-doped wide-bandgap semiconductor (GaN:Eu3+), where the host mate-

rial functions as the absorbing medium and energy is transferred to the optically

active rare-earth ions. In the emission section, the optical activity of the ions is

discussed, as the majority of the emission centers turns out not to contribute to the

luminescence. By cross-correlation of the emission results with IA measurements, a

model is proposed for the carrier relaxation and energy transfer mechanism.

Finally, an outlook is given for possible prospects of the practical application of Si

NCs in photovoltaic devices. In this chapter, possible bene�cial properties of these

systems are presented and it is discussed in what way these can be exploited in order

to enhance the output e�ciency of photovoltaic devices.
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2

Experimentals

Sizzen is neat dwaan is in ding

Myn heit

The details on the Si NCs samples investigated in this research described in the

thesis are presented. Furthermore, the spectroscopic techniques which are used in

order to optically characterize these samples are discussed. This chapter is divided

into sections �Photoluminescence� and �Absorption�, explaining the di�erent exper-

imental approaches; for each of these, speci�cations of excitation and detection are

elaborated on.
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2.1 Samples

The Si NC samples used in this study are fabricated using radio-frequency co-

sputtering method where Si and SiO2 were simultaneously deposited in Ar gas of

0.5 Pa (background pressure of 5×10−6 Pa) using a single target sputtering appara-

tus [48]. The substrate is a fused-quartz plate (with a large energy gap), on which Si

was sputtered originating from p-type Si chips (with volume resistivity % = 10 Ωcm

and [B] = 1015 � 1016 cm−3) with size 5 × 15 × 0.5 mm placed on top of a SiO2

target. With a deposition rate of 50 nm/min, several cycles of deposition resulted

in a thickness of the sputtered �lm of either 1 µm or 700 nm. The SiOx (with x < 2,

i.e. Si-rich SiO2) �lms were annealed in a tube furnace purged with N2 gas at tem-

perature range 1100 � 1250 °C for 30 minutes. The annealing procedure assures also

that practically no H is contained in the �lms, as veri�ed by IR absorption [49]. The

good crystal quality of the Si NCs is evidenced using scanning transmission electron

microscope (STEM) technique, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.1(a), where the Si (1 1 1)

lattice fringes can be observed. The STEM picture also evidences the high density

of NCs, which results in a small average distance between di�erent dots. The NCs

have a relatively narrow log-normal size distribution with σ ≈ 19 %, similar for all

samples used in the experiments (see Fig. 2.1(b)).

Figure 2.1: a) STEM image for Si NCs embedded in a SiO2-matrix, demonstrating
the presence of �spherical� Si crystalline structures (with an average diameter of
dNC = 5 nm) by Si (1 1 1) lattice fringes. b) Demonstration of the relatively
narrow size log-normal distribution with σ ≈ 19 % for NCs with an average size of
dNC = 2.7 nm. c) PL peak energy versus average diameter of Si NCs. Solid circles
represent the results reported in Ref. [48]. Previous experimental results are taken
from Refs. [49] and [50] (©), Ref. [51] (×), Ref. [52] (4), and Refs. [53] and [54]
(5). In the inset, an HRTEM image is shown of a Si NC with size dNC ≈ 3 nm.

Figure 2.1(c) shows the PL peak energy at room temperature as a function of the size,

as determined with high-resolution tunneling electron microscope imaging (HRTEM
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� see inset for 3 nm-sized Si NCs). Using this dependence, the average NC size (and

distribution) can be determined from PL characteristics [54]. The solid circles rep-

resent the results for samples produced in a similar way as those used in this study.

For comparison, results are shown for surface-oxidized Si NCs prepared by di�erent

techniques, i.e., co-sputtering of Si and SiO2 (©) [49, 50], plasma decomposition of

silane gas and subsequent oxidation (×) [51], oxidation of aerosol nc-Si (4) [52] and
Si ion-implantation into SiO2 (5) [53, 54]. The band-gap energy of bulk Si crystal

is indicated by the dashed line. Evidently, in spite of di�erent preparation methods,

the wavelength of the maximum PL intensity gradually shifts to higher energies in a

wide range upon Si NC size decrease. These results demonstrate that the PL energy

of O-passivated Si NC varies from the vicinity of the bulk band gap to EPL ≈ 1.9

eV with decreasing the average NC size from dNC ≈ 9 nm to dNC ≈ 1 nm.

2.2 Photoluminescence

2.2.1 Excitation setups

2.2.1.1 Nd:YAG pumped optical parametric oscillator

As a high-power (∼ mJ/pulse) widely tunable nanosecond pulsed (f ≈ 100 Hz) ex-

citation source, a Nd3+:YAG-pumped optical parametric oscillator (OPO) has been

employed. The Nd:YAG laser is a solid-state laser type, pumped by a Xe �ashlamp,

and operated in the Q-swithing mode to achieve a pulsed system. The latter em-

ploys an optically anisotropic crystal (i.e. Pockels cell) by which the transmittance

of a linearly polarized wave can be tuned upon applied electric �eld. In this way

the poor lasing performance of the gain medium is overcome, as the Pockels cell

is opened when maximum population inversion is reached, by which the light wave

can run through the cavity, and the excited laser medium gets depopulated. The

fundamental wavelength of the laser is λF = 1064 nm, which in this con�guration is

subsequently converted to the third harmonic (λTH = 355 nm) by non-linear mixing

with the second harmonic (λSH = 532 nm) via the relation ωTH = ωF +ωSH , where

ωTH is the the frequency corresponding with the third harmonic, and ωF and ωSH
with the fundamental and the second harmonic, respectively. The spectrally broad

excitation range is then generated by passing the beam through an OPO, where

by means of a non-linear (beta-barium borate � BBO) crystal the energy of the

third harmonic photons is split into two separate beams, the signal (with frequency

ωs), and the idler (with frequence ωi). By changing the geometric position of the
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BBO crystal, and therefore the incidence angle of the incoming beam, the respective

energies (i.e. frequencies) of the signal and idler can be tuned where conservation

of energy (ωTH = ωi + ωs) and momentum (k = ki + ks) needs to be satis�ed; the

signal and idler are orthogonally polarized with respect to each other. The setup

comprises two di�erent OPOs and second harmonic generators (SHG), where the

latter components enable doubling of the signal (or idler) outputs by means of a non-

linear e�ect, resulting in excitation photon energies within the UV spectral range.

In this way, a total excitation wavelength range of λexc = 210 � 2480 nm is achieved

� see Fig. 2.2 (a) for a schematic illustration of the excitation setup.

Figure 2.2: Excitation sources for PL experiments. a) Experimental setup compris-
ing of pulsed (∆t ≈ 7 ns) Nd:YAG pumped OPOs operating at f ≈ 100 Hz. The
third harmonic of the laser λexc = 355 nm is used to pump an OPO, which converts
it into a signal and an idler, with frequencies dependent on the incidence angle of
the BBO crystal with respect to the incoming beam. In this way, spectral cover-
age of λexc = 210 � 2480 nm is achieved. The speci�c ranges of signal and idler
are indicated with the pathways, as are the respective polarizations (see arrows).
Behind each OPO, a Glan Thompson prism (GT) allows for selection of a speci�c
polarization, by which signal and idler are easily separated. The SHG components
can convert either signal or idler (in case of SHG II) into the double of the incoming
frequency by a non-linear crystal. In case of conversion of the idler (SHG II), a
λ/2-plate is implemented to rotate the polarization by 90°, which is necessary for
the most e�cient frequency doubling. b) A mode-locked Ar+-laser operating at
λexc = 514 nm and f ≈ 76 MHz with a typical pulse duration of ∆t ≈ 70 ps, pump-
ing a DCM dye laser, by which excitation wavelength is converted to λem = 646 nm,
with a typical pulse width of ∆t ≈ 2 ps. A cavity dumper (CD) inside the dye laser
cavity down-converts the repetition rate by a factor two, and another externally po-
sitioned one by another factor of 10, resulting in a �nal output frequency of f ≈ 3.8
MHz. The operation scheme of the CD is depicted in the grey square, where the
white rectangle represents the radio-frequency pumped acousto-optic crystal.

2.2.1.2 Ar+-pumped dye laser

The argon-ion (Ar+) laser features a sealed cavity containing the laser medium and

mirrors forming a Fabry-Pérot resonator, where the lasing medium consists of ion-
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ized gas. By means of the mode-locking technique based on the natural bandwidth

of the lasing medium, the laser can be converted from its continuous mode into

a pulsed high-repetition rate excitation source. In case of the Ar+-laser, this is

achieved by active mode-locking where an acousto-optic device de�ects light out of

the cavity, based on light di�raction by sound waves in the crystal. Its resonance fre-

quency requires accurate matching with the driving frequency of the laser, resulting

in a repetition rate of f ≈ 76 MHz and a pulse width ∆t ≈ 70 ps (λexc = 514 nm).

The Ar+-laser provides high power pumping for a DCM dye laser (with emission

wavelength λem ≈ 646 nm, and ∆t ≈ 2 ps) with a cavity length adjusted to that of

the former, by which photon round trips of both systems are fully synchronized. In

combination with a cavity dumper, comprising an acousto-optic crystal, the repeti-

tion rate is down-converted to f ≈ 3.8 MHz, increasing the time interval between

consecutive pulses to ∼ 260 ns. The acousto-optic crystal in de cavity dumper is

pumped by a radio-frequency signal at the desired output frequency, by which the

beam is de�ected by a small angle and, via a prism, directed out of the cavity. As the

power of pulses within the pulse train remains within the cavity, it accumulates and

is released in the individual cavity-dumped pulses, resulting in a high optical output

power. The latter feature is a necessary requirement for frequency doubling, where

the λem ≈ 646 nm emission is converted into UV λem ≈ 323 nm by a non-linear

(BBO) crystal (see Fig. 2.2(b) for a scheme of the setup).

2.2.2 Detection

2.2.2.1 Time-integrated photoluminescence detection

For spectral registration of the PL signal from the excited sample, a one-stage

thermoelectric-cooled charge coupled device (CCD � Hamamatsu S10141 � 1108S,

λdet = 200 � 1100 nm) is employed. The PL signal is collected into a spectrograph

for dispersion of the incoming light, whose range and resolution can be selected by

di�erent gratings, and then projected onto the CCD camera. The CCD camera

consists of a array of MOS junctions on a doped Si substrate, where each capacitor

accumulates an electric charge proportional to the light intensity at that location,

which then is converted to a voltage. The incorporation of speci�c high-pass �lters

eliminates laser and/or higher order contributions within the spectrograph. As a

result of the one-dimensionality of the device, only spectral information of the PL

signal is resolved, and monitoring of time-resolved data requires a di�erent detection

technique.
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2.2.2.2 Time-resolved photoluminescence detection

Time-resolved registration of PL signal as discussed in this thesis is achieved by

di�erent photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), with di�erent detection ranges and temporal

characteristics.

� A thermoelectrically cooled PMT (Hamamatsu R9110) with detection range

λdet = 185 � 900 nm and temporal resolution τres &1 ns;

� A thermoelectrically cooled microchannel-plate PMT (Hamamatsu R3809u-

52), with detection range λdet = 160 � 650 nm, and temporal resolution τres & 25

ps;

� A NIR PMT in a nitrogen �ow cooled housing (Hamamatsu R5509-73), with

detection range λdet = 300 � 1700 nm, and time response τres & 3 ns.

Especially in the latter case, where the detected photon energies are relatively

low, the detector requires cooling to liquid nitrogen temperature in order to avoid

thermionic emission which gives rise to dark current. The registration of photonic

signal by a PMT is based on photoexcitation of electrons on a cathode plate, which

are then accelerated by a high voltage onto consecutive dynodes, where each time

q secondary electrons are released. This technique of internal ampli�cation of the

photocurrent using secondary-electron emission allows for high sensitivity detection

of low light levels, so that single photons can be monitored. The temporal in-

formation is resolved by incorporation of the PMT into a time-correlated (single)

photon counting (TC(S)PC) con�guration, where resolution is determined either by

the pulse duration of the excitation source or, in case of an ultrafast pulsed laser

system, by the detector response time (τres ≈ 25 ps). In the TC(S)PC approach,

the excitation pulse is detected by a photodiode prior to excitation of the sample,

which then triggers a time-to-amplitude converter or multiple-event time digitizer

(Fast Comtec P7887). As a result of linear build up of a voltage ramp, the arrival

time of the incoming (single) photon originating from the sample (detected with

the PMT) � which stops the voltage build up � is accurately determined. In

this way, the detected photons will give a statistical temporal distribution of the

photons emitted by the sample. These are divided into di�erent channels, 4096 in

total in case of the picosecond Ar+-laser setup � where 1.25 ps/bin corresponds

with a ∼ 5 ns time window, with a maximum of ∼ 50 ns (with 12.5 ps/bin), while

in the Nd:YAG pumped laser system, the time window can be varied from 32 ns

to 68.7 s range with a minimum of 250 ps/channel. Dependent on the dead time
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of the detector, the repetition rate and pulse duration of the excitation source, the

number of registered photons per pulse is either less (with repetition rate f ≈ 3.8

MHz, pulse width ∆t ≈ 2 ps, and dead time τdead ≈ 2.5 ms) or more than one (with

repetition rate f ≈ 100 Hz, pulse width ∆t ≈ 7 ns, and dead time τdead ≈ 250 ps),

corresponding to either TCSPC or TCPC modes, respectively.

Figure 2.3: Normalized PL kinetics and instrumental response function (IRF) upon
λexc = 323 nm excitation in a total detection time window of ∼ 5 ns (plotted in a
log-log scale), recorded at λdet = 425 nm and λdet = 646 nm, respectively. The laser
pulse is initially distributed in time over ∼ 25 ps (at FWHM), which is followed by
another feature at about 400 ps after exitation pulse. The latter feature is clearly
distinguishable in the experimentally recorded NC-related PL dynamics.

In case of the Ar+-pumped dye laser setup (∆t ≈ 2 ps), where the characteristic

response of the fast microchannel-plate PMT (with τres ≈ 25 ps) de�nes the tem-

poral resolution, the instrumental response function (IRF) shows a characteristic

initial temporal spread of the laser pulse of τres ≈ 25 ps at FWHM, followed by an

increased probability of photon detection around 400 ps after the excitation pulse.

This is demonstrated in Fig. 2.3, where the normalized PL dynamics for Si NCs with

average diameter of dNC = 5.5 nm detected at λdet = 425 nm are plotted together

with the (normalized) IRF, recorded at the second harmonic of the excitation at

λexc ≈ 323 nm in a total time window of ∼ 5 ns. The latter feature is clearly dis-

cernible in the NC-related PL dynamics, which exhibit di�erent decay components,

ranging from picosecond to nanosecond time scale. In order to extract the decay

component(s) of the registered emission dynamics, the signal requires deconvolu-

tion with the characteristic function related to the temporal limiting factor of the

respective detection methods (either the IRF or the laser pulse � the deconvolu-

tion procedure is described in Appendix A). In case of reconstruction of a spectral

pro�le, which either provides a spectral dependence for a given time delay after ex-

citation pulse (see for example Fig. 3.5(c), in Chapter 3) or, when integrated over
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the total time window of the full decay of the emission (∼ 0.5 � 3 ms, dependent

on the NC size) represents the time-integrated spectrum similar to CCD camera

signal registration (see for example Fig. 3.1(a), in Chapter 3), deconvolution of the

dynamics is not necessary.

2.3 Absorption

2.3.1 Linear absorption

For characterization of the linear absorption in a spectrally broad range, a UV-VIS

Lambda 900 Spectrometer was employed. This double-beam, double monochroma-

tor ratio recording system with pre-aligned tungsten-halogen and deuterium lamps in

combination with a PMT for the near-UV and visible regime and a Peltier cooled PbS

detector for NIR provides a total detection window of λdet = 175 � 3300 nm. The

samples discussed in this thesis were investigated for the UV and visible regime (and

corrected for possible absorption by substrate material), with an integrating sphere

incorporated in the setup to account for scattering e�ects. The optical density (OD)

can be rescaled into the photon energy-dependent absorption cross section of a NC of

a certain size or be used to determine the average number of absorbed photons, fol-

lowing the Lambert-Beer relation Nabs = j0(Eexc)(1 � e−OD(Eexc)Ln10)/NNCL, where

j0(Eexc) is the number of photons per pulse for a given excitation photon energy,

NNC is the concentration of the NCs in the sample, and L the thickness of the

optically active layer.

2.3.2 Transient induced absorption

The principle of transient IA (TIA) is based on monitoring the change in absorption

of a light probe pulse upon excitation of the investigated system with a primary

pump pulse, as function of the respective time delay between the two pulses. In this

approach, the excited carriers in the system, which are generated by the initial pump

pulse, are probed with the secondary pulse while undergoing di�erent relaxation and

recombination processes. With this method, physical parameters, such as IA cross

section (see Chapter 4, Section 4.1) and characteristic times of speci�c relaxation

and recombination processes (see Chapter 4, Section 4.2) can be investigated. Con-

ventionally, an excitation source with ultrashort pulses (∆t ≈ 10−15 � 10−12 s) is

employed for this purpose (depending on the investigated sample and relaxation
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mechanism) in a pump-probe con�guration comprising a Ti:sapphire pumped opti-

cal parametric ampli�er (OPA) system. In this thesis, two femtosecond excitation

systems used to investigate the Si NC samples provide di�erent excitation and de-

tection conditions. In the �rst setup (�setup 1�), the Ti:sapphire regenerative am-

pli�er system (Spectra-Physics Hurricane), generates ultrashort pulses (∆t ≈ 130

fs, f = 1 kHz) at the wavelength of maximum intensity λexc = 800 nm, and en-

ergy of ∼mJ/pulse. In order to obtain a gap-free tuneability from the UV to the

MIR regime (λexc = 0.3 � 10 mm), the pulse is passed through a white light-seeded

OPA system (OPA-800C), where the fundamental frequency is converted by means

of multiple order generation or the sum and the di�erence frequency mixing of the

idler and the signal. In the second setup (�setup 2�), the 800 nm emission wave-

length from the Ti:sapphire laser (operating at f = 80 MHz, with ∆t ≈ 50 fs) is

directly fed into a TOPAS ampli�cation and wavelength tuning component, which

down-converts the repetition rate to f = 1 kHz (λexc = 0.3 � 2.4 mm, or λexc = 266

nm with 4th harmonic non-linear crystal).

Prior to passing through the OPA, part of the beam is separated by means of a

beam splitter and utilized in the excitation scheme as a secondary pulse for probing

of the excited medium. Dependent on the speci�c pump-probe con�guration, the

probe pulse is converted by an OPA (OPERA, λprobe = 0.3 � 2.4 mm) into a single

desired signal or idler wavelength (setup 2) or transformed into a white light or NIR

continuum with the aid of a water cell or a CaF2-�lm (setup 1), respectively. The

latter transformation process is a high-order non-linear phenomenon arising from the

optical Kerr e�ect and the self-focusing of (ultra-)short laser pulses in transparent

condensed media. As a consequence of strong (anti-)Stokes broadening and group-

velocity dispersion, the pulse is stretched both spectrally and temporally, resulting

in a ∼ 200 fs broad pulse encompassing wavelength range of λprobe ≈ 370 � 750 nm

or λprobe ≈ 900 � 1300 nm, depending on the conversion medium. This e�ect leads

to a wavelength-dependent arrival time of the probe at the sample, conventionally

referred to as �chirp�, where the wavelength dependent refractive index of the sample

material can enhance the temporal stretching of the pulse. For the samples used in

this study, the latter e�ect does not show signi�cant contribution and the width of

the pulse is in the ∆t ≈ 240 � 360 fs range, dependent on the detection wavelength.

In order to monitor the temporal dependence of the carrier relaxation and recombi-

nation processes in the sample induced by excitation with the primary pump pulse,

the pump and probe pulses are gradually delayed with respect to each other by

means of an optical delay stage. In setup 1, for detection a multi-channel CCD
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(Ocean Optics) spectrograph for white probing and an InGaAs array (Control De-

velopment NIR-256L-1) for NIR are employed, so that the entire spectral range of

the probe pulse is registered for every time delay between pump and probe. In

setup 2, the signal is detected by a sensitive photodiode (Hamamatsu G5853-23 or

G8605-23). For a direct registration of the (absolute) change in absorption of the

probe (∆αL or ∆OD), the detected probe signal is compared with the una�ected

probe signal registered by a second correlated photodiode, which then is correlated

with another rigorously calibrated photodiode. In the other con�guration, a single

detector method is used, where the induced absorption probe signal is normalized

for the linear absorption: ∆αL = (Itotal � Ilin.abs)/Ilin.abs � here Itotal is the com-

bined linear and induced absorption of the probe pulse, and Ilin.abs is the linear

absorption, which is subtracted in order to separate the contribution of the free car-

rier absorption. In both con�gurations, the baseline of the experimentally obtained

IA dynamics is established by tuning the probe pulse prior to the excitation pulse.

The two setups and their excitation and detection speci�cations are schematically

illustrated in Fig. 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: a) Schematic illustration of transient induced absorption con�guration
with multi-color probing detection (setup 1). The pump and probe pulses are pro-
vided by a Ti:sapphire excitation source (λexc = 800 nm, at f = 80 MHz), pumping
an OPA system for a broad excitation range (λexc = 0.3 � 2.4µm), with ultrashort
pulses (∆t ≈ 100 fs). The probe pulse (separated from the pump by a beam splitter
� BS) is delayed with respect to pump pulse by means of a (folded) optical delay
line, resulting in a total time window of ∼ 3.6 ns. The magic-angle condition (54.7°
� accomplished by the polarizer component) ensures the perpendicular polarization
between pump and probe. The probe wavelength is converted into a spectrally broad
pulse (λprobe ≈ 370 � 750 nm or λprobe ≈ 900 � 1300 nm for visible or NIR probing,
respectively) by means a water cell or a CaF2-�lm, resulting in a temporal stretching
of the pulse (∆t ≈ 200 fs). The probe signal is collected with a lens into an optical
�ber and detected by a multi-channel CCD camera. The IA signal is registered by
the computer as ∆αL = (Itotal � Ilin.abs)/Ilin.abs � here Itotal is the combined linear
and induced absorption of the probe pulse, and Ilin.abs is the linear absorption, which
is subtracted to separate the contribution of the IA. The pump signal is modulated
by a chopper at f ≈ 83 Hz or f ≈ 62 Hz for probing in the visible or NIR regime,
respectively. b) Setup 2 comprising of a Ti:sapphire laser, feeding a TOPAS system
to achieve UV to MIR excitation (λexc = 0.3 � 2.4 mm, ∆t ≈ 100 fs), and an OPA
component for a spectrally broad probing range (λexc = 300 � 2400 nm, ∆t ≈ 100
fs). The pump pulse is guided through a 30 cm single optical delay line, after which
the signal is modulated by a chopper resulting in a �nal repetition rate of f = 500
Hz. After passing through the sample, the probe signal is detected by a sensitive
photo-diode and compared to the una�ected probe signal. For the absolute value
of the induced OD, the di�erence signal is correlated with the (una�ected) probe
signal detected by a rigoursly calibrated diode.
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3

Photoluminescence characteristics

of Si nanocrystals

Every fool has his story...

Tom Gregorkiewicz

The NC samples used in this study (see Section 2.1) are investigated by means of

optical spectroscopy. In this Chapter, the approach of PL spectroscopy is discussed,

of which the technical details are described in Section 2.2. Experimental results for

the NC-size dependent spectral position of the optical bandgap are compared to

theoretical models, and the temporal characteristics of the corresponding electron-

hole recombination are investigated. In addition, the behavior of non-equillibrium

�hot� carriers which undergo no-phonon recombination from high energy states is

elaborated on, both from a spectral and temporal perspective.
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3.1 Photoluminescence

3.1.1 Nanocrystal diameter dependent spectral charactistics

of photoluminescence

As described in Chapter 1, Section 1.2, the probability of no-phonon optical tran-

sitions between con�ned electron and holes increases when moving from bulk to a

nanocrystalline con�guration, which is related to the relaxation of the k-conservation

restriction. Generally, the NC diameter dependent enhancement of the recombina-

tion rate is re�ected in an increase of the absolute PL intensity for an equal number

of absorbed photons and shortening of the e�ective characteristic exciton lifetime,

when the NC diameter is decreased [55]. In addition, the emission energy related to

excitons recombining from the lowest available NC core-related levels will blueshift

upon increasing quantum con�nement. This can be observed in PL experiments

under high photon energy excitation conditions, when all crystallites within the dis-

tribution are excited: for decreasing size of NCs, the position of the PL spectrum

gradually shifts to higher photon energies. Figure 3.1 demonstrates such �ndings

for di�erent samples of Si NCs dispersed in an SiO2-matrix with varying average

diameter (dNC = 2.5 � 5.5 nm), where the emission wavelength of the maximum

intensity shifts from λdet ≈ 1030 nm for the largest NC size toward λdet ≈ 750 nm

for the 2.5 nm-sized NCs. As mentioned in Chapter 2.1, the PL spectral char-

acteristics of these samples have been carefully correlated with HRTEM imaging

results to determine the average NC size, allowing for a direct evaluation of the

NC diameter from PL spectra. The distribution of luminescing NCs can be reason-

ably well approximated by the PL spectrum measured under excitation with high

photon energy under the assumption that the large density of the electronic states

in the higher regions of the respective energy �bands� assure excitation of similar

e�ciency in all NC sizes. This approach gives satisfactory agreement between exper-

imentally and theoretically obtained results, but otherwise represents a rather crude

approximation [14]. From a more detailed perspective, the lower recombination ef-

�ciency for larger NCs induces an apparent blueshift of the spectral dependence,

as the oscillator strength for phonon-assisted transitions scales as (dNC)−3. This

can then in �rst approximation be compensated by the decrease in absorption cross

section for a particular photon energy for smaller NC sizes (dNC), as it scales with

σabs∝(dNC)3. In reality, other essential parameters, such as the oscillator strength of

optical transitions and the relative ratio of no-phonon to phonon-assisted processes

versus con�nement energy, will have signi�cant e�ect when the NC size is reduced.
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Especially the latter increases dramatically, as the probability of radiative transition

scales with ∼ (dNC)−6 [9,14]. The NC size-dependent behavior of the corresponding

electronic levels will be discussed in Section 3.1.2. In addition, other e�ects, such

as state mixing, increasing probability of surface defect-mediated processes as the

surface-to-volume ratio rapidly increases for smaller NCs, should also be taken into

account.

Figure 3.1: a) Time-integrated (normalized) PL spectra of Si NCs with an average
diameter range dNC = 2.5 � 5.5 nm upon excitation with a pulsed laser at λexc =
325 nm. The position of the maximum intensity gradually shifts from λdet ≈ 750 nm
for the 2.5 nm-sized NCs to λdet ≈ 1030 nm for the NC with an average diameter
of dNC = 5.5 nm. b) Data taken from Ref. [9]. The NC size dependence of the
ground-state electron-hole recombination energy (solid line). The dashed line shows
the same energy without taking into account the Coulomb shift. For comparison,
the experimental results obtained from PL spectra [48, 49, 54, 56], measured for Si
NCs inside an SiO2-matrix are presented.

As mentioned, the geometrical con�nement of the exciton results in a blueshift of

the optical transitions, for which the most essential scaling parameter is the size

of the NC. Theoretical predictions suggest that the con�nement energy scales as

Ec ∼ (dNC)−x, with the parameter x range of 1.2 < x < 2, depending on the

theoretical technique [9, 57, 58]. Figure 3.1(b) shows the NC diameter-dependent

exciton energy obtained from Ref. [9], where a multiband e�ective mass approach

was used. Evidently, it appears to be in good agreement with experimental data of

PL spectra obtained for samples similar to those used in this study, where x ranges

from ∼ 2 to smaller values when NC size decreases. In the modeling of the carrier

levels and the ground-state exciton energy, any strain e�ects induced by lattice
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mismatch at the boundary between Si and SiO2 have not been taken into account;

these may become important in case of small sized NCs (dNC . 2 nm) . The dashed

line represents the same dependence without consideration of the Coulombic shift,

where only the di�erence between the lowest energy levels of electrons and holes

have been taken into account (and corrected for the optical bandgap energy Egap)

� see Section 3.1.2 for more details on the NC diameter dependent behavior of

the electronic levels . Generally, the Coulomb interaction leads to a decrease in the

recombination energy of an electron-hole pair. The overall Coulomb correction to

the energy of the electron-hole pair is small (although considerable compared to the

Coulombic shift of excitons in bulk Si � ∆Eexciton < 0.15 meV) [59], and electron-

hole recombination energy can be approximated by the sum of the bandgap with

the electron and hole single-particle quantization energies. Generally, the Coulombic

correction scales as ∼ (dNC)−1, thus increasing for smaller NC sizes.

3.1.2 Radiative transitions

In order to get a quantative description of the quantum con�nement induced depen-

dence of the electronic levels in di�erent points in the Brillouin zone, an e�ective

mass technique was employed with the Luttinger Hamiltonian in spherical approx-

imation. The modeling concerns the states in the ∆-valley, corresponding to the

lowest conduction band levels, and in the Γ-point, both for electrons (Γ15-valley)

and holes (Γ25-point). In this approach, in�nitely high barriers are used for the

electrons in the Γ15-valley, which can be justi�ed by the fact that a band of corre-

sponding symmetry in SiO2 at close energies is not present [60, 61]. In case of the

energy levels of holes and ∆-electrons �nite energy barriers at the Si/SiO2 interface

are introduced, which allows for tunneling into the SiO2-matrix. For the latter, this

results in a considerable decrease of the quantum energies, and shows a good agree-

ment between the theoretical simulations and experimental data on the NC size

dependent con�nement energies, as shown in Fig. 3.1(b). The speci�c values found

for the electronic states in the di�erent points of the Brillouin zone using this theo-

retical technique are shown in Fig. 3.2(a), where the energy is plotted as a function

of NC diameter (on a (dNC)−2-scale). Upon increase of quantum con�nement, the

conduction band states of the ∆-valley increase in energy, whereas the ones in the

vicinity of the Γ-point exhibit a di�erent kind of behavior: as they originate from

the degenerate Γ15-state formed by two coinciding subbands (see Fig. 1.1 for band

structure of bulk Si), two split sets of levels arise around 3.32 eV above the valence

band maximum (details on theoretical approach and parameters can be found in

the Ref [9] for holes and ∆-electrons, and in Ref [62] for electrons in the Γ15-valley).
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The higher one moves up in energy for smaller NC sizes, while the lower set shifts

down. For the valence band, the energy levels of the hole states (formed from heavy

and light hole bands) also shift down for smaller NCs, however the magnitude of this

shift is less pronouncedthan the magnitude of the afore-mentioned conduction band-

related down-shift at the Γ-point. As a result, the energy of the �direct bandgap�

e�ectively decreases upon NC size reduction (redshift), while the �indirect bandgap�

increases (blueshift). Previously, rudimentary calculations predicted a small down-

shift of some states, resulting in a reduction of the direct bandgap energy for a certain

range of NC sizes [62, 63]. For sizes below dNC . 2.5 nm, the energies of �indirect�

and �direct� transitions approach each other, and the related emissions merge. For

GaAs, an opposite but otherwise very similar e�ect leading to a cross-over from a

direct to indirect bandgap has been predicted [64]. Correlation between the theoret-

ical modeling and experimentally obtained results of the NC diameter dependence

of optical transitions related to electron-hole recombination from states located at

the Γ-point will be further discussed in Section 3.3. It should be noted that the

e�ective mass approach provides a qualitative description of the quantum con�ne-

ment induced behavior as e�ects such as state-mixing, which becomes increasingly

important for smaller NCs, are not taken into consideration. Nevertheless, theoret-

ical modeling where a tight-binding technique has been employed showed a good

agreement with these results [26].

Figure 3.2: a) Calculated levels of Γ-electrons and holes and ∆-electrons in a spher-
ical Si NC as a function of its diameter, plotted on a (dNC)−2-scale. b) A schematic
illustration of the band structure modi�cation for di�erent sizes of NCs, with in-
creasing value for the �indirect bandgap� upon decreasing NC diameter, and the
opposite behavior for the e�ective value of the �direct bandgap�.
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3.2 Time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy

3.2.1 Single exciton lifetime

By means of time-resolved optical spectroscopy, the decay characteristics of excited

carriers can be monitored, in which the intensity of the signal corresponds to the

carrier concentration and the di�erent components in the decay dynamics to speci�c

relaxation and recombination processes. This can be either done in con�guration

of a pump-probe setup, in which a TIA signal is recorded (see Chapter 4 for more

details), or by detection of a time-resolved PL signal. Con�ned excited carriers in

a NC can relax via intraband phonon-assisted cooling, by trapping (for example at

surface-related states) and/or via radiative and non-radiative recombinations. For

systems featuring single exponential decay dynamics, where the decay characteristics

of the transient absorption signal corresponds to that monitored with PL technique,

it can be concluded that the external QE is close to 1. This is not the case with Si

NCs, as the decay dynamics are well-known to exhibit a multi-exponential behavior,

also in the single-exciton-per-NC-regime, Nexc < 1. This renders the analysis of

decay transients extremely complex, as di�erent decay components cannot be eas-

ily assigned to speci�c carrier relaxation processes. In PL experiments, the decay

dynamics consists of components corresponding to both radiative and non-radiative

processes. The decay rate is the inverse of e�ective decay time τeff , given by the

following expression:

τeff =
τradτnon−rad
τrad + τnon−rad

, (3.1)

where τrad the radiative lifetime and τnon−rad the non-radiative lifetime. In this

equation, the rate of non-radiative decay can be expanded in order to account for

di�erent mechanisms. Generally in the case of indirect bandgap NCs, the decay

rate of non-radiative processes is much higher than the radiative rate, with typical

decay constants of the order of 10−14 � 10−11 s [65] (depending on the nature of the

process), whereas the latter is of the order of 10−4 � 10−6 s for the NC sizes used in

this study [26].

In order to compare the experimentally obtained results with theoretical simulations,

PL dynamics have been recorded for samples with di�erent average NC sizes at the

wavelength of the maximum intensity of their corresponding PL spectra in a TCPC

experimental con�guration (see for details Chapter 2, Section 2.2). Following a

nanosecond pulsed excitation, the system relaxes giving rise to charactertistic PL
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dynamics, as shown in the inset of Fig. 3.3(a) for the sample with an average NC

diameter of dNC = 4 nm.

Figure 3.3: a) Decay rates of Si NCs embedded in an SiO2-matrix with average sizes
range dNC = 2.5 � 7 nm. The rates have been evaluated from �tting dynamics with
a stretched exponential decay function (Eq. 3.2). The inset displays a typical decay
for NCs with an average diameter of dNC = 4 nm, with the corresponding e�ective
lifetime of τPL ≈ 70 ms and β = 0.8. b) Probability of the optical transitions
calculated for the lowest available energy levels (e.g. the optical bandgap) assisted
by an optical transverse (TO � dashed line) and/or a longitudinal (LO � dot-
dashed line) phonon. The thick straight line is their sum, and the red dashed line
the probability of direct optical transitions. Experimental data have been plotted
together with the theoretical model in order to demonstrate the good agreement.
(The �gure is obtained from Ref. [9].)

Evidently, the temporal behavior of the PL cannot be described by a simple expo-

nential decay function e.g., IPL(t) = I0e
−t/τ , but rather by a stretched exponential

decay function [66,67]:

IPL(t) = I0e
−(t/τeff )β , (3.2)

where 0 < β ≤ 1 is the dispersion of the PL decay time. This form of PL decay dy-

namics has been observed for many classes of Si nanostructures [66,68] and di�erent

scenarios have been proposed to account for such a temporal behavior. Firstly, it

has been suggested to be related to a varying carrier localization, such that carriers

escape from Si NCs of a certain size with di�erent probabilities to undergo non-

radiative recombination. The di�erence in probability results from spread in the

barrier height and the distance to close non-radiative recombination centers [69].

Secondly, it could originate from migration of excitons to di�erent NCs, accompa-

nied by the capture and release of excitons with speci�c time constants which could
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delay the e�ective recombination [70�72]. Thirdly, it could originate from a distri-

bution of lifetimes of PL at a single wavelength related to the distribution of crystal

shapes for a certain �xed volume [59]. Last, for a homogeneous NC size distribu-

tion, as is the case for the samples used in this study (see Chapter 2, Section 2.1),

β can be interpreted as the distribution in PL lifetimes, which then corresponds to

similar behavior of the NC size distribution. For the PL decay dynamics shown in

the inset of Fig. 3.3(a), the �tting (red solid line) was performed with �xed β =

0.8, corresponding to a Gaussian distribution of decay times determined by the size

of individual NCs, resulting in a PL lifetime of about τPL ≈ 70 ms. The PL decay

time decreases with increasing PL energy, from about 500 ms for the 7 nm-sized NCs

(kdecay ≈ 2×103 s−1) to ∼ 20 ms (kdecay ≈ 5×104 s−1) for the smallest NCs. The be-

havior of the decay rates found by the �tting agrees reasonably well with that found

by the theoretical simulations (Fig. 3.3(b)), with the theoretically simulated values

being slightly lower. For the 2.5 nm-sized NCs the �tted value does not fully fol-

low the theoretically simulated NC size dependence, which could originate from the

possible interplay of NC surface-related capturing processes, which then e�ectively

slow down the characteristic PL decay time (see Chapter 4, Section 4.2) [73].

In order to model the NC size dependent behavior of the decay rates, the probability

of the optical transitions has been calculated as function of the NC diameter (see Fig.

3.3(b)), using the second order perturbation theory. Here, the spontaneous radiative

emission rate is calculated for the lowest available transitions with the interplay of

transversal and/or longitudinal optical (TO and LO, respectively) phonons. For the

NC size range dNC = 2 � 6 nm, this results in values of the order of 102 � 104 s−1

(thick line in Fig. 3.3). The dashed and dot-dashed lines in this �gure represent the

probability taking into account one of the phonons (TO dashed and LO dot-dashed)

or together (straight line). This procedure is also applied for optical transitions

between Γ15-electron and Γ25′-holes, corresponding to a phonon-less recombination.

The values for the allowed transitions are of the order of τΓ−Γ ≈ 10−8 � 10−7 s, and

appear to exhibit a minor dependence on the NC size. As mentioned previously,

this theoretical method is a bulk pertubation approach, and e�ects like state-mixing

could result in smaller values of the direct radiative recombination times by an

increasing probability of transitions which are forbidden in bulk but become pseudo-

allowed by quantum-con�nement-induced admixing of orbital character. Therefore,

these values should be interpreted as an upper-limit. The signi�cance of this process

will become more pronounced as competing relaxation and recombination processes

become less e�cient, and the corresponding probabilities become comparable. This

will be further discussed in Section 3.3.
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3.2.2 Auger recombination

In case of multiple excitons con�ned in the same NC, the relaxation of these carriers

will be dominated by non-radiative Auger recombination [45, 47, 74]. Auger recom-

bination is a multi-particle energy transfer process, where the recombination of the

excess excitons proceeds without the emission of a photon, and instead, the remain-

ing carrier(s) get(s) re-excited to higher energy states (see Fig. 3.4(a) for a schematic

illustration). The e�ciency of Auger e�ects is signi�cantly lower in bulk materials

as a result of the reduced Coulomb carrier-carrier coupling and the kinematic re-

strictions imposed by the energy and momentum conservation. Three-dimensional

carrier con�nement results in the discretization of the energy spectra of NCs [75,76]

and the modi�cation of multi-particle interactions, including Auger e�ects [77�80].

The con�nement-induced enhancement of Coulomb interactions and relaxation in

the translation momentum conservation should increase the Auger rates in com-

parison to the bulk [77, 80], whereas the atomic-like structure of the energy levels

in NCs should have the oppostite e�ect because of the reduced availability of �nal

states satisfying the energy conservation. As a result, Auger recombination can only

occur e�ciently with the participation of a phonon (as a four-particle process) or

with the involvement of a �nal state from the continuum of states outside the NC

(Auger ionization) [80,81]. The complex interplay between these e�ects complicates

the theoretical analysis of quantum-con�ned Auger recombination. In experiments,

the Auger e�ect in NCs is typically analyzed within a bulk semiconductor approach

by introducing an e�ective carrier concentration in the NC (nexc = Nexc/V0, where

Nexc is the number of e-h pairs per dot and V0 is the NC volume) and a cubic

carrier decay rate (CAn
3
exc , where CA is the Auger constant) [82, 83]. However,

the validity of this approach in the regime of a few electron-hole pairs per NC is

not obvious, and the recombination occurs as a sequence of quantized steps from

the N to N − 1, N − 2, . . . and �nally to the last remaining electron-hole pair

state, which then will recombine with the characteristic e�ective time constant. In

the �quantized� regime, Auger recombination is characterized not by a continuum

of density-dependent recombination times τAuger = (CAn
2
exc)

−1 as in bulk materials,

but by a set of discrete recombination constants, characteristic of the decay of the

2�, 3�, . . . electron-hole pair NC states. It has been shown for CdSe QDs that

the Auger decay constants for multiple excitons for a given NC volume V0 scale

approximately as τ4 : τ3 : τ2 = 0.25 : 0.44 : 1, which is remarkably close to the ratio

expected for the cubic recombination process [45]. This correspondence indicates

that in strongly con�ned, 0D NCs, Auger recombination is a cubic process, similar

as in bulk materials.
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Figure 3.4: a) A schematic illustration of the simultaneous absorption of multiple
photons in the same NC by which multiple excitons are generated (1). By means
of Auger interaction, one electron gets excited to a higher energy level at expense
of the (non-radiative) recombination of the other elctron-hole pair (2). The last
remaining carrier relaxes to the lowest energy state after which it can recombine
radiatively, demonstrating the limit of one emitted photon per NC per excitation
pulse, independently of the incoming photon �ux (3). b) IA transients for Si NCs
with an average diameter of dNC ≈ 3.5 nm for four di�erent excitation photon �uxes
in a total time window of 1 ns upon pulsed excitation at λexc = 400 nm. In this graph,
the intial amplitude of the signal (taken at t = 0.6 ps) is indicated with A, and the
amplitude for longer delay time B (taken at t = 800 ps). c) The amplitudesA and B
as function of the photon �ux (or the average number of excitons per NC < Nexc >
� upper horizontal axis). The dependence of A can be described accurately by a
linear �tting, and B shows good agreement with the function (1 � e−σabsj(0)). The
data are extracted from Ref [47].

The characteristic Auger recombination times of two electron-hole pairs in the same

Si NC of a given size lies typically in the range τAuger ≈ 10−11 � 10−10 s. For a

NC with an average diameter of dNC = 1.65 nm and the bulk value for the Auger

interaction coe�cient of CA = 4×10−31 cm6 s−1, the Auger time constant would be

τAuger ≈ 220 ps [74]. However, this approximation is rather crude, and much smaller

values are generally found for Si NCs, as a consequence of the strong dependence

of CA on NC diameter. In case of CdSe quantum dots, CA has been shown to

change by about 2 orders of magnitude when moving from 5 nm-sized NCs to NCs
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with average diameter of dNC ≈ 1.5 nm [45]. The conventional way to investigate

Auger-related dynamics is by femtosecond resolution optical spectroscopy, either

in con�guration of a PL or TIA experimental setup. In case of Si NCs, where the

external PL QEs are relatively low, the latter technical approach is frequently chosen

for this purpose (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2 for experimental details). Figure

3.4(b) shows the TIA results for Si NCs with the average diameter of dNC ≈ 3.5 nm

as function of excitation �uence (excitation photon energy of Eexc = 3.1 eV) and

probing at Eprobe = 0.95 eV. Evidently, the amplitude of the intial decay component,

corresponding to the carrier concentration prior to Auger recombination and/or

carrier relaxation, shows a steady growth as function of the incoming photon �uence,

exhibiting a linear dependence (as demonstrated in Fig. 3.4(c)). The amplitude

of the longer decay component (taken at t = 800 ps), related to single exciton

relaxation and recombination processes � as all multi-carrier interaction processes

have vanished at this time scale (τAuger ≈ 35 ps for two electron-hole pairs in the

same Si NC) � exhibits a saturation behavior and represents the maximum fraction

of NCs within the photoexcited volume. This can be described by the relation

(1 � e−σabsj(0)), where σabs is the linear absorption cross section for the excitation

photon energy and j(0) the photon �uence, in accordance with Poisson statistics.

3.3 Photoluminescence of non-equilibrium carriers

in Si nanocrystals

The e�ciency of no-phonon radiative recombination across the direct bandgap in Si

is similar to that of direct bandgap semiconductors, with the time constants of an

order of τrad = 10 � 100 ns. In bulk c-Si, the �hot� no-phonon luminescence is prac-

tically inhibited by e�cient intraband relaxation of carriers, with the thermalization

driving hot electrons to the minimum of the conduction band, and so toward the

indirect bandgap recombination channel. This scenario has recently been con�rmed

by the experimental observation of weak hot no-phonon emission in bulk c-Si under

extreme conditions of high-energy carrier injection using scanning tunneling micro-

scope technique [84]. In this case, the measured QE was QEdirect bandgap ≈ 10−7,

implying ultrafast hot carrier cooling on a sub-picosecond time scale.

In Si NCs, thermalization processes of hot carriers will be a�ected by the quantum

con�nement-induced altering of the band structure [76]. Generally, with lowering

the dimensions of structures the density of states will decrease, while the separa-

tion between the individual levels will appear, slowing down the phonon-assisted
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cooling. Simultaneously, the relaxation of the momentum conservation restriction

will allow for mixing of di�erent states, which will signi�cantly change the den-

sity of states distribution and transition probabilities between individual states. It

has been postulated that upon lowering of the crystal dimensions, the so-called

�phonon-bottleneck� e�ect would appear, slowing down hot carrier thermalization

by as much as 1 � 3 orders of magnitude. Experimental observation of this ef-

fect has been reported only recently in a system where the electron-hole coupling

was switched o� [85], since usually e�cient electron-hole coupling facilitates a fast

cooling channel for electrons, thus masking the e�ect of reduced electron-phonon

scattering [86]. In Si NCs, carrier relaxation processes have not been investigated

in detail � neither experimentally nor theoretically �, but single electron cooling

times of the order of 1 � 10 ps range are commonly expected [65]. This very short

lifetime of hot carriers might possibly be increased by spatial separation of the ex-

cited electron and hole prohibiting interband scattering [85]. In addition, e�cient

Auger recombination of multiple excitons generated in the same NC (Nexc > 1) will

in�uence the hot carrier population: de- and re-excitation of multiple excitons, by

which the hot carrier density is enhanced, will lead to time constants of the order of

10 � 100 ps [74,87]. In this way, the probability of the no-phonon recombination can

be enhanced by a continuous generation of hot carriers. In the present study, we

report on the observation of an ultrafast (picosecond decay) visible PL band, which

has the striking feature of shifting to longer wavelengths (redshift) for smaller NCs.

We assign this band to the phononless radiative recombination of hot carriers.

3.3.1 Results and discussion

The study has been conducted on a set of samples containing Si NCs of average

diameters dNC = 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5 and 5.5 nm embedded in SiO2 prepared by

radio-frequency co-sputtering, as described in Section 2.1. The left panel of Fig.

3.5(a) shows the time-integrated PL spectrum for the sample with Si NCs average

diameter of dNC = 4.5 nm, obtained under 325 nm continuous wave (cw) excitation.

PL dynamics taken at the maximum intensity of this spectrum reveals a decay

of the order ∼ 100 ms (right panel). This PL band is related to the well-known

excitonic recombination across the indirect bandgap, from the bottom of conduction

band to the top of the valence band. Figure 3.5(b) shows a PL transient taken at

λdet = 420 nm obtained under ∼ 2 ps pulsed UV excitation. The time-resolved PL

is shown in a ∼ 50 ns time frame, as recorded by a TCPC detection technique with

resolution of τres≈ 25 ps. The transient features a multi-exponential decay, with

fast picosecond components, followed by a tail with a decay of τdecay ≈ 50 ns (not
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fully shown). Due to the high repetition rate of the laser (f = 3.8 MHz), the slow

(microsecond) excitonic PL does not fully relax in between consecutive excitation

pulses, which can be identi�ed by a non-zero baseline signal present before the

laser pulse in Fig. 3.5 (b), left panel. As a consequence, the faster picosecond

and nanosecond PL transients are superimposed on the background arising due

to accumulation of the microsecond PL signal. The di�erent arrows in the panel

indicate the amplitudes of the di�erent contributions: the slow microsecond PL

signal (Aµs� red), the initial PL signal instantaneously after the laser pulse (Ai
� black), and the nanosecond component (Atail � blue), corrected for the non-

zero baseline signal Aµs. The right panel zooms onto the �rst 500 ps of the PL

dynamics, illustrating the fastest PL components, with amplitude Aps (green arrow

� corrected for the slower microsecond and nanosecond contributions). Recording

the PL transients for the 350 � 620 nm detection range enables reconstruction of

the spectral pro�le of the initial amplitude of the PL signal (Ai � black dots) �

panel (c). Due to the drastical di�erence in kinetics, the three afore-mentioned

contributions can be easily separated: On the long wavelength side of the spectrum,

the high-energy onset for the slow excitonic band can be seen, illustrated with the red

line (Aµs). The two Gaussian �ts represent the spectral pro�le of the amplitude of

the nanosecond component, Atail � blue line, with its maximum around λmax = 420

nm, and the fast picosecond component centered around λmax = 480 nm (Aps �

green line). The latter PL band (referred further to as �hot� PL) features ultrafast

multi-exponential decay, in the 10 � 100 ps range, with the fastest initial decay being

limited by the experimental resolution (shown in the upper inset � τres ≈ 25 ps),

implying existence of even faster relaxation processes.

In order to establish the microscopic origin of the hot PL band, samples with NCs of

di�erent sizes were investigated. Variation of the spectral characteristics is expected

for the core-related emission while recombinations at surface/defect states exhibit

only very weak, or no dependence on the NC size, as is the case for the 420 nm-

band [88]. Firstly in Fig. 3.6(a), on the long wavelength side the excitonic PL for all

samples is displayed, with the well-known blueshift of its maximum for smaller NC

diameters. Next to that, in the visible regime, the hot PL band for all the samples

is shown: the position of hot PL maximum shows a gradual shift from λmax ≈ 430

nm for the sample with dNC = 5.5 nm to λmax ≈ 630 nm for the smallest NCs

with dNC = 2.5 nm. The illustrated dependence of the hot PL band on the NC

diameter provides a very strong evidence relating it to radiative recombination in

the NC core, rather than at defect states. Remarkably, the hot PL band shows a

redshift, opposite to the blueshift of the excitonic recombination observed in the
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Figure 3.5: The temporal and spectral characteristics of PL for the sample with
NCs of an average diameter dNC = 4.5 nm. a) In the left panel, the time-integrated
spectrum, as obtained under cw excitation at λexc = 325 nm is shown, centered
around λdet = 870 nm. The PL dynamics (right panel) taken at this wavelength
exhibit a decay which can be �tted with a stretched exponent I = I0 e

(−t/τdecay)β ,
with decay τPL ≈ 100 ms, and β = 0.8, for Gaussian distribution of the PL decay
times. b) In the left panel, the PL decay dynamics at λdet = 420 nm as obtained
under 2 ps pulsed excitation at λexc = 325 nm, shown in a total time window of 50
ns, taken in a TCPC mode with a setup resolution of τres ≈ 25 ps. The amplitudes
for the initial PL signal (Ai � black arrow), the nanosecond component (Atail �
blue arrow), and the baseline signal (Aµs � red arrow) are indicated. The latter
is a consequence of buildup of the slow ms excitonic PL, which does not fully relax
between consecutive pulses due to high repetition rate of the laser (f = 3.8 MHz).
The right panel shows dynamics for the �rst 500 ps, after correction for the slower
decaying contributions. It reveals the presence of decay components in the 10 �
100 ps range, with amplitude Aps (green arrow). c) The spectral pro�le of the
initial amplitude Ai of the PL decay dynamics is taken in the 350 � 620 nm range
(black dots). Within this pro�le, the three di�erent contributions Aµs, Aps, and
Atail (corrected for Aµs) are indicated with Gaussian �ts in red (only high energy
onset), green and blue, respectively. The spectral pro�le for the ns component has
its maximum around λmax ≈ 420 nm, whereas the spectral position of the maximum
of the amplitude for the fast picosecond components (Aps) is around λmax ≈ 480 nm.
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same samples.

Figure 3.6: a) The hot and excitonic PL bands for all the samples used in this
study. On the long wavelength side of the graph in the NIR, the (normalized) exci-
tonic PL spectra show a blueshift for smaller NC sizes: the PL intensity maximum
for the sample with the largest average NC diameter (dNC = 5.5 nm) centers around
λmax ≈ 990 nm, while for the sample with the smallest NC size (dNC = 2.5nm) the
maximum is around λmax ≈ 750 nm. In the short (visible) wavelength range, the
(normalized) hot PL is depicted. This band shows the opposite behavior: here a
redshift upon NC size decrease is evident. The sample with the largest average NC
diameter (dNC = 5.5 nm) shows hot PL with a maximum aroundλmax ≈ 430 nm,
while for smaller NCs this band gradually moves to longer wavelengths. b) A com-
parison between the theoretically modeled behavior (as described in Section 3.1.2) of
the transitions in the Γ-point (dashed lines) and those across ∆ � Γ (solid line) as a
function of NC diameter. Evidently, good agreement is found for both dependences
of the �indirect bandgap� as well as the �direct bandgap�. The four transitions
in the Γ-point correspond to (from high to low): 1eh0 � 1hm2, �1em1 � 1hh2,
�1em1 � 1hm1, 2eh0 � 1hm2, and show an opposite behavior for smaller NC sizes
to the transition corresponding to the excitonic recombination. The cut-o� of the
dashed lines around 2.3 eV is related to the fact that the applied theoretical approach
is valid only within ∼ 1 eV around the Γ-point.

The PL spectrum in Fig. 3.5(c) illustrates three di�erent contributions to the emis-

sion of Si NCs observed in this study: the �rst band is the excitonic emission in the

NIR which, as shown in Fig. 3.6, exhibits a blueshift for smaller NC sizes due to

quantum con�nement. This recombination has been well investigated experimen-

tally [89] and successfully modeled by theory [90]. Its decay time is in the ∼ 100 ms

range. For Si NCs in an O-rich environment, participation of an O-related interface

state (Si=O) leads to stabilization of its wavelength for small Si NCs with diame-

ters dNC . 2.5 nm [22,91]. The second PL band is centered around λmax ≈ 420 nm

and has a decay time ∼ 10 ns. This band has been frequently reported in previous

investigations of PL from small Si NCs in SiO2 matrices and in defect-rich SiO2. It
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is commonly assigned to recombination at an O-related defect state (O-Si-O) [88].

Thirdly, in addition to these two well-known PL bands, we identify another contri-

bution � the hot PL band, with fast picosecond decay characteristics. For the dNC
= 4.5 nm sample its maximum intensity is at λmax ≈ 480 nm and shows a redshift

for smaller NC sizes.

In the past, visible emission with nanosecond decay dynamics has frequently been

reported in optical investigations of Si NCs and its origin has been debated upon.

It has usually been postulated to arise due to radiative recombination at some O-

related defects, in the SiO2-matrix itself, or due to quasi-direct transitions in very

small NCs [92�95]. A combination of di�erent contributions might be possible,

which could explain the existing controversy. The hot PL band identi�ed in this

study appears next to the previously reported visible emission from Si NCs, and can

be readily distinguished by its considerably di�erent characteristics � a picosecond

decay and spectral redshift upon NC size reduction. We postulate that it originates

from no-phonon radiative recombination of hot carriers whose energy and e�ciency

are in�uenced by quantum con�nement.

As mentioned in Section 3.1.2, the redshift of PL is likely to be related to the

quantum con�nement e�ect on the no-phonon radiative recombination in Si NCs

[9, 62, 63, 96]. In order to justify this hypothesis, the theoretically simulated energy

dependences for four di�erent transitions, extracted from the modeled energy levels

shown in Fig. 3.2(a), are plotted together with the experimentally obtained PL

spectra, both for the excitonic and the hot PL bands for all NC sizes (Fig. 3.6(b)).

Evidently, the theoretically modeled dependence describes the experimental results

rather accurate, for transitions in the Γ-point (dashed lines) as well as those across

∆ � Γ, clearly demonstrating opposite behavior. The change of band structure with

respect to the higher excited states adds to other e�ects which in�uence emission

from Si NCs � the momentum conservation relaxation, changes of density of states

and carrier relaxation mechanisms. As a consequence, it can be expected that with

decrease of NC size, the energy and the relative e�ciency of the no-phonon radiative

recombination channel might increase.

For further justi�cation of the proposed identi�cation of the hot PL, also its dy-

namics have to be considered. For hot PL, the experimentally measured decay time

re�ects carrier cooling. As mentioned before, for single carrier thermalization in

Si NCs relaxation times in the 1 � 10 ps range are generally expected [65]. Such

conditions are realized with a single exciton per NC, requiring the excitation �ux to

be su�ciently low � Nexc < 1. Indeed, PL up-conversion and TIA measurements

with sub-ps resolution performed under such excitation conditions on our materials,
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Figure 3.7: Carrier relaxation paths for low (Nexc < 1) and high (Nexc > 1) excitation
�ux. The schematics of the Si band structure in the Γ−X direction, with quantum
con�nement induced discretization of the energy levels in the Γ15-point (electrons),
Γ25-point (holes) and the ∆-valley. a) The pictogram illustrates the situation when
excitation �ux is such that Nexc < 1, where carriers can either thermalize within
1 � 10 ps or trap at surface-related defect state. Therefore, only the O-related re-
combination (∼ns) and the excitonic recombination (∼ms) will be present, while the
recombination via the direct channel will have low e�ciency (dashed green line). b)
For the Nexc > 1-condition, multiple carriers are generated by high �ux, allowing for
a constant feeding of the direct channel by Auger recombination of multiple excitons.
This will induce enhancement of the PL intensity due to radiative recombination
via the direct channel (green arrow).

do reveal relaxation times of this order (see Chapter 5 for TIA results). The TCPC

PL results shown in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6, were obtained under conditions when

multiple excitons were being generated per NC � Nexc > 1. These two di�erent

excitation conditions (Nexc < 1 and Nexc > 1, respectively), are schematically il-

lustrated in Fig. 3.7: Si band structure in the Γ � X direction is depicted with

quantum con�nement induced energy levels in the vicinity of the Γ-point and the

∆-valley. For the Nexc < 1-case, panel (a), the fast electron cooling of the order of

1 � 10 ps, will practically only allow for photon emission due to the lowest energy

exciton recombination (red arrow) and � after fast trapping � at the O-related

defect at λO−PL ≈ 420 nm (blue arrow). The hot carrier no-phonon recombination

via the direct channel (illustrated by a dashed green arrow) is limited by e�cient

draining of carriers from the higher energy levels due to rapid thermalization. The

situation changes when multiple excitons appear, for Nexc > 1 � panel (b). In

this case, PL dynamics will be governed by multi-carrier recombination character-

istics. Hot carriers will now not only be generated by the laser pulse itself, but also
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by re-excitation by so-called �Auger recycling�, by which continuous population of

these higher energy states is maintained [97, 98]. Therefore, the hot carrier popu-

lation follows the Auger process-controlled lifetime of multiple excitons, exhibiting

dynamics in 10 � 100 ps range [74,87]. As a consequence, hot carrier population will

be enhanced and no-phonon hot PL will now appear next to the excitonic emission

and the O-related PL.

These considerations are justi�ed by experimental results shown in Fig. 3.8, where

the time-resolved spectral dependence of the PL intensity for the sample with an

average diameter of dNC = 2.5 nm is depicted for two di�erent experimental con-

ditions: In the �rst case (panel (a)), the Nexc < 1-condition was satis�ed allowing

only for (fast) single carrier relaxation processes. These results were obtained under

very low-power 2 ps UV pulsed excitation (no accumulation of excitation between

the pulses) with resolution of τres ≈ 25 ps (i.e. insu�cient to resolve the fast carrier

relaxation). In the two right panels, the PL spectra taken at t = 1 ps (immediately

following the pulse), and for t = 35 ns reveal presence of only two contributions: the

O-related PL band centered around λmax ≈ 420 nm, and the high energy shoulder of

the excitonic band, with its maximum around λmax ≈ 750 nm (not fully displayed).

Although in the initial PL spectrum for t = 1 ps the intensity is non-zero at the

position corresponding to the maximum of the hot PL band (λmax ≈ 630 nm for this

sample), no pronounced band can be observed. This illustrates the low e�ciency of

this channel due to rapid hot carrier cooling. In panel (b), the time-resolved spec-

tral dependence of the PL intensity for the same sample is displayed under intense

pumping, for the Nexc > 1- condition. In that case, the 5 ns UV pulsed excitation

source is used, with a repetition rate of f = 100 Hz, allowing for full relaxation

between consecutive pulses. For this measurement, the hot carrier population is

now governed by Auger-processes of nonradiative recombination of multiple exci-

tons. Furthermore, the laser pulse duration is one order of magnitude longer than

the carrier cooling and/or Auger recombination time, creating a semi-cw excita-

tion condition for hot PL. This means that during laser excitation an equilibrium

concentration of hot carriers is realized, and therefore carrier dynamics will repro-

duce the temporal characteristics of the laser pulse. The spectrum taken during

the excitation pulse, at t = 1 ns (right lower panel), shows not only the O-related

contribution around λmax ≈ 420 nm and the excitonic PL band around λmax ≈ 750

nm (in this case fully displayed), but also the pronounced hot PL band centered

around λmax ≈ 630 nm.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of the time-resolved spectral dependence of the PL intensity
for the sample with an average diameter of dNC = 2.5 nm under pulsed (t = 2 ps)
and semi-cw (t = 5 ns) excitation at λexc = 325 nm. a) The TCPC data as obtained
under 2 ps pulsed excitation (τres ≈ 25 ps), in a 50 ns time window in the 350 � 700
nm detection range. The laser power was such that Nexc ≈ 0.002, so no multiple
excitons were created, in spite of the high repetition rate (f = 3.8 MHz). In the
two spectra at the right side, taken at t = 1 ps and t = 35 ns, two contributions are
discernable: the O-related PL centered around λmax ≈ 420 nm, and the (onset of
the) excitonic band with its maximum around λmax ≈ 750 nm (not fully shown). b)
The time-resolved PL intensity in the 380 � 790 nm detection range for the semi-cw
excitation with high �ux, i.e. Nexc > 1. The spectrum taken at t = 35 ns after the
excitation pulse again shows the same two contributions as in panel (a), while the
spectrum taken at t = 1 ns (i.e. during the laser pulse, under pseudo-equilibrium
conditions for hot carriers) clearly reveals a hot PL band centered around λmax ≈ 630
nm. Dashed lines in the panels are a guide to the eye in order to distinguish the
three separate bands � red for the lowest excitonic recombination, blue for the
O-related emission and green for the hot PL.

In view of the above, we conclude that the detailed analysis of decay dynamics of

the newly identi�ed PL band is fully consistent with the proposed identi�cation of
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this band as hot PL, with its intensity being correlated with hot carrier density. We

note that the observation of hot PL reported here is in a way similar to what has

recently been realized in nano-engineered Ge, where the direct and indirect bandgap

have very comparable energies, and where direct bandgap transitions appear as soon

as those related to the lowest indirect bandgap saturate [99].
Finally, we discuss the QE of the hot PL identi�ed in this study. As mentioned

before, the relative e�ciency of the hot PL is expected to increase for smaller NC

sizes. This is indeed the case as demonstrated in Fig. 3.9, where the PL intensities

of the excitonic band and the hot PL band for two samples with average NC sizes

of dNC = 2.5 nm and dNC = 4 nm are shown together in the spectral range, where

both can be recorded simultaneously. The measurements have been performed un-

der identical excitation conditions, with 5 ns pulses (f = 100 Hz). When corrected

for the bandwidth, the hot-to-excitonic PL amplitude ratio increases approximately

5-fold for smaller NCs, supporting the proposed model. In order to quantize the

external QE of the hot PL band (QEhot PL), comparison of its time integral (Ihot PL)

with that of the excitonic band (Iexc) is performed. In such a procedure, one takes

advantage of the fact that while temporal characteristics of the hot PL may be dis-

torted due to insu�cient temporal resolution of the detector, the time integral of PL

signal is preserved. For sample with the smallest NC sizes, dNC = 2.5 nm, the exper-

imentally determined intensity ratio between both PL bands is Iexc/Ihot PL ≈ 1000.

Taking into account the independently evaluated external QE of the excitonic PL

for that sample of ∼ 10% [46], we arrive to QEhot PL ≈ 0.1�. This represents the

lower limit of the QE of the non-phonon recombination and implies an enhancement

by at least 3 orders of magnitude when compared to bulk c-Si [84]. On the other

hand, we can now use this independently obtained QE value to estimate the e�ective

carrier cooling time: τeff = τrad × 10−4 ≈ 10 � 100× 10−4 = 1 � 10 ps. This agrees

reasonably well with our previous considerations concerning decay time of hot PL

and also with the hot electron thermalization times expected for Si NCs, providing

further support for the proposed identi�cation of the observed PL as the no-phonon

hot emission.
In the future, the QE of the hot PL may still be increased by careful optimization

of the material and of the excitation procedure in order to maximize the radiative

recombination channel vs. carrier cooling. To this end, we recall that external QEs

as high as 60 � 80 % have been claimed in the literature for the excitonic emission

from optimized Si NCs [100], with the intrinsic PL yield approaching possibly 100%

[101]. A possible approach for taking full advantage of the direct channel emission

could be by placing the Si NCs into a photonic crystal con�guration, allowing only

for the visible fast emission to escape.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of the relative intensity of the hot and excitonic PL bands
for NCs with the average diameter of dNC = 2.5 nm and dNC = 4 nm. a) The
spectral pro�le of the initial amplitude of PL transients for the sample with the NC
size dNC = 2.5 nm, as obtained under 5 ns UV excitation for the 380 � 790 nm de-
tection range. The two Gaussian �ts represent the hot PL (green) and the excitonic
recombination (red), respectively. The same procedure has also been applied for
the NCs with an average diameter of dNC = 4 nm in panel (b). The relative ratio
between the two contributions in panel (a) is ∼ 7.5, and ∼ 1.5 for the larger sample
(with correction for the spectral width).

Conclusions

We have identi�ed an ultrafast (picosecond range) visible band in PL spectrum of

Si NCs. The energy of this band decreases for smaller NC sizes, while its relative

intensity increases. Based on these characteristics, we assign this band to no-phonon

hot carrier radiative recombination at levels in vicinity of the Γ-point in the Brillouin

zone, with the red spectral shift which can be viewed as reduction of the �direct

bandgap� energy due to quantum con�nement. We show that in Si NCs the e�ciency

of this no-phonon emission increases by a factor of 103 in comparison to bulk c-Si.

These results are consistent with the hot carrier lifetime in Si NCs being of an order

of 1 � 10 ps.

The current �ndings o�er a comprehensive understanding of quantum con�nement

induced emission from Si NCs and provide an explanation for some experimental con-

troversies from the past. This concerns the origin of e�cient emission bands at higher

energies with sub-nanosecond lifetime sporadically observed in the high-energy part

of PL spectra of Si NCs prepared by di�erent methods. Also the experimentally

identi�ed link between this emission and Auger quenching of the indirect bandgap
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PL is naturally explained [74]. Finally, now that we have identi�ed the quantum

con�nement induced downshifting of the no-phonon transitions, the enhanced ab-

sorption of amorphous Si (a- Si) � which in literature on solar cells is often referred

to as a �direct bandgap material� � is also put in a new perspective. Namely, this

could arise from contributions of small Si NCs, which can spontaneously form within

a-Si, due to direct optical transitions that are available at lower energies.

The identi�cation of direct no-phonon optical transitions that are tunable into the

visible range opens new horizons for photonic, photovoltaic, and optoelectronic ap-

plications of Si NCs in areas that until now were reserved for NCs prepared from

direct bandgap semiconductors. Reducing the drawback of the indirect bandgap

makes Si NCs the optimum solution for CMOS-integrable photonic devices, for

highly absorbing and environmentally friendly layers for a new generation of NC-

based solar panels, and for totally inert, non-toxic and e�cient bio-tags. One should

nevertheless remark that this will require careful optimization of materials as well

as excitation procedures. While our study shows that the wavelength and the ef-

�ciency of hot no-phonon emission increase upon quantum con�nement, in order

to e�ectively explore this channel of radiative recombination, the nanocrystalline

material will have to be further developed. The described e�ects take place only for

Si NCs of high crystalline quality and for a certain range of NC sizes, since for very

small NC sizes the importance of surface states will increase which could enhance

nonradiative cooling of hot carriers. On the other hand, since the new PL band

concerns hot-carrier emission, the optimum excitation procedures will also need to

be found. Finally, for practical applications, electrical excitation will have to be

considered. For this purpose, the existing schemes for electrical devices based on

SiO2 layers doped with Si NCs need to be explored [102].
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4

Carrier dynamics in Si nanocrystals

investigated with ultrafast

transient induced absorption

Zonder inzicht geen uitzicht op wijsheid

Zonder wijsheid geen uitzicht op vooruitgang

Ellen de Boer-van Wechem

Carrier relaxation and/or recombination mechanisms in Si NCs in an O-rich en-

vironment are still a matter of debate. Especially in view of the limited PL QE,

it is evident that non-radiative relaxation channels play an important role as the

majority of carriers relaxes via such channels. Therefore, characterization and iden-

ti�cation of these channels are needed in order to be able to possibly increase the

optical performance of these systems. In order to get more insight into these carrier

relaxation mechanisms, ultrafast IA technique has been employed in con�guration

of a conventional pump-probe setup, as described in Chapter 2 Section 2.3.2, with

a multi-color probe to obtain spectral information in a broad spectral range. In

this way, information on possible defect-related relaxation channels as well as the

IA cross section as function of di�erent excitation photon energies can be extracted.

Conclusive correlation between the ultrafast IA, with carrier decay dynamics at sub-

nanosecond time scales as opposed to the excitonic PL results, with typical carrier

recombination characteristics of the order of microseconds, is still missing.
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4.1 Induced absorption cross section

The exact determination of the absorption cross section for NCs, both linear and

free carrier, has been a topic of debate as a result of the fact that this parame-

ter cannot be measured directly and has therefore to be inferred from theoretical

models or deduced indirectly from other experimentally obtained parameters. Fre-

quently, its value is extrapolated from the bulk, and scaled down to the appropriate

dimensions (with the required correction factors [32,103]). This method has turned

out to be inaccurate and has in the past led to misinterpretation of results on, for

example, the so-called MEG e�ect (see Chapter 1 Section 1.2.1), which then had

to be recti�ed afterwards [31]. In case of Si NCs, the linear absorption shows a

slight increase for above bandgap photon energies compared to the bulk [104]. In-

terestingly, experiments in a narrow spectral range indicated that IA or free carrier

cross section enhances as much as by a factor of 10 compared to the bulk [105].

This has been investigated in more detail in the current study in a broader spectral

regime, from high photon energies in the UV extending to photon energies below

the NC bandgap. With this property, incorporation of Si NCs in photovoltaic de-

vices would become incredibly attractive, as it opens perspectives for utilization of

photons in the (N)IR regime of the solar spectrum, which are normally lost in the

conventional Si-based solar cell. In this way, conversion e�ciency of solar cells could

be signi�cantly enhanced (see Chapter 7 for more details).

4.1.1 Experimentals

The study has been performed on Si NCs embedded in a SiO2-matrix, which were

prepared by radio-frequency co-sputtering method, with NC density of the order

of NNC ≈ 10−17 � 10−18 cm−3 and typical average NC sizes ranging from dNC =

2.5 � 5.5 nm (with σ ≈ 19 %), as described in Section 2.1, in Chapter 2. For the IA

experiments, a conventional pump-probe setup was employed, as described in Section

2.3.2, in Chapter 2. All experiments were performed under excitation condition of

multiple excitons per NC and at room temperature.

In Fig. 4.1(a), the IA spectra are shown (in probing photon energy range Eprobe =

1.6 � 3.25 eV) for the sample with average NC diameter of dNC = 3 nm obtained

under di�erent excitation photon energies and for the maximum temporal overlap

between the pump and probe pulses. The spectra are shifted on the vertical scale

compared to each other in order to illustrate the similarities for the di�erent ex-

citations: in all cases, a gradual decrease in the intensity toward higher probing
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photon energies is observed, followed by a slight increase for the highest range. A

practical independence on excitation photon energy was also observed for the NIR

probing regime (Eprobe = 0.95 � 1.35 eV � not shown). In Fig. 4.1(b), IA spectra

are shown for the visible probing regime for excitation photon energy of Eexc = 3.8

eV for samples with di�erent NC sizes. Similarly as is the case for di�erent exci-

tation photon energies, the spectral structure shows practically no dependence on

NC diameter. Recently, it has been found that the threshold value for which the

IA signal shifts toward higher values for smaller NCs [73]. This was proposed to be

related to ioniziation of carriers from a self-trapped state localized at the surface of

the NC into the higher lying NC core-related levels. Further details on this can be

found in the Section 4.2.

Figure 4.1: a) IA spectra in the 1.6 � 3.25 eV detection regime for the sample with
an average diameter dNC = 3 nm under di�erent excitation photon energies and
for the maximum temporal overlap between the pump and probe pulses. Here, the
di�erent traces correspond to excitation at Eexc = 3.8 eV, 3.44 eV, 3.26 eV, and
3.1 eV (from black to light gray, respectively). The spectra have been shifted on
the vertical scale. Similar spectral structure was observed regardless of excitation
photon energy. b) The IA spectra in the 1.6 � 3.25 eV detection range obtained upon
Eexc = 3.8 eV excitation for the maximum temporal overlap between the pump and
probe pulse for samples with di�erent average NC sizes: dNC = 2.5 nm, 3 nm, 4 nm,
and 5 nm, from black to light gray, respectively. The spectral structure appears to
be independent of NC size.

In order to obtain temporal behavior of the IA signal, the spectra have been recorded

for di�erent time delays between the pump and probe (with a maximum of ∼ 3.5

ns). In this way, insight in the carrier relaxation mechanisms in Si NCs can be

obtained. Past investigations revealed that carrier dynamics in Si NCs always

exhibit a fast multi-exponential decay [36, 74, 106�108]. This illustrates a variety

of carrier relaxation pathways, with the individual components assigned to trap-

ping [107], carrier-carrier scattering, Auger energy transfer between electrons and
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holes [109], phonon-assisted cooling, and no-phonon radiative recombination [110].

For O-passivated Si NCs, it has been shown that the e�ective carrier cooling can

be slowed down by three orders of magnitude in comparison to bulk Si [110], thus

e�ectively enhancing the role of trapping processes.

In Fig. 4.2, the IA spectra are shown for both detection regimes, NIR (Eprobe =

0.95 � 1.35 eV � panel (a)) and visible (Eprobe = 1.6 � 3.25 eV � panel (b)) for the

sample with an average NC diameter of dNC = 5 nm under excitation of Eexc = 3.6

eV for di�erent delay times between pump and probe. Compared to the IA spectrum

in the NIR regime, the amplitude of the IA signal for the visible range is about a

factor ∼ 10 lower. For both detection ranges, the IA amplitude shows a rapid initial

decrease on a picosecond timescale, with the IA signal in the NIR regime practically

vanishing within ∼ 500 ps. A similar e�ect can be observed in panel (b) but only up

to a certain threshold of probing energy Eth ≈2.25 eV: for photon energies exceeding

this threshold, the IA signal remains even after nanoseconds of delay.

Di�erence in temporal characteristics for below and above the threshold is further

demonstrated in panels (c) and (d) for IA dynamics recorded at Eprobe = 1 eV and

Eprobe = 3 eV, respectively. In both cases, the dynamics feature fast decay on the 1 �

100 ps timescale. Since the experiment in this study is conducted under high photon

�ux, such that multiple carriers are created per single NC, the decay dynamics are

initially dominated by Auger recombination of multiple excitons con�ned in the same

NC, which is known to proceed on a picosecond time scale [36,74,111]. Here, in both

panels the IA dynamics are shown for Eexc = 3.6 eV (black) and Eexc = 2.48 eV

(gray): in case of the low photon probing energy, the IA signal for both excitations

is decaying on a subnanosecond timescale, whereas for the above-threshold probing

photon energy, the signal exhibits a long-living absorption, extending to outside of

the detection window of 3.5 ns. The ratio of ∼ 1.5 between the initial amplitudes

of the dynamics for the high and low excitation photon energy can be explained by

the di�erence in the number of absorbed photons Nabs for these two excitations:

N3.6 eV
abs /N2.48 eV

abs ≈1.5. From the similarities in the IA dynamics in both panels, we

can conclude that these are fairly independent of excitation photon energy, with

the initial fastly decaying components and a long (ns � ms) component for above-

threshold probing photon energies.

In order to verify the experimentally found dependence of the IA signal on detec-

tion photon energy, theoretical modeling of the IA cross section is performed. The

di�erence in decay dynamics for the below and above Eth detection conditions has

been proposed to be related to the formation of a self-trapped exciton (STE) at the

surface of a NC and will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.2. First, we will
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Figure 4.2: IA spectra in the NIR and visible regimes for the sample with an aver-
age NC diameter dNC = 5 nm under excitation of Eexc = 3.6 eV for di�erent time
delays between the pump and probe. a) For the NIR regime, the IA signal decays
practically to zero within 500 ps. b) In this detection window, the IA signal in the
low photon energy regime decays in a similar way as shown in panel (a), whereas for
photon energies exceeding Eprobe ≈ 2.25 eV also a long-living absorption component
can be observed. IA dynamics recorded at Eprobe = 1 eV (panel c) and Eprobe = 3
eV (panel d) for two di�erent excitation photon energies of Eexc = 3.6 eV (black)
and Eexc = 2.48 eV (gray) in a detection time window of ∼ 3.5 ns. For both exci-
tations the dynamics show similar characteristics, with intial fast components, and
with amplitudes related to di�erence in the number of absorbed photons for these
particular excitation photon energies, and an additional nanosecond component for
the high detection photon energy of Eprobe = 3 eV.

present an interpretation of the IA spectrum in the di�erent detection regimes by

correlation with theoretical modeling.

4.1.2 Theoretical modeling of induced absorption cross sec-

tion

4.1.2.1 Drude model

Conventionally for bulk systems, the (photon energy-dependent) free carrier absorp-

tion cross section can be obtained using the Drude model [105, 112]. The develop-

ment of the free carrier (or IA) signal for a given probing photon energy for di�erent

time delay between the pump and probe pulses can be described with the relation

IIA (Eprobe, t) = σIA(Eprobe) × nexc(t), where σIA is the free carrier absorption cross
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section and nexc the concentration of free carriers (or excitons) as a function of time;

nexc decreases in time due to relaxation of the generated carriers. The free carrier

absorption cross section σIA is the sum of the free carrier absorption of electrons

and holes: σIA = σe + σh. The absorption by free carriers in case of bulk Si is

always accompanied by scattering (with acoustic phonons or at impurity centers)

due to momentum compensation between the initial and �nal state. Within the

Drude model, in a simple parabolic energy dispersion, the free carriers absorption

cross section is given by the following relation [112]:

σIA(Eprobe) =
e2h2

4πε0c(Eprobe)2m∗n

1

τs
, (4.1)

where e is the electron charge, c and ε0 are the velocity of light in vacuum and

the permittivity of the free space, respectively, n is the refractive index, m∗ is the

carrier e�ective mass, and τs is the average scattering time of charge carriers in the

semiconductor. The mean scattering time for carriers in the bulk can be estimated

from their mobility µ as τ bulks = µ m∗/e. In case of Si, with its complex band

structure, we take for m∗ the conductivity e�ective mass value, which for electrons

is m∗e = 0.26m0 and for holes m∗h = 0.5m0 [113]. This then results in the scattering

time τ bulks ≈ 4 × 10−13 s for both electrons and holes. The (Eprobe)
−2-dependence

of the IA cross section gives a gradual decrease as a function of photon energy,

with free carrier cross sections being of the order of ∼10−18 � 10−16 cm2 at room

temperature for the investigated probing photon energy range. In the past, this

approach has been applied to �nd the free carrier cross section for excitons con�ned

in Si NCs, where it was found that the experimentally observed dependence could be

well described with the formula 4.1 [112]. The values for the cross section in case of

NCs were increased by a factor ∼ 10 compared to bulk Si, which was considered to

be a consequence of the decreased mean-free path limited by the diameter of the NC.

However, due to discretization of energy levels in NCs, the absorption of light can

proceed without phonon scattering, making this theoretical approach unsuitable for

an exact determination of the IA cross section. Therefore, it is necessary to apply

a new approach taking into account the discretization of the energy levels under

quantum con�nement. The absorption of free carriers has been modeled previously

applying a pseudopotential technique for small photon energies in a narrow region,

and with the con�ned carriers in an equilibrium thermal distribution. In the next

section, we present modeling of the spectral behavior of the IA cross section for the

condition corresponding to the performed experiment.
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4.1.2.2 Tight-binding technique

An empirical sp3d5s∗ tight-binding technique is applied, including spin-orbit inter-

action, as used before in similar systems, in the past for a more limited spectral

regime [25]. The states of con�ned carriers were calculated for hydrogen-passivated

Si clusters [114,115], � H-bonding parameters have been taken from Ref. [115]. Gen-

erally, the initial distribution of hot carriers after photon absorption mainly consists

of �hot� electrons and �cold� holes [26]. Subsequently, due to very high rates of

Auger-like energy exchange between the carriers inside the NC (with characteristic

times τ . 10−13 s), the energy is redistributed between holes and electrons [26],

such that the hot carriers are homogeneously dispersed through all energy levels in

the NCs. Therefore, distribution of carriers in NCs needs to be described by a joint

two-particle distribution function. The (re-)distributed �hot free excitons� have en-

ergy Eexc = Eexc = Egap + |Ee| + |Eh|, Egap the NC bandgap, Ee and Eh electron

and hole energy, respectively � illustrated in the Fig. 4.3(a).

The IA cross section σIA was modeled (averaged over the ensemble of NCs) as

function of probing photon energy ~ω for various exciton energies Eexc at the moment

of maximum overlap between pump and probe pulse:

< σIA(~ω) >=
∑

e,e′,h,h′

fe,h(Eexc)~ω0[σ̃ee′Sδ(Ee′ � Ee � ~ω) + σ̃hh′Sδ(Eh � Eh′ � ~ω)].

(4.2)

The equation considers transitions between di�erent intraband states, where sum-

mation over all electron (e, e′) and hole states (h, h′) is performed. The correspond-

ing energies of the initial and �nal electron states are Ee, and Ee′ , and for holes

Eh, and Eh′ , respectively. The energy of the �nal electron and hole states Ee′

and Eh′ is determined by the probing photon energy Eprobe = ~ω. The distri-

bution function fe,h(Eexc) gives the probability of an exciton with an electron in

state e and a hole in state h for which total energy (including Egap) adds up to

Eexc. The function fe,h(Eexc) was chosen as a Gaussian distribution fe,h(Eexc) =

N e−(Ee+Egap−Eh−Eexc)2/∆2
, with ∆ = 100 meV, which accounts for the NC size distri-

bution in these samples. The quantity N is a normalization factor found from the

condition ∑
e,hfe,h(Eexc) = 1, corresponding to one exciton per NC. Further, the intra-

band absorption cross sections σ̃ee′ and σ̃hh′ are given by σ̃ii′ = 4π2αF2/(3nout)|ri,i′ |2,
where i, i′ corresponds to e, e′ or h, h′ for transitions between (initial and �nal) elec-

tron or holes states, respectively. α is the �ne structure constant (α ' 1/137), nout
the refractive index of the media outside the NC, and |ri,i′ | the coordinate matrix
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element. The (corrective) �eld factor F = 3εout/(εin + 2εout) accounts for the di�er-

ence between the dielectric constants of the surrounding matrix (εout) and the NC

(εin). The dielectric constant and refractive index of the SiO2-matrix are εout ≈ 2

and nout ≈ 1.4, respectively; for the NCs, the bulk static value of the dielectric

constant εin ≈ 12 was used, which yields F2 ≈ 0.14 [114]. The coordinate ma-

trix element |ri,i′ | was calculated including only interatomic matrix elements, which

is reasonable for Si [116]. Finally, the normalized Lorentzian function Sδ(x) with

halfwidth δ is used in Eq.4.2 for energy conservation consideration. δ was chosen

as δ ≈ 10 meV to account for the level broadening in NCs due to energy relaxation

and for the spectral linewidth of the absorbed photon pulse.

Figure 4.3: a) A schematic illustration of the redistribution of exciton energy Eexc
by Auger energy transfer for carriers in Si NCs with bandgap energy Egap. CB
and VB indicate conduction and valance bands of the NC, respectively. The right
panel shows the absorption of photons by �free� electrons and holes in an initial
state Ee and Eh to a �nal state Ee′ and Eh′ , respectively. b) The drude model with
(Eprobe)

−2-dependence as described by Eq. 4.1 for electrons (light green) and holes
(dark green) in bulk Si in the photon energy range of Eprobe = 0.5 � 3.5 eV plotted
together with simulations obtained by the tight-binding calculations for di�erent
average sizes of NCs, dNC = 3 nm (black), dNC = 4 nm (red), and dNC = 5 nm
(blue). c) The IA cross sections obtained from experimental results compared with
the theoretical modeling for the maximum temporal overlap between pump and
probe pulse for the sample with an average diameter dNC = 5 nm for a probing
photon range of Eprobe = 0.5 � 3.5 eV. Di�erent colors represent various exciton
energies Eexc. The black dashed lines are the experimental data scaled down by a
factor 10.

The IA cross sections found by the tight-binding procedure show a similar spectral

dependence for di�erent sizes of NCs (Fig. 4.3(b) for Eexc = 3.5 eV). In this NC size

range, values of the order of σIA ≈ 10−16 cm2 in the low photon energy regime are
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found, followed by a decrease of the absorption cross sections by about one order of

magnitude toward higher photon energies. This dependence can be interpreted as a

result of competition between the growing density of �nal states and the decrease of

the value of the matrix element |ri,i′ | with the energy di�erence Ei′ �Ei. For com-

parison, the theoretical dependence as obtained by the Drude model (formula 4.1)

is shown for electrons and holes in bulk Si. Evidently, the results of this calculations

show a very similar spectral behavior, slightly diverging from the curves obtained

by the tight-binding approach toward higher photon energies. The amplitude of the

IA cross sections for the NC systems is somewhat higher than found for free carriers

in bulk Si.

4.1.3 Theoretical model vs. experimental data

In Fig. 4.3(b), the theoretically obtained IA cross sections for NCs with an average

size of dNC = 5 nm are shown for di�erent exciton energies, ranging Eexc = 2.0 � 4.0

eV compared with the experimental results. According to the model, the dependence

of the IA cross section on Eexc is rather marginal, in particular for low probing

photon energies, but diverges in the higher photon energy regime, with a maximum

di�erence of a factor ∼ 5 between high (4.0 eV) and low (2.0 eV) Eexc. In order to

directly compare these �ndings with the experimental results, the IA cross section

has been extracted from the IA spectra (for the maximum temporal overlap between

pump and probe, thus prior to carrier relaxation � black dashed lines). The values

of the IA cross section were evaluated using σIA = αIA/(NexcNNC), where NNC is

the NC density � derived from atomic percentage of excess Si in the sputtered

layer and average diameter dNC � and αIA the IA coe�cient, obtained from the

IA data. The parameter Nexc is the average number of excitons created per NC by

the excitation pulse, which for this evaluation is set to unity. Since measurements

were conducted under high photon �ux excitation � by which multiple excitons are

generated per NC, resulting in a higher IA �, the experimentally extracted values

for σIA will be overestimated (this has been corrected for by down-scaling of the

experimental results in both detection regimes by a factor of ∼ 10). With this in

mind, we can conclude that the values for σIA in the visible probing photon energy

range extracted from experimental data can be well described by the simulation

(i.e. up to a certain threshold value Eth). For detection photon energies above

Eth the simulations and observations diverge, with the model predicting a gradual

decrease for higher photon energies, while the opposite is observed in experiments.

This observation will be further discussed in Section 4.2. For the NIR probing

regime, the dependence of the IA cross section as found by theoretical modeling is
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in rather good agreement with the experimental results, however the amplitude is

considerably higher. Since the excitation conditions for both detection ranges are

more or less identical by which experimental artifacts can be excluded, the di�erence

in the intensity between the theoretical model and experimentally obtained values

are likely to appear due to a physical property of the material.

The analysis of the IA cross section for decreasing value of Eexc can be interpreted

as relaxation of carriers to lower states in the conduction and/or valence band. The

practical independence of the IA cross section on Eexc con�rms the similarities in

the carrier dynamics obtained for di�erent excitation photon energies, recorded for a

certain probing photon energy, as presented in Fig. 4.2(c) and (d). In case of probing

with high photon energies (panel (d)), the (temporal) decay of the IA intensity could

be (partially) explained in terms of a decreasing IA cross section for smaller Eexc. On
the other hand, according to the theoretical model, the �full� relaxation of the IA

signal in the low probing photon energy regime � suggesting the complete depletion

of carriers � (Fig. 4.2 (c)) cannot be related to this e�ect. Evidently, the model

does not include other possible relaxation mechanisms, such as trapping, Auger

recombination and other fast (non-radiative) processes, which also lead to reduction

of the IA signal. One or more of these e�ects should then be responsible for the

behavior of the IA signal observed for probing photon energies below the threshold

value Eth. As previously mentioned in this chapter, this behavior could be explained

in terms of the formation of a STE at the surface of the NC; details will be discussed

in the next Section.

4.2 Formation of self-trapped exciton in Si nanocrys-

tals

For O-terminated Si NCs a peculiarity in the NC-size dependent position of the

PL spectrum was found: for smaller diameters dNC . 2.5 nm the blueshift in PL

spectrum could not be observed, with PL energy stabilizing in the visible range. This

has been explained in terms of the formation of O-related defects at the surface of

NCs, with levels appearing in the bandgap and participating in recombination of

carriers [22]. Speci�c microscopic details of these defects are not known, but oxygen

is well-known to form electrically active defects in bulk Si [117, 118]; among other

possibilities, formation of a STE has been proposed [119]. Support for the existence

of the STE state facilitating photon emission in small O-terminated Si NCs was

inferred only indirectly from steady-state PL experiments � predominantly from
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the afore-mentioned stabilization of the quantum con�nement-induced blueshift of

PL and also from the temperature dependence of PL intensity and lifetime [120].

It is fair to say that an experimental evidence directly con�rming formation of the

STE is still missing.

4.2.1 Results

For investigation of the STE state, we focus on the detection in the visible, Eprobe =

1.6 � 3.25 eV, where the experimental results deviate from the theoretical models

for the higher photon energies. This is shown in Fig. 4.4 for the sample with an

average NC diameter of dNC = 4 nm, with the IA spectrum as obtained under exci-

tation at Eexc = 3.6 eV and for the maximum temporal overlap between pump and

probe pulses. The experimental results are plotted together with two curves ob-

tained by the two di�erent theoretical approaches for the IA cross section described

in Section 4.1.2: the Drude model � with a (Eprobe)
−2-dependence [105, 112] (red

dashed curve) � and the semi-empirical sp3d5s∗ tight-binding calculations (black

dashed curve) [25,121]. As also shown in Fig. 4.3(b) for the sample with an average

diameter of dNC = 5 nm, the amplitude of the IA signal decreases gradually toward

higher probing photon energies, which is indeed observed in the experiment for low

detection photon energies, up to the threshold value Eth ≈ 2.4 eV. For photon ener-

gies exceeding this threshold, the experimental results diverge from the theoretical

modeling, with the measured IA spectrum increasing with probing photon energy.

The inset of Fig. 4.4 displays the IA transients recorded for two probing photon

energies, below (Eprobe = 1.8 eV � black) and above (Eprobe = 3 eV � grey) the

threshold, indicated by the arrows in the main panel, featuring a multi-exponential

decay. Whereas the IA signal practically vanishes within 1 ns for the low probing

photon energy, the transient taken for Eprobe = 3 eV also shows a �slow� component

corresponding to a decay process taking place on the nanosecond to microsecond

time scale.

In case of low probing photon energies (inset of Fig. 4.4), the IA signal practi-

cally decays entirely on sub-ns time scale (as far as can be concluded within the

experimental resolution), which can be interpreted as total depletion of free car-

riers. However, this conclusion is contradicted by the second trace in the inset,

which shows that free carriers (excitons) are still present when probing is carried

out at higher photon energies, above the threshold. Moreover, a total depletion of

carriers on the fast nanosecond time scale is in direct contradiction with PL results

concerning band-to-band radiative recombination. The Si NC samples investigated
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Figure 4.4: The IA spectra and dynamics in the visible probing regime (Eprobe =
1.6 � 3.25 eV) for the sample with NCs of the average diameter of dNC = 4 nm under
excitation of Eexc = 3.6 eV at the maximum temporal overlap between the pump and
probe pulses. The decrease in the IA intensity for small photon energies is followed
by an increase in the high photon energy range, starting from the threshold value
Eth ≈ 2.4 eV. The two arrows indicate the photon energies for which the transients
are displayed in the inset. The dashed curves show the simulations of the probing
photon energy dependent IA signal obtained by the semi-empirical sp3d5s∗ tight-
binding (black) and Drude (red) models. Inset: the (normalized) IA transient for
Eprobe = 1.8 eV (black) and Eprobe = 3 eV (grey) in a 3 ns time window (plotted on
logarithmic scale), with initial fast decay (1 � 100 ps) and a component extending
to the ns � ms-range for the trace recorded for the high photon energy excitation.

in this study are characterized by a PL spectrum blueshifting for smaller NC sizes

and decaying within 10−6 � 10−4 s [122] (in agreement with theoretical modeling

for O-passivated Si NCs in this size regime [123] � see also Fig. 3.3(a), in Chap-

ter 3, Section 3.2). Excitons populating the NC-core related levels and undergoing

radiative recombination must also be available for probing. At the same time, the

practical independence of the IA cross-section on exciton energy Eexc as found by the
semi-empirical tight-binding approach discussed in Section 4.1.2.2 cannot account

for the decrease of the IA signal by relaxation of free carriers toward lower energy

states.

The fact that for long delay times between the pump and probe (∆t & 0.5 ns),

carriers are not available for detection by photons in the lower energy range of the

probe spectrum, and are �visible� only for photons whose energy exceeds a certain

threshold, suggests e�cient trapping of free carriers. The initial rapid decrease of

the absorption observed at all probing energies then re�ects reduction of the free

carrier concentration due to e�cient trapping. The nature of the trap state has to

ful�ll two conditions: the trapped carriers (i) need to be able to return to the free
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exciton (FE) state from where they can recombine radiatively, and (ii) they need

to be available for probing with photons of su�cient energy Eprobe > Eth . This

suggests that carriers are not captured at a charge-mediated trap state, but rather

by means of dipole-dipole interaction between the exciton and surface state, or by

Coulombic interaction between the hole and electron, with one of them initially

being localized at the surface state. With such a STE scenario, the absorption for

low photon energy range vanishes, but remains possible for above-threshold energies,

for as long as the carriers are trapped in the STE state.

A qualitative description of the STE scenario can be achieved in the Huang-Rhys

model within a con�guration coordinate diagram (see Fig. 4.5 for a schematic

illustration). Here the adiabatic potentials correspond to the exciton state of NC in

the ground state (E ′) and the exciton trapped at a defect state (STE). The potentials

depend on the displacement coordinate Q, where the position of the minimum of

the STE parabola Q0 represents the exciton-phonon interaction strength [109,113].

Generally, it can be assumed that the energy position of the STE state is marginally

dependent on NC size [22]. On the other hand, the FE adiabatic potential shifts up

in energy when the NC size is reduced, as a result of opening of the NC bandgap.

This is illustrated by the two parabolas, where E ′1 represents the adiabatic potential

for a larger NC (black) and E ′2 for a smaller one (blue). The minimal energy required

to release the carriers from the STE state into a FE by means of photon absorption,

Eth, is indicated by the red arrows. It should be noted that the carriers which

return or remain in the FE state should also be available for probing with high

photon energies, although their contribution to the IA signal will be signi�cantly

lower, as a consequence of a smaller IA cross section (see Fig. 4.4). As can be seen,

the energy required to release an exciton from the self-trapped state increases for

smaller NCs due to quantum con�nement. In order to validate this scenario, the

IA spectra for Si NCs of di�erent sizes need to be compared, so that the NC size

dependence of the threshold energy Eth can be established.

Figure 4.6(a) displays the IA spectra obtained for Si NCs with an average diameters

of dNC = 2.5 nm (black), 4 nm (green), and 5 nm (red) for a long delay time

between the pump and probe pulse (∆t ≈ 1 ns). Within the STE scenario, after

such a time interval carrier trapping should be completed and absorption of the probe

can proceed practically exclusively by optical ionization of the STE state. Indeed, a

clear shift of the threshold energy marking the onset of the higher absorption toward

higher photon energies is observed: for the largest NC size Eth ≈ 2.25 eV is found,

shifting to Eth ≈ 2.45 eV for dNC = 4 nm and to Eth ≈ 2.75 eV for the 2.5 nm-sized

NCs. The value of this blueshift � about 0.5 eV for the investigated size range
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Figure 4.5: A con�guration coordinate diagram with the adiabatic potentials for
FE (E ′), and STE. The black (E ′1) and blue parabolas (E ′2) represent the FE states
for �large� and �small� NC sizes, respectively. The minimum of the parabola for
the STE is shifted to Q0 compared to the FE adiabatic potential. The red arrows
correspond to the energy required for optical re-excitation from the STE to the FE
state � Eth. This can also be achieved by thermally stimulated tunneling ionization
� shown by the black horizontal arrow. ∆E corresponds to the energy di�erence
between the bottom of the FE and the STE adiabatic potentials, and ∆ε to the sum
of ∆E and Eth, respectively.

� agrees reasonably well with the blueshift of the indirect bandgap (∼ 0.45 eV),

concluded from the excitonic PL for the same materials [110] (illustrated in Fig.

4.6(b), showing the maximum of the PL spectrum of each sample). This similarity

evidences the afore-mentioned practical independence of the STE energy position on

NC size. Since PL should be dominated by band-to-band recombination from the

lower lying FE state, we can assume that in that case the STE state is metastable,

with its energy being positioned (at least) ∆E ≈ 0.5 eV above the FE ground state

of Si NCs with dNC= 5 nm. This value agrees reasonably well with the one found

in Ref. [22], taking into account the energy shift due to Coulombic interaction for

an exciton [9, 124]. This results in the binding energy of STE ∆ε = ∆E + Eth ≈
2.75 eV � see Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.6: The IA and PL results for samples with di�erent average NC sizes.
a) The IA spectra in the visible regime recorded for 1 ns delay time between the
pump and probe pulse for di�erent average sizes of NCs, dNC = 2.5 nm (black),
4 nm (green) and 5 nm (red), respectively. The threshold value Eth shifts from
Eth ≈ 2.25 eV for the 5 nm-sized NC to Eth ≈ 2.45 eV for the 4 nm-sized NCs, and
Eth ≈ 2.75 eV for the smallest NC size used in this study. Similar data have been
obtained for NCs of the same size, prepared by di�erent technique � not shown. b)
The maximum of the PL spectrum for the same samples as presented in panel (a).
c) IA transient for the 5 nm-sized NCs recorded at Eexc = 3 eV. In addition to fast
components in the 1 � 100 ps range, also a ns component is found.

Following the proposed model, the decay dynamics for the above-threshold absorp-

tion will re�ect the STE lifetime and will correspond to the slow component of the

IA in the high photon energy regime � see the transient (grey) in the inset of Fig.

4.4. The STE lifetime could be controlled by direct recombination (radiative and

nonradiative) and/or by thermally stimulated tunneling ionization. The probability

of the latter process is W t ≡ τ−1
t = weJ(SHR, T, p), where we is the pure electron

transition probability, J(SHR, T, p) the overlap integral of the oscillator wavefunc-

tions which depends on temperature T, SHR = ∆ε/~ω0 the Huang-Rhys factor, and

the parameter p ≈ ∆E /~ω0 the number of phonons involved in the transition. The

precise expression for J(SHR, T, p) = Ip(
SHR
sinh(θ)

)e−(
SHR
tanh(θ)

+pθ) , where θ = ~ω0

2kT
and

was obtained by Huang and Rhys [125]. In �rst approximation we is independent

of the vibration coordinate, and can be treated as a parameter. For the phonon we

take the Si-O vibrational mode ~ω0 = 140 meV [126], resulting in the Huang-Rhys

factor SHR ≈ 20.1. We note that this value is similarly large as obtained in the

past for the DX center in AlGaSb:Te [127]. The value of we can be estimated from

the capture probability W c; according to our model this can be extracted from the
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initial IA dynamics for small probing energy. Since it can be concluded from ex-

periments that trapping time does not dramatically dependent on NC size, we use

an average value of τc = 10−12�10−11 s [47]. Following the same approximation, we

determine the overlap integral for capturing of hot carriers, using excitation energy

Eexc = 3.6 eV for which we get W c = we · 2 × 10−2 s−1. For the NC sizes used in

this study, we �nd an average value of we = 1013 � 1014 s−1. The overlap integral for

thermally activated tunneling from the STE state to the NC core-related levels for

Si NCs with dNC = 5 nm is J = 1.5× 10−5 at room temperature, yielding the STE

lifetime of τt = 1.2 × (10−9 � 10−8) s. This can be observed as the decay of the tail

in IA decay dynamics recorded at Eprobe = 3 eV for the 5 nm-sized sample (4.6(c)).

Although accuracy with which the �slow� component can be determined is limited

by the fairly low signal-to-noise-ratio and the time window being relatively short

compared to the expected tunneling time, the value τtail ≈ 5.2 × 10−9 s extracted

from �tting is in good agreement with the theoretically predicted one. Using the

same value for the Huang-Rhys parameter for the other Si NCs investigated in this

study, we get τt = 3.3 × (10−8 � 10−7) s and τt = 3.4 × (10−6 � 10−5) s for dNC = 4

nm and dNC = 2.5 nm, respectively. The increase of the STE lifetime for smaller

sizes is demonstrated in the inset of Fig. 4.4, showing the absence of a component

decaying on the ns timescale in the transient recorded at high photon energy (grey)

for the 4 nm-sized NCs. Moreover, according to the Huang-Rhys model the STE

lifetime should be dependent on temperature, and is expected to decrease signi�-

cantly for lower temperatures; this aspect is currently under investigation. For NCs

with diameters dNC . 2.5 nm, the space quantization induced shift of the FE state

exceeds that of the the STE, i.e. we arrive to a stable STE state. In this case, PL

would be realized by recombination from this state rather than from the con�ned

FE state, which corresponds to the well-documented stabilization of PL energy for

small NC clusters [22].

4.2.2 Characteristics of the self-trapped exciton state

The value for the parameter ∆E has been deduced from experimental parameters,

but determination its exact value cannot be achieved in the current experimental

con�guration. Therefore we simulated the spreading in tunneling time τt for NCs

with diameter of dNC = 5 nm with di�erent values of ∆E within energy range

∆E = 0.4 � 0.8 eV. In this calculation, excitation photon energy has been �xed

at Eexc = 3.6 eV, phonon energy at ~ω0 = 140 meV, and the capture time at

τc = (10−12 � 10−11) s.
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∆E (eV) SHR J(SHR, T, p) τt (s)
0.4 18.93 8.3× 10−6 5× (10−9�10−8)
0.6 20.36 1.2× 10−5 7.5× (10−10�10−9)
0.7 21.1 1.7× 10−6 4× (10−9�10−8)
0.8 21.8 5.7× 10−5 4.2× (10−11�10−10)

Table 4.1: Table with di�erent values for energy di�erence ∆E and �xed the phonon
energy of ~ω0= 140 meV with corresponding values for overlap integral J(SHR, T, p)
and tunneling time τt for NCs with a diameter of dNC = 5 nm.

As a result, (shown in Table 4.1, last column), the tunneling time ranges from

τt ≈ 5 × 10−8 s for ∆E = 0.4 eV to τt ≈ 4.2 × 10−11 s for the energy di�erence of

0.8 eV. As evident from the Table, the value for the tunneling time is quite variable

as a consequence of the strong relation between the phonon energy ~ω0 and the

energy di�erence ∆E, which de�ne the value for the overlap integral J(SHR, T, p).

Nevertheless, from the results it can be inferred that as ∆E increases, i.e. when

the adiabatic potential describing the STE state (Fig. 4.5) shifts to higher energies,

the thermally induced tunneling time decreases. This can be interpreted as a result

of a gradual increase of the Huang-Rhys factor, which de�nes the electron-phonon

coupling.

Next to the afore-mentioned variation of ∆E, the phonon energy ~ω0 is another

parameter which is not well-de�ned and has not been experimentally obtained for

the samples used in this study. In the past, spreading of the phonon energy has

been observed in similar O-passivated Si NCs by means of single NC spectroscopy

between ~ω0 ≈ 130 � 170 meV. As a result, the thermally induced tunneling time

can vary, as shown in Table 4.2 for NCs with diameter of dNC = 5 nm and �xed

∆E = 0.5 eV. In general, τt becomes faster for larger phonon energy, as less phonons

are required to overcome the energy di�erence. It should be noted that the values

as presented in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 are obtained for mono-sized NCs, thus size

distribution has not been accounted for. Evidently, the spread in NC sizes will cause

both parameters to broaden in value and the tunneling time will also spread.

~ω0 (meV) SHR J(SHR, T, p) τt (s)
130 21.2 6.8× 10−6 2.6× (10−9�10−8)
150 18.3 1.3× 10−5 9.1× (10−10�10−11)
160 17.2 3.1× 10−5 7× (10−9�10−10)
170 16.2 6.8× 10−6 4.6× (10−9�10−10)

Table 4.2: Table with the �xed energy di�erence of ∆E = 0.5 eV and varying phonon
energies and corresponding values for overlap integral J(SHR, T, p) and tunneling
time τt for NCs with a diameter of dNC = 5 nm.
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As mentioned previously, the overlap integral is a temperature dependent parameter.

In order to determine the temperature dependence of the tunneling time, this has

been simulated with �xed phonon energy ~ω0 = 140 meV and energy di�erence of

∆E = 0.5 eV for samples with NC diameters of dNC = 5 nm and dNC = 2.5 nm in

a temperature range of T = 150 � 300 K. The shaded areas in Fig. 4.7 indicate the

spreading as a result of variation in the capture time τc = 10−12 � 10−11 s. From

the simulations it can be seen that for lower temperatures, the thermally induced

tunneling slows down and exhibits an asymptotic behavior. For the 2.5 nm-sized NCs

times as slow as ∼ 10−4 � 10−5 s are obtained, which is of the order of the e�ective

PL lifetime observed in these samples (τPL ≈ 30 ms). It is therefore expected that

for the lower temperatures, the e�ective lifetime of excitonic emission will slow down

as it is governed by the thermally induced tunneling of excitons from the STE state

back to the NC core-related states. This has indeed been observed in the past in

temperature-dependent measurements of Si NCs in an O-rich environment [14].

Figure 4.7: The temperature dependence of the tunneling time for NCs with the
average diameters of dNC = 5 nm and dNC = 2.5 nm with a �xed energy di�erence
of ∆E = 0.5 eV and a phonon energy of ~ω0 = 140 meV plotted in a range of
T = 150 � 300 K).

In addition to the thermally induced tunneling, the exciton can also recombine

radiatively from the self-trapped state. In order to return to the ground state,

the recombination needs to be accompanied by phonons, rendering its probability

low and therefore the characteristic time long relative to the thermally induced

tunneling. The spectral dependence of this emission is fairly independent of the NC

size, but shows strong dependence on the energy of a phonon ~ω0 participating in

the recombination process.
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Conclusions

We have performed IA experiments with femtosecond resolution on Si NCs with

di�erent average diameters embedded in an SiO2-matrix in a broad detection energy

range for a maximum time window of∼ 3.5 ns. For all probing energies, the IA signal

decays on a timescale of τIA = 10−12 � 10−10 s, which is related to e�cient trapping

and Auger recombination of multiple carriers in the same NC. For probing photon

energies exceeding a certain threshold a long-living absorption remains, extending

outside of the detection window and being of the order of τIA = 10−7 � 10−4 s

(the latter being the PL e�ective lifetime). For the maximum temporal overlap

between the pump and probe pulse, the IA spectrum in the low photon energy

regime was found to be about one order of magnitude higher in intensity than for

high photon energies (in the visible regime). This behavior is succesfully modeled

using an empirical sp3d5s∗ tight-binding technique for probing photon energies up

to a certain threshold, where values for the IA cross section were obtained ranging

from σIA≈ 10−16�10−17 cm2. The dependence is found to be in good agreement

with values obtained directly from the experimental results. For the NIR probing

range, the intensity of the detected signal is about one order of magnitude higher

than the simulations. For higher probing energies, the mismatch between theory

and experiments in the above-treshold behavior can be explained by formation of a

STE at the surface of the NC. Together with the previously reported PL �ndings

for di�erent NC sizes these results support the STE model proposed in the past on

basis of theoretical arguments and supported indirectly by experiment. From the

results presented in the current study, we are able to conclude on the formation of

STEs directly from the (fast) disappearance of IA signal for low detection photon

energies in combination with the long-living absorption for probing energies Eexc &

Eth. The NC size-dependent shift of the threshold energy Eth necessary for optical

ionization of STE, represents an experimental �ngerprint of this state. Since the

defect level determining the energy of STE is independent of NC size while the

bandgap energy changes due to quantum con�nement, the energy barriers for both

processes increase for smaller NCs. The observed blueshift of Eth for smaller NC

sizes agrees well with the one found in PL experiments, directly supporting the STE

model. As shown by simulations using the Huang-Rhys model, formation of STE

does not in�uence the emission for large Si NCs for which the STE energy exceeds

the bandgap, and the thermally activated release is e�cient (τt = 1.2×(10−9 � 10−8)

s). The situation changes for small NCs, with STE state becoming more stable, and

therefore dominating the PL (τt = 3.4× (10−6 � 10−5) s). Moreover, a temperature

dependent modeling reveals slowing down of the thermally induced tunneling, which
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then should appear in low temperature time-dependent PL measurements for small

sized NCs.
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5

Investigation of carrier

multiplication by transient induced

absorption

It would be even weirder if something is not strange...

Dolf

As mentioned in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.1, a very interesting variation on the �conven-

tional� CM process has been found for Si NCs in an O-rich environment, concerning

the excitation of multiple NCs by a single high-energy photon. Investigations on the

microscopic mechanism of this CM process could not be conducted within the PL

QY experiment with which the �quantum cutting� process was initially identi�ed,

as it did not allow to reveal details of the temporal characteristics. In this way, it

could not be excluded whether also the conventional CM process, with generation

of multiple excitons in the same NC, did not occur. Moreover, since the highest ob-

tained PL QYs with excitations Eexc > 3Egap did not exceed ∼ 100%, the reduction

of non-radiative carrier recombination channels for high photon energy excitations

� leading to similar enhancement of the PL QY � could not be fully excluded.

Therefore, time-resolved measurements with high temporal resolution were highly

desirable in order to settle this issue.
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5.1 Free carrier dynamics

5.1.1 Experimentals

In order to obtain time-resolved characteristics of the CM e�ect, the solid state

dispersions of Si NCs were investigated with a TIA technique, where carriers can

be monitored with femtosecond time resolution (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2). In

this way, it can be established whether the observed increase in the PL intensity

upon high photon energy excitation for a sample with a certain NC diameter is

indeed a result of the proposed �quantum cutting� e�ect rather than the decrease

of non-radiative recombination channels. In the TIA experiment, we have investi-

gated the carrier generation rate upon the optical absorption in small Si NCs of high

crystalline quality in an SiO2-matrix whose preparation is described in Chapter 2,

Section 2.1, with average diameters dNC = 2.5, 3, 4, and 5.5 nm upon two di�erent

excitations, with high (Eexc > 2Egap) and low (Eexc < 2Egap) photon energy. Sam-

ples were optically characterized by PL, using a standard con�guration featuring

tunable pulsed (5 ns) excitation in the visible and the time-resolved detection was

carried out with a PMT. For the IA experiments, a conventional pump-probe setup

was employed, as described in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2, with mono-color probing at

Eprobe = 0.95 eV. Dimensions of the pump spot size were chosen to be considerably

larger than those of the secondary pulse to assure a complete overlap during the

entire experiment. For the excitation, pump photon energies of Eexc = 2.48 eV and

Eexc = 4.66 eV were used, which for all the investigated samples correspond to be-

low and above twice the optical bandgap energy, respectively (see Table 5.1). The

experiments were performed at room temperature.

dNC Egap Eexc = 2.48 eV Eexc = 4.66 eV
(nm) (eV) n× Egap n× Egap

2.5 1.65 1.5 2.8
3 1.59 1.56 2.9
4 1.44 1.77 3.2
5.5 1.26 1.97 3.7

Table 5.1: In the �rst column the average NC diameter of the di�erent samples
are shown, with their corresponding optical energy bandgap (second column). The
third and fourth columns display the two excitation photon energies relative to the
NC bandgap.
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5.1.2 Results and discussion

Figure 5.1 illustrates the optical properties of the sample with the average diam-

eter of dNC = 5.5 nm. In Fig. 5.1(a) the steady-state PL spectrum is shown,

centered around EPL = 1.26 eV. The PL decay dynamics, recorded at the maxi-

mum intensity of the PL spectrum � panel (b) � reveals a characteristic decay

time of τPL ≈ 230 ms, typical for Si NCs of this size embedded in SiO2 [122]. In

panel (c), the IA transients obtained under Eexc = 2.48 eV pumping, below the

expected CM-threshold, with various photon �uences are shown in a 200 ps time

window. These feature a multi-exponential picosecond decay, superimposed on a

slower background, which can be related to radiative recombination of excitons. As

can be seen, the relative contribution of the fast decaying component of the IA sig-

nal increases with the pump power; this can be predominantly attributed to Auger

interaction of multiple excitons appearing in the same NCs at higher pump �uences,

as a consequence of subsequent absorption of several photons. In order to avoid such

non-linear e�ects and to establish decay dynamics characteristic for a single exciton

per NC, the measurements need to be conducted under low excitation photon �u-

ence, where the average number of absorbed photons per NC is much smaller than 1

(i.e. Nabs << 1). (We note that even for the case of Nabs = 0.5, still ∼ 23% of NCs

will absorb 2 or more photons, as a result of Poissonian statistics). In the present

study, rather than relying on imprecise calculations of number of absorbed photons

per NC by estimating the absorption cross-section of individual NCs, the low exci-

tation �uence regime is established experimentally by gradually lowering the pump

power. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5.2(a); here the lowest transient corresponds

to the �uence range in which only the amplitude of the IA signal changes, and not

its decay characteristics [31]. As can be seen, the single exciton dynamics in Si

NCs investigated here feature a multi-exponential decay. This is characteristic for

these materials and originates from the simultaneous presence of di�erent relaxation

channels, such as e�cient trapping and other fast (non-radiative) processes inherent

for Si NCs in view of the indirect bandgap [107].

In order to �nd the e�ect of the excitation photon energy on the carrier generation,

we compare the IA signals obtained for sub- and super-CM-threshold excitation,

normalized to an equal number of absorbed photons. The IA signal is proportional

to the number of excitons generated by the pump pulse and available in the sample

at a particular moment of probing. The total number of pump photons per pulse

absorbed in the sample, N tot
abs, can be expressed as the di�erence between the photon

�uence before and after passing through the sample, j(0) � j(1) � see equation

5.1. Using Lambert-Beer law, describing the exponential decrease of the number of
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Figure 5.1: Characteristics of the sample with an average NC diameter of dNC = 5.5
nm. a) The (normalized) steady-state PL spectrum, centered around EPL = 1.26
eV (λPL = 984 nm), obtained under pulsed excitation of Eexc = 2.75 eV. b) The PL
dynamics recorded at EPL, with a characteristic decay time of τPL ≈ 230 ms. c) IA
transients under increasing excitation photon �uences (Eexc = 2.48 eV), resulting
in an average number of excitons per NC of Nabs << 1 (blue), Nabs ≈ 1 (red), and
Nabs > 1 (black), in a 200 ps time window.

photons with the penetration depth, and the notion that excitation photon �uence

(or �ux) follows the same dependence, the relation can be rewritten as function of

the initial photon �uence before the sample, j(0), and the optical density OD:

N tot
abs∝j(0) � j(1) =j(0)(1 � e−ODLn[10]). (5.1)

In the usual approach, the number of excitons generated by the pump pulse, and

therefore the amplitude of the IA signal, is correlated with the (average) number

of absorbed photons per NC. This is evaluated by taking the product of the exci-

tation photon �uence and the absorption cross section σabs. The latter is derived

from the linear absorption, applying various scaling factors which cannot be either

accurately or directly measured (e.g. NC diameter or �eld factor). As a result,

Nabs is frequently over- or underestimated. To avoid these hurdles, in the present

approach we base our analysis on parameters which can be determined directly and

independently: j(0) and OD. The latter is measured using a UV-VIS Lambda 900

spectrometer in combination with an integrating sphere, so that scattering e�ects

are accounted for. In Fig. 5.2(b) the OD is shown for two samples, with the average

diameter of dNC = 2.5 nm (light grey) and dNC = 4 nm (dark grey), corrected for

the (separately measured) possible absorption in the substrate layer.
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Figure 5.2: a) The IA transients for the sample with the average diameter of (a)
dNC = 3 nm under pumping of j = 120 mJ cm−2 in a 1 ns time window. Inset:
A1 and A2, the amplitudes of the decay components with the two time constants
found with a bi-exponential �tting procedure, are plotted vs. photon �uence. b)
The OD for two di�erent samples with the average NC diameter of dNC = 2.5
nm and dNC = 4 nm, in the range of 1.25 � 5 eV. The IA transients for the two
excitation photon energies of Eexc = 2.48 eV (red) and Eexc = 4.66 eV (black), under
the excitation condition of Nabs << 1 and scaled for the same number of absorbed
(pump) photons Nabs for the sample with the average diameter of dNC = 2.5 nm (c)
and dNC = 4 nm (d). In the inset of panel (d), the �rst 15 ps are shown, indicating
similar build up characteristics for both excitations.

Next, in order to remove the proportionality in expression 5.1, we evaluate the

ratio of the total number of absorbed photons N tot
abs for the two excitation con-

ditions, above (Eexc = 4.66 eV) and below (Eexc = 2.48 eV) the CM-threshold,

N tot
abs(4.66 eV)/N tot

abs(2.48 eV):

N tot
abs(4.66 eV)

N tot
abs(2.48 eV)

=
j(0)4.66 eV(1 � e−OD(4.66 eV)Ln[10])

j(0)2.48 eV(1 � e−OD(2.48 eV)Ln[10])
. (5.2)

Subsequently, the measured IA signal is scaled with the correction factor given

by Equation (5.2); this is done for the samples with the average NC diameters of

dNC = 2.5 nm and dNC = 4 nm, shown in Fig. 5.2(c) and 5.2(d), respectively. Here

the red trace is the data recorded under excitation photon energy of Eexc = 2.48

eV, and the black for the high photon energy condition of Eexc = 4.66 eV. Firstly,
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we note that the IA transients taken at di�erent pumping photon energies are very

similar, with no evidence of a component related to Auger interaction between mul-

tiple excitons in the same NC for the high photon energy excitation. In addition,

it can also be inferred that the possible e�ect of photocharging is either negligible

or occurs with the same rate for the below and above CM-threshold pumping. The

photocharging e�ect could give rise to an additional fast component (or increase of

the amplitude of the initial fast component), by which CM-rates would easily be

overestimated [31]. After scaling of the IA signals to an equal number of absorbed

photons in the sample, the IA amplitude for the high photon energy excitation (for

both samples) is a factor ∼ 1.7 higher than for the low energy pumping. A similar

enhancement is observed for all samples investigated in this study. It should be

noted that possible di�erence in scattering for the two excitations will only increase

this enhancement. These �ndings � increase of the IA signal intensity, in combina-

tion with the absence of Auger-related components in the dynamics � evidence that

CM occurs at high pumping photon energy but does not lead to strong interaction

between the generated carriers. This would happen if the multiple carriers generated

by a high-energy photon separate before the e�cient Auger interaction sets in, pos-

sibly into di�erent neighboring NCs, either during or right after photon absorption.

A similar conclusion has been reached from the investigations of (relative and abso-

lute) PL QY on similar samples [46,128,129]; in that case a threshold enhancement

of QY at higher pumping photon energies has been concluded, suggesting increase

of concentration of singly excited NCs. (We note that for PL measurements the

lifetime of generated excitons has to be su�ciently long to allow for their radiative

recombination).

In order to verify these �ndings, we performed PL QE measurements under similar

excitation conditions as in the IA study on the sample with average NC diameter

of dNC = 4 nm [46, 130]. For excitation below CM-threshold (Eexc = 2.75 eV), we

found that the absolute QE is ∼ 23% (not shown), whereas for the excitation photon

energy of Eexc = 4.8 eV, this has increased to ∼ 34%. We conclude that under the

chosen excitation conditions, the PL QE increased by a factor of ∼ 1.5, while the

corresponding enhancement of the IA for that sample was 1.7. When comparing the

results obtained by the two techniques, we note that since with the IA measurement

all absorbing carriers are monitored, the value for the QE obtained with the PL

experiment provides an upper limit. Moreover, for the low photon energy excitation

in the QY technique the detection accuracy is rather poor and requires prolonged

data acquisitions for statistical reliability. As such, the enhancement of PL e�ciency

represents the lower e�ciency limit of the CM, selecting only the most long-living,
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�tail� population of all the generated carriers. With that in mind, we conclude on

a very good agreement between the IA and PL results. Detailed results on similar

samples investigated with the PL QY technique and the IA experiment for a broader

excitation range are described in Chapter 7, Section 7.2.

While microscopic models of CM are still under dispute, it follows from the available

experimental results (and theoretical assessments) that the CM process occurs on an

ultrafast (�instantaneous�) timescale, as the IA transients for below and above the

CM-threshold excitations are identical within the resolution of the setup (τres ≈ 100

fs) [129]. This is also the case in the current study as demonstrated in Fig. 5.2

(d), where the corrected IA transients are shown for the sample with the average

diameter of dNC = 4 nm in a 15 ps time window, revealing no apparent di�erence

in the rise time for the two excitation conditions. The geometrical separation of

the photo-generated carriers prior to the interaction should happen on a similar

(or faster) timescale, as no sign of Auger-related components can be identi�ed for

the dynamics obtained upon high photon energy excitation. From the signal-to-

noise-ratio of the registered signal (STN ≈ 7%) and an Auger time constant of

τAuger ≈ 20 ps an upper limit for the carrier separation (CS) time can be inferred

from the current experiments of τCS ≈ 1.5 ps. The ultrafast buildup of the signal is

consistent with previous reports on TIA [131] and also PL [108, 132] investigations

of Si NC systems. From the high resolution IA transients, we conclude that the CM

process takes place on an ultrafast time scale, which explains why it can compete

with carrier cooling proceeding on picosecond time scale [110].

Conclusions

Using time-resolved IA technique, we have obtained evidence of the CM process

in dense solid state dispersions of Si NCs in SiO2. In contrast to the previous IA

study of CM in Si NCs, we have shown that the excitons produced in this process

have a long lifetime, apparently not undergoing the fast Auger recombination. This

indicates separation of the multiple excitons into di�erent Si NCs and identi�es the

�quantum cutting� process as being responsible for CM. Results obtained by the

IA measurements are consistent with the PL investigations reported in the past for

the same material from which the �quantum cutting� process has originally been

identi�ed. From the high resolution IA transients, we conclude that the CM process

takes place on an ultrafast time scale, after which carriers are separated on a time

scale of τCS . 1.5 ps, preventing their elimination by strong Auger interaction. This
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explains why it is able to compete with carrier cooling which proceeds on the pi-

cosecond time scale. With this result, the potential of Si NCs for e�cient generation

of long-living carriers by quantum splitting is established beyond reasonable doubt.
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6

Optical investigation of GaN

doped with Eu3+

qalep� t� kal�...

Tjalling de Boer

In order to render Si NCs suitable as an active material for light-emitting devices,

the external PL QE, which is currently relatively low for the O-passivated NCs inves-

tigated in this thesis, needs to be signi�cantly enhanced. In addition, the relatively

broad size distribution does not lead to well-de�ned emission wavelengths, which is

preferred for applications in light-emitting diodes (LEDs). Common materials used

for this purpose are doped wide-bandgap semiconductors, which can feature stable

performance and sharp, intense, and temperature-independent emission properties.

In this chapter, GaN doped with trivalent europium (Eu3+), with emission around

λmax ≈ 621 nm, is investigated by PL spectroscopy. In addition, TIA experiments

in the detection range of the emission are performed to �nd �ngerprints for the

energy transfer process between the host and the optically active centers as well as

carrier trapping mechanisms enabling the emission.
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6.1 Introduction

Blue and green LEDs have been successfully commercialized using indium-gallium-

nitride based materials; however stable, relatively cheap LEDs with red emission

remain a challenge. GaN-based red LEDs would enable the development of a mono-

lithic device composed of red, green and blue GaN-based LEDs for full-colour display

and lighting technology. Eu3+ ions have been widely used as red-emitting phosphors

for cathode ray-tube and plasma display panels, where the optically active compo-

nent should exhibit e�cient, sharp emission under electrical excitation. Rare-earth-

doped semiconductors are expected to ful�ll these requirements due to the speci�c

optical properties, such as a well-de�ned, intense and temperature-independent emis-

sion of the intra-4f shell transitions [133�135]. GaN is an attractive host material

because its wide bandgap energy allows for a broad spectral emission range of pos-

sible dopants [136]. Since most GaN-based devices are fabricated by organometallic

vapor phase epitaxy (OMVPE), a method which assures a high crystal quality, it is

of great interest to grow also GaN:Eu by OMVPE [137�140].

In Eu-doped GaN (GaN:Eu), the excitation of Eu is elicited by (optical or electrical)

excitation of the GaN host material after which the energy is transferred to a Eu3+

ion. Such a mechanism requires a high crystal quality with possibly well-de�ned de-

fects, since the energy transfer processes are likely to be defect-mediated. Recently,

it has been shown that the PL intensity was signi�cantly enhanced for samples fab-

ricated by OMVPE technique when grown under atmospheric pressure (100 kPa),

compared to samples grown under low pressure (10 kPa), while the absolute Eu3+

concentration in these samples was lower (see Fig. 6.1 (a)). This implies a better

crystal quality of the 100 kPa-samples, as also demonstrated by the fact that only a

slight decrease in the e�ective PL lifetime was observed upon temperature increase

from 10 to 300 K [137,139]. It could therefore be inferred that the thermal quenching

observed in the temperature dependence of the integrated PL intensity is caused by

non-radiative processes taking place before the energy transfer to the Eu3+ ions and

that once the excitation energy is transferred to the Eu3+ ions, almost all of it is used

for the emission. These �ndings imply that the potential for material optimization

is mainly to be found within the energy transfer between the GaN host and Eu3+

ions [139]. For the currently available materials, the absolute optical activity (i.e.

the percentage of the Eu3+ ions which contribute to the emission) and the external

QE (of both electro- and PL) are limited. The external electroluminescence QE of

a GaN:Eu LED grown at 100 kPa is shown in Fig. 6.1(b), where the light output

power and external QE are plotted as functions of the injected current. The light
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output power, integrated over the 5D0�
7F2 transition region, increased with the in-

jected current up to 10 mA, after which it saturates. At a dc current of 20 mA, the

output power was as high as 17 mW, with the corresponding external QE of 0.04%.

Since the external QE decreases with increase of the injected current, the highest

external QE of 0.6% was obtained with a low injected current of 0.5 mA [137].

Figure 6.1: a) The PL spectra of samples grown at 10 kPa and 100 kPa, measured
at room temperature. b) The light output power and external QE as functions of
the injected current in the GaN:Eu LED grown at 100 kPa. The �gures are obtained
from Ref. [137].

The samples were grown by the OMVPE technique � see for details on the sample

preparation in Ref. [137]. The sample structure consisted of a 10-nm-thick GaN cap-

ping layer, a 400-nm-thick GaN:Eu layer, a 2 � 3-mm-thick undoped GaN layer, and

a 30-nm-thick GaN bu�er layer grown on a sapphire (0001) substrate. The reactor

pressure was maintained at 100 kPa during the GaN:Eu layer growth. Secondary ion

mass spectroscopy measurements revealed that the Eu concentration in the sample

was NEu = 3× 1019 cm−3 [137].

6.2 Evaluation of optical activity of Eu3+ in GaN

As evident from the limited values of the electroluminescence external QE, only a

percentage of the total concentration of the Eu3+ atoms in the sample contributes

to emission. In order to evaluate the density of the optically active centers, a PL

study was conducted, where the integrated PL intensity originating from the Eu3+

ions was compared with the intensity of emission of a well-characterized Eu-doped

reference sample (the wide-bandgap Y2O3 doped with Eu3+ � a compressed tablet

of white powder [141]). For the latter, a resonant excitation was used (λexc = 470

nm � corresponding to the 7F0�
5D2 transition), directly exciting the Eu3+ ions.
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For the GaN sample a high photon energy (over-bandgap) excitation was chosen, by

which free carriers are generated in the host material, exciting the Eu ions via energy

transfer facilitated by a possibly defect-mediated recombination. The experimental

setup comprised a pulsed Nd:YAG laser, where the high photon energy was provided

by the 3rd harmonic (λexc = 355 nm � see Chapter 2, Section 2.2), whereas the

resonant excitation was achieved by combination of the 3rd harmonic with an OPO.

The PL signal was collected by a spectrometer, and detected either by a CCD

camera for spectral information, or a PMT for time-resolved dependence of the

emission at the wavelength of the maximum PL intensity. Figure 6.2(a) presents the

normalized PL spectra of the GaN and the reference samples in a detection window

of λdet = 500 � 800 nm, upon over-bandgap and resonant excitation, respectively.

Figure 6.2: a) The normalized PL spectrum of GaN:Eu upon pulsed over-bandgap
excitation (λexc = 355 nm � black) and of the reference sample upon resonant
excitation (λexc = 470 nm � blue) in a detection window of λdet = 500 � 800 nm.
The most intense peak for the GaN sample is centered around λmax ≈ 621.5 nm for
the indirect excitation, which for the reference sample is redshifted ∼ 10 nm with
respect to former, around (λmax ≈ 612 nm), corresponding to the 5D0�

7F2 transi-
tion. Both spectra show other peaks around ∼ 601 nm, ∼ 633 nm and ∼ 663 nm,
corresponding to the transitions 5D0�

7F1, 5D1�
7F4 and 5D0�

7F3, respectively.
The insets are schematic illustrations of the resonant �direct� (left) excitation via
the 7F0�

5D2 transition, whereas in the over-bandgap �indirect� (right) excitation
mechanism the excitation proceeds via the host material, after which the energy is
transferred to Eu3+ ions. b) The normalized PL dynamics of GaN:Eu (upper panel)
and Y2O3:Eu (lower panel) recorded at the wavelengths of peak intensities of the
respective PL spectra. The PL dynamics feature a mono-exponential decay, with
characteristic times of τGaN ≈ 220 ms and τY2O3 ≈ 1.08 ms, respectively.

The PL spectra of both the GaN sample and the reference sample show the typical
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Eu-related features, with the most pronounced contribution related to the intra-4f

shell transition 5D0�
7F2, which in the GaN sample is around λmax ≈ 621.5 nm

and for the reference sample at λmax ≈ 612 nm. This di�erence originates from the

e�ect of the surrounding crystal �eld induced by the host material, resulting in an

e�ective shift of the energy levels and change in transition probabilities. The latter is

demonstrated by the e�ective PL decay times detected at the peak wavelength (Fig.

6.2(b)), where in both cases the PL dynamics show a mono-exponential dependence,

but with the characteristic time of the GaN sample (upper panel) τGaN ≈ 220 ms

and of the reference sample τY2O3 ≈ 1.08 ms (lower panel), a factor ∼ 5 di�erence.

The other contributions in the PL spectrum around ∼ 601 nm, ∼ 633 nm and

∼ 663 nm are related to the 5D0�
7F1, 5D1�

7F4 and 5D0�
7F3 transitions within

the 4f -electron shell of Eu3+-ions [135,138,142].

In order to investigate the optical activity of the Eu3+ ions in the sample, the inten-

sity of its PL spectrum has been measured as function of excitation photon �uence

upon indirect excitation. For the Y2O3:Eu sample the same experimental procedure

is performed upon resonant excitation. In this experimental approach, identical

excitation and detection con�guration for both samples were maintained by incor-

poration of pinholes within the excitation pathway, ensuring constant alignment,

independent of excitation wavelength or power. A pinhole in front of the sample

de�nes the dimensions of the excitation spot, which in combination with the deter-

mination of the energy per laser pulse de�nes exact values of the photon �uence (i.e.

the number of photons per cm2 per pulse). The excitation power dependence has

been measured as function of temperature, in combination with time-resolved mea-

surements, to investigate the temperature-dependent e�ciency of the energy transfer

and the presence of thermal quenching of the PL intensity due to non-radiative pro-

cesses after the energy transfer. Results are shown in Fig. 6.3(a) for three di�erent

temperatures, for a total photon �uence range j(0) ≈ 1013 � 1016 cm−2, where the

colored squares (290 K � black, 150 K � red, and 20 K � green) correspond to

the integrated PL intensity dependence of the GaN:Eu and the black circles (and

the red line illustrating extrapolation of the integrated PL signal) to the reference

sample at room temperature (placed inside the cryostat � Oxford Instruments he-

lium �ow cryostat). For low photon �uences, the integrated PL intensity increases

linearly with photon �uence and then starts to saturate, while the linear growth

remains for the integrated PL of the Y2O3:Eu within the whole measured regime

(it should be noted that the photon �uences for the resonant excitation are signif-

icantly lower, as a consequence of the non-linear conversion process necessary to

achieve this excitation wavelength). While it has been reported before that spectral
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structure can change upon high power excitation, as di�erent transitions can become

more pronounced due to saturation [140], there appears to be no signature of this

e�ect in the GaN:Eu-related PL spectra taken at room temperature for di�erent

excitation powers (see Fig. 6.3(b)). All spectra show very similar structure for all

excitations, independent of temperature (not shown). In order to con�rm the minor

contribution of non-radiative recombinations, the time-resolved PL signal (detected

at λmax ≈ 621.5 nm) at di�erent temperatures is �tted to extract the e�ective PL

decay time (see Fig. 6.3(c)). The characteristic PL time constant increases by ∼ 10

% when moving from room temperature to the lowest temperature (see inset for

the PL dynamics at room temperature and T = 6 K), indicating a minor increase

of contribution of non-radiative channels after the energy transfer process. The

magnitude of this e�ect is slightly higher than reported before [139]. As apparent

from the curves depicted in the inset of Fig. 6.3(a), the temperature dependence of

the integrated PL intensity shows peculiar behavior, as it appears to increase when

moving from room temperature toward T = 150 K, but drops to lower values for

cryogenic temperatures (T = 6 K). This is further demonstrated in Fig. 6.3(d),

where the integrated PL intensity for the photon �uence of j(0) = 5× 1016 cm−2 is

shown as function of temperature (this behavior is observed for all excitation pow-

ers). The integrated PL intensity shows a maximum around T = 150 K, and then

decreases gradually upon lowering of temperature. It increases slightly again around

T = 80 K after which another decrease sets in. A similar dependence of integrated

PL intensity on temperature has been observed for a GaN:Eu sample co-doped with

Mg2+-ions under cw excitation, where the additional dopant was introduced in or-

der to increase the e�ciency of the energy transfer process [143]. The decrease of

the integrated PL intensity for lower temperatures could indicate that the transfer

process requires a threshold energy to be provided by e.g. phonons, resulting in

decrease of e�ciency of the process below a speci�c temperature.

For determination of the number (or percentage) of the optically active Eu3+ ions,

as indicated on the right vertical axis of Fig. 6.3(a), the detected PL intensity

originating from the GaN:Eu sample needs to be scaled to that from the reference

sample. Since the reference sample is thoroughly characterized, it allows for a direct

correlation between the measured PL intensity and the absolute number of excited

Eu3+ ions N∗Eu at a given photon �uence, by the expression N
∗
Eu = NEu×j0×σ470nm

abs ,

where NEu = 1.16×1021 cm−3 is the total concentration of Eu3+ ions in the reference

sample and σ470nm
abs = 5.7× 10−19 cm2 the absorption cross section of Eu3+ ions for

the chosen excitation wavelength of λexc=470 nm [144]. This relation is valid under

assumption that the duration of the OPO pulse (∆t ≈ 7 ns) is much shorter than
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Figure 6.3: a) The time-integrated PL intensity as function of the excitation photon
�uence (number of photons per excitation pulse per cm2, j(0)) for GaN:Eu (colored
squares) and Y2O3:Eu (black circles, and red line for the extrapolated integrated PL
signal) upon indirect and direct excitation, respectively. The three di�erent colors
of the GaN-related curves correspond to di�erent temperatures T = 290 K � black,
T = 150 K � red, and T = 20 K � green (see inset for more details). On the
right vertical scale, the absolute concentration of excited Eu3+ ions N∗Eu is given.
b) GaN-related PL spectra recorded at room temperature for increasing energy per
pulse. c) The �tted time constants for the e�ective PL decay time extracted from
the dynamics measured upon indirect pulsed excitation. Values increase by about
10% when moving from room temperature to the lowest temperature of T = 6 K.
The inset shows the PL dynamics monitored at room temperature (red) and T = 6
K (black). d) The temperature-dependent integrated PL from the GaN sample for
photon �uence j(0) = 5× 1016 cm−2.

the characteristic lifetime of Eu3+ ions in the excited state: ∆t � τeff , which is

obviously satis�ed. Consequently, we can assume that recombination does not take

place during illumination. In the experiment, the PL signal is e�ectively integrated

over time, and the PL intensity proportional to N∗Eu/τrad, rendering the result of

the experiment being given by N∗Euτeff/τrad [145, 146]. Therefore, the ratio of the

number of photons emitted from the two investigated samples after an excitation

pulse is given by:

IGaN
IY2O3

=
ηGaN
ηY2O3

N∗GaN τ
eff
GaN/τ

rad
GaN

N∗Y2O3
τ effY2O3

/τ radY2O3

, (6.1)

where τ effGaN , τ
eff
Y2O3

, τ radGaN , τ
rad
Y2O3

, N∗GaN , N∗Y2O3
, ηGaN , out ηY2O3 are the e�ective

and radiative decay times, the density of excited Eu3+ ions, and the fraction of

emitted photons that leave the sample (i.e. extraction e�ciency), respectively, for

the GaN:Eu and Y2O3:Eu materials. The ratio of the extraction e�ciencies can be

calculated from the refractive indices of GaN and Y2O3:
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ηGaN
ηY2O3

=

1
4
× n2

air

n2
GaN

1
4
× n2

air

n2
Y2O3

≈ 0.65, (6.2)

where nGaN , nY2O3 are the refractive indices of 2.4 and 1.93 at 621.5 nm and 612 nm

for GaN and Y2O3, respectively. For the ratio between the e�ective and radiative

lifetime in case of the reference sample, we take τ effY2O3
/τ radY2O3

= 0.295, as this ratio is

the PL QY (and assuming that all Eu3+ ions are contributing to emission) at the

excitation wavelength (independently measured). In the other case, the e�ective PL

decay time is extracted from time-resolved PL measurements, while the radiative

lifetime τ radGaN has been evaluated from a combination between the refractive indices

of the di�erent samples and the spontaneous emission rates under the assumption

that the radiative lifetime of the 5D0�
7F2 transition in Y2O3 can be obtained by

τ effY2O3
/0.295 = τ radY2O3

, resulting in τ effGaN/τ
rad
GaN ≈ 0.13 for T = 290 K. Taking into

consideration the temperature dependence of the PL lifetime, applying multiple

corrections related to re�ection and/or scattering e�ects and assuming also that all

the residual light is absorbed within the Eu3+-doped layer and that the detected

light is homogenenously emitted, the concentration of the optically active Eu3+ ions

can be inferred. In that way, values of 6× 1017 cm−3, 6.9× 1017 cm−3 and 5× 1017

cm−3 are obtained for T = 290 K, T = 150 K, and T = 20 K, corresponding to an

optically active percentage of 2%, 2.3% and 1.64%, respectively. These values are in

good agreement with other rare-earth-doped semiconductors, such as Si:Er, where a

typical value for the optically active percentage of Er3+ ions of ∼ 1% is commonly

reported [145�147].

The above evaluation of the absolute number of excited Eu3+ ions is made under

several assumptions concerning light absorption, di�raction and emission processes

in the GaN and the reference samples. As a consequence of the di�erent host mate-

rials, where one has a transparant appearance and the other opaque (a compressed

white powder), the respective scattering coe�cients of the incoming and emitted

light will be considerably di�erent. Especially in the latter case, this e�ect will be

signi�cant, which could result in an inhomogeneous pro�le of the excitation through

the sample, thus lowering the absolute number of excited Eu3+ ions related to PL

intensity for a given photon �uence. Consequently, the calculated optically active

fraction of Eu3+ ions in the GaN-sample will decrease as the vertical axis in Fig.

6.3(a) is down-scaled. Further experiments with a di�erent reference sample (with a

structure possibly more similar to that of the GaN sample) could give more insight.

We have performed additional PL experiments on the GaN sample to identify the

possible existence of multiple Eu3+ centers, which is a well-known e�ect for rare-
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earth doped semiconducting host materials. In order to do this, we have used

a resonant excitation, in a similar way as has been done for the reference sam-

ple. This is shown in Fig. 6.4(a), where the PL spectrum obtained under indi-

rect (pulsed) excitation (black line � see also Fig. 6.2(a)) is blueshifted compared

to the one obtained under resonant excitation (with the 5D0�
7F2 positioned at

λmax ≈ 621.5 nm � green line). Evidently, the slight shift of the PL spectrum upon

the direct and indirect excitation suggests its origin to be related to di�erent Eu-

centers, which could indicate that the optically active Eu concentration determined

under the pulsed over-bandgap excitation corresponds to a selection of the total

concentration of active Eu3+ ions [148]. Alternatively, both centers could appear in

emission, however, the absolute contribution of the centers excited by resonant exci-

tation is minor, as can be observed from the spectral characteristics obtained upon

over-bandgap excitation. In Fig. 6.4(a), the spectrum obtained under indirect cw

(Ar+-ion laser, λem ≈ 363.8 nm) excitation is also plotted, which coincides with the

one obtained under pulsed excitation. However, in the short excitation wavelength

regime, an additional shoulder appears centered around λmax ≈ 550 nm. Due to its

broad spectral character it could possibly be assigned to electron-hole recombination

via defects. The appearance of this �defect-related� emission under cw excitation

conditions, while being absent under pulsed pumping, could then be explained by

the saturation of the defect state which is involved in the Eu excitation mechanism,

so that (radiative) recombination via another channel becomes enhanced. Under

assumption that the capturing probability of the latter is rather low, the absence

of this particular emission band under pulsed over-bandgap excitation conditions

can be justi�ed. The intensity of the �defect-related� emission decreases when the

temperature is lowered and disappears entirely for temperatures below T ≈ 150 K

(see Fig. 6.4(b)). This could indicate that for lower temperatures the escape prob-

ability of carriers trapped at the defect mediating the Eu-related excitation process

decreases drastically, which should concomittantly lead to an enhanced Eu-related

emission. This scenario is con�rmed by the temperature dependence of the intensity

of the integrated PL spectrum under cw excitation with the same excitation power,

which increases for lower values and shows saturation behavior below T ≈ 30 K

(shown in Fig. 6.4(b), plotted on a 1000/T -scale). Such a behavior has also been re-

ported before for a similar sample (see inset, taken from Ref. [139]). The increased

PL intensity for lower temperatures in combination with the practically constant

e�ective PL lifetime also con�rms the hypothesis of the reduction of non-radiative

processes prior to the energy transfer, i.e. in the excitation process itself. Remark-

ably, the temperature dependence of the integrated PL intensity is considerably
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di�erent from that observed upon indirect pulsed excitation (see Fig. 6.3(d)), which

does not exhibit saturation at lower temperatures.

Figure 6.4: a) The normalized PL spectra of the GaN sample upon indirect cw
(black), indirect pulsed (red) and resonant (green) excitation. The spectral posi-
tions of the Eu-related transitions in the PL spectra under indirect excitation are
identical. For the resonant excitation, the PL spectrum is slightly shifted, where the
5D0�

7F2 transition is positioned at λmax ≈ 621 nm as opposed to λmax ≈ 621.5 nm
under over-bandgap excitation (see inset � indicated in the main panel by the box
with the dashed line). In addition, the former spectrum exhibits a broad shoulder
centered around λmax ≈ 550 nm. b) The emperature dependence of the (normal-
ized) PL spectrum upon cw over-bandgap excitation, demonstrating the decrease
of the intensity of the broad shoulder for lower temperatures. c) The temperature
dependence of the PL intensity for a �xed excitation power, showing saturation for
temperatures below T ≈ 30 K. The inset illustrates similar results obtained on a
di�erent sample prepared under the same conditions (taken from Ref. [139]).

In addition, we have performed absolute PL QE measurements upon low �ux cw

excitation (provided by a Xenon lamp � Hamamatsu L2273) and pulsed indirect

excitation at λexc = 355 nm using an integrating sphere for homogeneous distribution

of the excitation and emitted light [46,130]. Since within this experimental approach

the ratio of emitted and absorbed photons is determined, it rather provides a measure

for the e�ciency of the energy transfer, than for the percentage of optically active

Eu3+ ions. The value of the PL QE was determined as ∼ 3.2%. Due to the low

absorption cross section for the resonant excitation, the PL QE at λexc = 470 nm

could not be determined. In case of pulsed excitation, the PL QE was about a factor

2.5 higher, QE ≈ 8%. This di�erence is in agreement with the PL results, since the

defect-related emission observed under cw excitation should lower the QE of the

Eu-related PL.

Conclusions

We have performed optical investigations on Eu-doped GaN in order to determine

the temperature-dependent concentration (or percentage) of optically active Eu3+
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ions within the sample, contributing to emission upon indirect over-bandgap excita-

tion. This was achieved by comparison of the (integrated) PL intensity with that of

a reference sample (Y2O3:Eu) with well-characterized parameters. The temperature

dependent integrated PL signal shows a peculiar behavior, with a sharp decrease

for temperatures below T ≈ 150 K, and with another small peak around T ≈ 80 K.

A value for the optically active percentage of 2%, 2.3% and 1.64% was found, for

T = 290 K, T = 150 K, and T = 10 K, respectively. The PL spectral structure

was independent of excitation photon �uence, but slightly redshifted upon resonant

excitation, indicating the possible presence of multiple optically active Eu centers

in the sample. The e�ective decay time constants extracted from the PL dynamics

obtained under indirect pulsed excitation were found to be practically independent

of temperature, excluding the major contribution of non-radiative channels after

the energy transfer process from the host to the Eu3+ ions is completed. Excitation

by a continuous excitation source with over-bandgap photon energy showed similar

spectral positions for the Eu-related PL, however an additional shoulder appeared

centered around λmax ≈ 550 nm. Due to its broad spectral character, this band is

likely to be related to recombination at defect centers. This emission band decreases

in intensity for lower temperatures, while the PL intensity of the Eu-related emis-

sion increases. The PL QE was determined upon pulsed and cw indirect excitation

in the low photon �uence regime, giving values of ∼ 8% and ∼ 3.2%, respectively.

The limited values of PL QE and optically active percentage of Eu3+ ions suggest

that the energy transfer process can still be optimized. In order to gain information

on the energy transfer mechanism, detailed analysis of temporal characteristics is

required, which will be discussed in the next section.
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6.3 Transient induced absorption on GaN:Eu

As mentioned in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2, carrier relaxation and recombination as

well as energy transfer processes can be investigated with femtosecond resolution by

TIA technique. For this purpose, we employed a conventional pump-probe setup

with over-bandgap excitation of λexc=340 nm and a spectrally broad probing in the

visible detection range, λdet = 400 � 775 nm in a total time window of ∼ 3.6 ns.

Figure 6.5(a) shows the IA spectra for di�erent time delays between the pump and

probe pulses, featuring an oscillating e�ect, even at ∼ 100 ps after the excitation

pulse. Within 1 ns, the IA signal has practically decayed, with exception of the

feature centered around λdet = 621.5 nm, which exhibits an increasing bleaching

behavior. In addition to a sharp minimum centered around λdet = 621.5 nm, which

is related to the PL from the 5D0�
7F2 transition, also other features related to

Eu transitions can be identi�ed. This is demonstrated by plotting the IA spectrum

recorded at the maximum temporal overlap between the pump and probe (∆t = 2

ps) together with the PL spectrum obtained under 355 nm pulsed excitation (see Fig.

6.5(b)). Next to the strongest contribution in the PL spectrum around λPL = 621.5

nm, the 5D0�
7F1 and the 5D0�

7F3 transitions centered around 601 nm and 663

nm, respectively, are also indicated (black dashed lines).

For the probing wavelengths corresponding to Eu transitions, the detected IA signal

is a superposition of temporal characteristics for the Eu-related PL and free carrier

absorption, whereas for the other detection wavelengths only temporal information

on IA can be extracted. The coincidence of the particular Eu transitions with either

peaks (in case of λprobe = 601 nm) or dips (for λprobe = 621.5 nm and λprobe = 663

nm) in the IA spectrum can be assigned to the spectrally oscillating behavior of the

IA spectrum, which is a common feature in optical spectroscopy of thin �lms known

as �fringing�. This experimental artifact is related to interference e�ects within the

layered sample giving rise to spectral structure which is then independent of intrinsic

absorption properties of the material. In order to verify this, we can determine the

layer thickness of the speci�c layer by the relation d = λ1λ2
2(λ1n2 � λ2n1)

, describing the

dependence of the layer thickness as function of the wavelength and refractive index

of two consecutive maxima in the spectrum, λ1,2 and n1,2, respectively [149]. From

this, the layer thickness in which the interference e�ect occurs is determined as d ≈ 2

mm, which is in excellent agreement with the thickness of the undoped GaN-layer

underneath the rare-earth doped layer.

Time-resolved characteristics of the IA signal for di�erent detection wavelengths are

shown in Fig. 6.5(c), where the probing photon energies which do not coincide with
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Figure 6.5: a) The IA spectra for di�erent time delays ∆t between the pump and
probe pulses in a detection range of λdet = 400 � 750 nm upon excitation of λexc=340
nm. b) The IA spectrum for the time delay between the pump and probe of ∆t = 2
ps, plotted together with the PL spectrum obtained upon pulsed over-bandgap ex-
citation (λexc = 355 nm) for the spectral range λdet = 550 � 700 nm. The black
dashed lines indicate coincidence of the spectral features of the two with energies
corresponding to the 5D0�

7F1, 5D0�
7F2 and the 5D0�

7F3 transitions, around 601
nm, 621.5 nm, and 663 nm, respectively. c) IA dynamics for di�erent detection
wavelengths (in a double logarithmic scale), where in the upper panel the transients
do not relate to the PL spectrum and are taken for photon energies at respective
maxima of the oscillating feature (λprobe = 500 nm and λprobe = 690 nm, black and
blue, respectively), as well as at a minimum (λprobe = 550 nm): the temporal charac-
teristics are practically identical. The lower panel depicts the traces for the photon
energies indicated by the black dashed lines in panel (b). The temporal character-
istics for the shortest and longest wavelength show rather similar characteristics as
the dynamics shown in the upper panel. For the transient taken at λprobe = 621.5
nm, the baseline has negative value, followed by an increase of signal for maximal
temporal overlap between pump and probe, and then a slow decrease to a value
below the baseline within ∼ 3.6 ns.

PL spectral features are plotted together in the upper panel on a double logarithmic

scale, in a total time window of ∼ 4 ns. Evidently, all transients show similar

characteristics, with three decay constants of τ1 ≈ 1.5 ps, τ2 ≈ 40 ps, and τ3 ≈ 800

ps. The same constants are found for the dynamics depicted in the lower panel, which

are in resonance with Eu-related PL features, with exception of the IA dynamics

recorded at λprobe ≈ 621.5 nm: for this wavelength, the two initial components are

very similar, however the last one is slightly decreased with a value of τ3 ≈ 500 ps.

In addition, the dynamics feature another decay component which appears for long

delay times between pump and probe (∆t > 1000 ps � see red circle in Fig. 6.6(a)),

resulting in the IA signal decaying below initial baseline value. For this particular

probing wavelength, the baseline has a negative amplitude as a result of PL signal

which apparently does not fully decay between consecutive excitation pulses due to

too high repetition rate (f = 1 kHz) of the excitation source in comparison to the
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e�ective PL lifetime (τeff ≈ 220 ms).

Based on the PL and IA spectral and temporal characteristics, we propose a model

for the dynamics of the energy transfer and the PL build up characteristics giving

rise to the Eu-related emission. Figure 6.6(a) shows di�erent IA dynamics, where

the transient recorded at λprobe = 500 nm corresponds to a probing wavelength not

coinciding with Eu-related emission, as opposed to the other two transients, coin-

ciding with the 5D0�
7F1 (λPL = 601 nm) and the 5D0�

7F2 (λPL = 621.5 nm)

emissions. For all probing wavelengths, the IA signal corresponds to the concen-

tration of free carriers which decreases due to di�erent relaxation (and/or energy

transfer) processes. However for the probing wavelengths corresponding to Eu emis-

sion, the registered signal also includes PL contribution induced by the excitation

pulse. From the �tting it was extracted that the initial two time constants are quite

similar for all probing wavelengths, very likely indicating the monitoring of e�cient

trapping, internal relaxation/carrier recombination and energy transfer processes.

As trapping is commonly known to happen on an (ultra-)fast timescale, we propose

the constant of τ1 ≈ 1.5 ps to be related to the initial fast trapping of carriers onto a

defect level, as illustrated in the schematic picture in Fig. 6.6(b) [150]. The second

component (of τ2 ≈ 40 ps) could arise either from a di�erent trapping process which

happens in parallel to the former or could be related to Auger recombination of mul-

tiple carriers in the GaN-host material, since the excitation photon �uence in the

experiment is rather high, by which a large concentration of free carriers is generated

per pulse [151�153]. Once captured at the (relevant) defect state, the energy is then

transferred to Eu3+ bringing it to a higher excited energy state with a time constant

of τ3 ≈ 800 ps, by which the IA signal reduces as a result of lower absorption cross

section of carriers in the excited Eu3+ ion. The characteristic time is determined by

the e�ciency of the energy transfer process as function of the defect�Eu3+ ion sepa-

ration and the microscopic origin of the defect state. The time constant τ3 found for

the λprobe ≈ 621.5 nm probing wavelength is most likely related to PL signal build-

ing up after excitation of the sample, causing the IA signal to decay faster. Bearing

this in mind, a crude approximation can be made of the PL rise time for emission

related to the 5D0�
7F2 transition under the assumption that the IA signal can be

described by IIA(621.5 nm) = IIA + IPL = AIAe
−t/τIA � APL(1 � e−t/τPL rise). Here

the amplitude AIA corresponding to the IA contribution can be extrapolated from

the IA spectrum, τIA = τ3 = 800 ps, and the amplitude of PL signal APL is inferred

from PL dynamics taking into account the PL decay time of τdecay = 220 ms. From

this we estimate a PL rise time of 0.2 ms< τPL rise < 1 ms, where the upper limit is

de�ned by the temporal resolution used within the detection of the PL dynamics.
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To our best knowledge, this is the �rst time that for such type of GaN:Eu sample

grown by OMVPE technique, the energy transfer and the PL rise time has been de-

termined. For direct evidence, the characteristic PL rise time should be con�rmed

with (high resolution) time-resolved PL spectroscopy detected at λPL = 621.5 nm.

Figure 6.6: a) The IA dynamics for probing wavelength λprobe = 500 nm (black)
plotted together with the IA signal detected at λprobe = 601 nm (dark gray) and
λprobe = 621.5 nm (light gray), where the latter two correspond to speci�c Eu-related
transitions, demonstrating the similarity in the temporal characteristics. The red
circle at the tail of the dynamics recorded for λprobe = 621.5 nm emphasizes the onset
of another component, by which the IA signal decreases below the initial (negative)
baseline value. b) A schematic illustration of the energy transfer process, where the
initial fast time constant τ1 corresponds to the e�cient trapping at a defect center.
From here the energy is transferred to a Eu3+ ion in close vicinity, with a typical
time constant of τ3 ≈ 800 ps. The red arrow in the Eu3+ ion indicates the 5D0�

7F2

transition centered around λPL = 621.5 nm.

Conclusions

We have investigated the carrier relaxation and energy transfer processes of excited

carriers in GaN upon over-bandgap excitation using femtosecond TIA technique. A

strong overlap has been found between the IA spectrum and Eu-related emission

peaks, corresponding to the 5D0�
7F1, the 5D0�

7F2 and the 5D0�
7F3 transitions,

around 601 nm, 621.5 nm, and 663 nm, respectively. The waving feature in the IA

spectra is interpreted as an experimental artifact related to an internal interference

e�ect well-known for optical excitation of thin �lms (with thickness of d ≈ 2 mm,

which is in excellent agreement with the thickness of the undoped GaN layer within

the sample). The IA dynamics can be �tted with a triple exponential decay function

with time constants of the order of ∼ 1.5, ∼ 40, and ∼ 800 ps, where the �rst one

is proposed to be related to the e�cient trapping of carriers at a defect center.

The second decay component could be related to either a parallel trapping process
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at a di�erent defect center or to Auger recombination of multiple carriers in the

GaN host material, as the high excitation photon �uence generates high carrier

concentration. The long decay component τ3 could then correspond to the energy

transfer from the defect to a higher excited state of the Eu3+ ion. In case of the

probing wavelengths corresponding to the 5D0�
7F2 transition within the Eu3+ ion,

the last decay component (τ3 ≈ 500 ps) is a combination of the contribution of PL

and IA signal, from which the characteristic build-up time of PL at λPL = 621.5 nm

is evaluated to be 0.2 ms< τPL rise < 1 ms. These results present a unique application

of IA spectroscopy to unravel the characteristics of initial dynamics of Eu-related

emission. In order to investigate the microscopic origin of the defect state which

mediates the energy transfer, IR pump-probe spectroscopy can be performed, where

the intensity of PL dynamics is detected as function of on/o� IR probing, by which

population of carriers in the defect state can be modi�ed.
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7

Outlook

Look up to the Universe and ponder its mysteries,

but bow down to the heart where the true wisdom is...

Gideon Koekoek

The research and results discussed in this thesis is mainly focussed on the opti-

cal characterization of Si NCs, with the potential perspective for their application

in the photovoltaic �eld, where their implementation could facilitate considerable

enhancement of the conversion e�ciency, without drastically altering the con�gura-

tion of current solar cell devices. This possible increase is based on speci�c quantum

con�nement related characteristics which renders Si NCs more attractive than bulk

materials, and in some cases also than semiconductor NCs of di�erent materials.
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7.1 Future photovoltaics

The conversion e�ciency of the ��rst generation� wafer-based photovoltaic devices

is strongly limited by the mismatch between the broad band of the photon energies

available in the solar spectrum and the optimum conversion energy range determined

by the physical parameters of the active material. One way to overcome this hurdle is

to use multi-junction tandem con�gurations, which can reach e�ciencies of ∼ 45%.

However, the practical application of almost all of these is hampered by factors as

high cost, fast degradation, complex and expensive manufacturing procedure and

toxicity. The latter issue is especially important in view of the recent regulations

concerning use of hazardous materials and health restrictions.

Presently, the majority of photovoltaic devices are Si-based, with the highest e�-

ciency reaching toward 28%, close to the theoretical limit of ∼ 31% [154]. Silicon

has very advantageous properties, such as the appropriate bandgap energy, non-

toxic nature, large abundance (∼ 1/3 of the Earth crust is Si) and superior stability.

However, while Si-based solar cells feature very good conversion e�ciency in the

visible, considerable losses appear for photons in the UV (by heat generation) and

in the (N)IR, where all the photons escape the absorption. A possible remedy to this

problem can be found by implementation of Si NCs into existing Si-based solar cell

con�gurations. In general, NCs o�er some major advantages, such as band structure

tuning, reduction of carrier cooling by electron-phonon scattering, and enhancement

of surface-related e�ects, all of which are relevant for energy transfer and/or carrier

recombination mechanisms and could in�uence the conversion e�ciency.

7.1.1 Spectral conversion

At nanometer size, the energy structure of materials can be manipulated through

quantum con�nement. It is well known that in case of Si NCs the excitonic emission

is blue-shifted for smaller sizes and increases in intensity [14, 48, 110]. These e�ects

re�ect the widening of the indirect bandgap and the enhancement in the radiative

recombination rate of electron-hole pairs, as the momentum conservation is gradually

relaxed due to Heisenberg's uncertainty principle. Figure 7.1 displays emission from

Si NCs of di�erent diameters between 2.5 and 5.5 nm, dispersed in an SiO2-matrix

(red curves). The PL maxima shift from lPL ≈ 750 nm (light red) for the smallest

NCs to lPL ≈ 990 nm (dark red), while the width of the PL bands re�ects the NC

size distribution. To demonstrate the suitability of Si NCs for photovoltaics, the

conversion e�ciency of a conventional Si-based solar cell is also displayed in Figure
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7.1 (blue curve, ranging from 400 � 1200 nm). Evidently, the emission of the Si NCs

overlaps very well with the maximum energy-conversion range of a Si-based solar

device.

Figure 7.1: The normalized PL spectra of Si NCs embedded in an SiO2-matrix for
di�erent average diameters of NCs (right axis). The emission of these sizes of Si NCs
covers the best conversion range of the solar spectrum. The blue curve represents
the conversion e�ciency characteristics of a conventional Si solar cell (left axis).

7.2 Carrier multiplication

In addition to spectral conversion, Si NCs exhibit a unique CM process [128] (see

Chapter 1, Section 1.2.1). The generation of multiple excitons on absorption of a

single (high-energy) photon can increase the conversion e�ciency of a solar device by

using energy that is normally lost to heat, and so is very attractive for photovoltaics.

The spatially separated variation of the �conventional� MEG was investigated in a

PL experiment, where we determined the absolute QE � the ratio between the

number of absorbed and emitted photons � as a function of the energy of the

incident photons. As can be seen in Fig. 7.2(a), the QE has a constant value up to

a certain threshold, after which it increases. The threshold energy can be as low as

roughly twice the NC optical bandgap (Egap). The formation of two and then three

excitons per absorption of a single high-energy photon causes the step-like behavior,

which has been theoretically modeled in the past but until now observed only for

carbon nanotubes [155].

We carried out femtosecond IA experiments to further investigate the increased

carrier generation rate responsible for the QE enhancement [47, 111] and to gain

insights into the mechanism behind the CM process (see Chapter 5 for more details).

Figure 7.2(b) shows the IA traces of 3 nm-sized NCs for above (black) and below

(red) CM-threshold excitations, in a 1 ns time window. The two traces show striking

similarity (most evident when normalized: see the red dashed line), with no evidence
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Figure 7.2: a) The PL QE vs. excitation photon for the sample with Si NCs em-
bedded in an SiO2-matrix. After a plateau (with value 6.5%), the QE increases for
photon energies exceeding Eexc > 2Egap to a value of 13%. For even higher energies,
the QE grows again until it reaches about three times its initial value. The black
dotted line is a guide to the eye. (Data have been extracted from Ref. [46]). (b)
IA traces for a solid-state sample with Si NCs with an average diameter of dNC
≈ 3 nm. The IA transient obtained for the high photon energy (Eexc > 2Egap,
black) has about double the intensity of the low photon energy excitation transient
(red). Normalizing the red trace on top of the black reveals great similarity be-
tween the dynamics for both excitations (red dashed line). The inset shows that
within the time resolution of the experiment (τres ≈ 100 fs), the build-up of the
IA signal for both excitation conditions is identical. c) A comparison of the carrier
generation e�ciency vs. excitation photon energy (normalized for the NC bandgap
Egap) for emission results (red triangles) with those obtained with TIA technique
(black squares). The dashed lines are a guide to the eye. Data have been extracted
from [47].

of Auger interaction of multiple carriers within the same NC. The di�erence is found

in the amplitude of the IA signal (about a factor 2), when scaled for the same number

of absorbed photons. Since IA intensity depends on the concentration of generated

carriers, we conclude that for the high-energy excitation (Eexc > 2Egap, where Eexc is

the excitation energy and Egap is the size of the bandgap), more excitons are created

per photon than in the low-energy range Eexc < 2Egap. Combined with the absence

of Auger-related components for the above CM-threshold pumping, this indicates

that the multiple excitons are separated into di�erent NCs before they can interact.

The CM mechanism must be very fast and e�cient, since no di�erence can be

found in the buildup characteristics of the IA signals obtained for the two excitation

conditions: see the inset to Fig. 7.2(b). As demonstrated in Fig. 7.2(c), the photon

excitation energy dependent CM e�ciency found with the IA experimental approach

obtained on a similar sample was in good agreement with that determined from the

time-integrated PL spectroscopy.
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The microscopic mechanism behind this process is not yet known, but is likely to

precede either via �instantaneous� re-distribution of the incoming photon energy

over two or more NCs mediated by an energy level which energetically couples

neighboring NCs (Fig. 7.3(a)), or by initial creation of a hot carrier in a single

NC after which energy is transferred to an adjacent NC (Fig. 7.3(b)). The carrier

dynamics shown in the inset of Fig. 7.2(b) obtained for below (red) and above

(black) CM-threshold indicate that since the IA signal is practically identical �

both in build-up and decay � the process of impact excitation by a hot carrier,

converting its excess energy into generation of an additional e-h pair, has to occur

at a femtosecond timescale.

Figure 7.3: CM with Si NCs. a) A schematic illustration of the simultaneous exci-
tation of two separate NCs by a high energy photon. In this picture, the excitation
precedes via a �virtual� state, energetically coupling two (or more) NCs. The two
NCs both attain the excited state and are able to emit a photon. b) Another sce-
nario is the ultrafast energy transfer to an adjacent NC after the absorption of a
high-energy photon, by which a (single) hot carrier is created.

In order to demonstrate the possible enhancement in conversion e�ciency of pho-

tovoltaic applications by implementation of Si NCs, the contribution of the CM

process has been estimated for an ideal (�zero-losses�) scenario based on the PL QY

experimental results. This is demonstrated in Fig. 7.4(b), where the solar spectrum

as received by a Si-based solar cell on the Earth surface (left panel), and under

extraterrestrial conditions (right panel) is shown (white spectra). The possible con-

tribution of the incorporated Si NCs is estimated to be about 8% in the former case

and ∼ 15% for the latter (indicated by the red areas), respectively. This poten-
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tial increase arises from substantial lowering of the CM-threshold in comparison to

bulk Si, where the phenomenom occurs on the edge of the solar spectrum and with

marginal e�ciency. The increase of this e�ciency in case of Si NCs is considerable,

illustrated by the enhancement of ∼ 100% of the initial value of the emission QE

every time the photon energy exceeds a multiple of the NC bandgap value [46].

Figure 7.4: The solar spectra a received by a Si-based solar cell (in white), corrected
for the energy per photon. In addition, the possible enhancement by Si NCs (in red)
is modeled (based on the PL QE experiments presented in Ref. [46]) for conditions
on Earth (left panel) and in extraterrestrial case (right panel).

7.3 Photon pasting

In addition to the above described �photon cutting� process, Si NCs could also o�er

the possibility to enhance conversion e�ciency by utilizing the low-energy photons

in the (N)IR regime of the solar spectrum, which are lost in a conventional Si-

based solar cell. The absorption cross section for these photons is either zero (for

�sub-bandgap� energies) or very low (for energies just above the bandgap) as a con-

sequence of the indirect bandgap structure. Nevertheless, these photons could be

captured via non-linear (IA) absorption by free carriers in the bands. It has been

found that in case of Si NCs this process is signi�cantly enhanced compared to bulk

Si, with the absorption cross sections being factor 10 � 100 larger. Figure 7.5(a)

demonstrates the theoretically modeled (black solid line) and experimentally ob-

tained (black dashed line) IA cross section as function of probing photon energy for

Si NCs with average diameter of dNC = 5 nm under (pulsed) excitation with Eexc =

3.5 eV (see Chapter 4, Section 4.1). In the visible regime, the experimental results

are rather consistent with the modeled values. In the low-photon energy regime

however, the experimental values are signi�cantly higher than the theoretical simu-

lations. Figure 7.5(b) schematically illustrates possible scenarios for the non-linear
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photon absorption of low-energy photons: the absorption of a photon in the visible

regime is followed by (or proceeds simultaneously with) absorption of a low-energy

photon (or photons) with energy smaller than the Si NC bandgap. Theoretically,

when their combined energy exceeds twice the NC bandgap, the possibility of the

earlier discussed �photon cutting� process could arise, with an energy transfer to a

neighboring NC. Another scenario is the sequential absorption of a high- and (a)

low-energy photon(s) by which hot carriers are created; these carriers could then

be trapped at defects at the surface of the NC. The identi�cation of such a defect

center is shown in Fig. 7.5(c) for the sample with average NC diameter of dNC =

2.5 nm, where the spectral pro�le for the PL dynamics in the visible is illustrated

during (picosecond UV) excitation pulse. The spectral pro�le reveals two major

contributions: next to the conventional excitonic emission centered around λPL ≈
750 nm (EPL ≈ 1.65 eV and microsecond decay), another PL band around λPL ≈
420 nm (EPL ≈ 2.95 eV) and with nanosecond decay can be observed [110]. Since

this emission is defect-related, its spectral position is (practically) independent on

NC size. Potentially, this would allow for optimization of the absorption of speci�c

IR photons by tuning the NC size for the optimal bandgap energy (right panel Fig.

7.5(b).

Currently, the possible scenarios for incorporation of QDs or NCs in photovoltaic

devices are explosively developing. Recently, it has been shown that for a PbSe-

QDs-based solar cell, the external photocurrent QE can exceed 100% by means of

more e�cient CM [156]. In this case, the CM occurs in one and the same QD

and following that event the carriers are extracted. Since the quantum con�nement

induces enhancement of Coulombic interaction between carriers, the lifetime of the

generated multiple carriers is extremely short (on the picosecond time scale), render-

ing the extraction of carriers very challenging. In case of Si NCs, where the multiple

carriers are created in separate (neighboring) NCs, the carrier-carrier (Auger) inter-

action is suppressed and the lifetime of the carriers is governed by their radiative

recombination, being of the order of 10 � 100 ms. This is directly evidenced by the

lack of Auger-related components in the carrier dynamics recorded for high photon

energy excitation � see Fig. 7.2(b). The long lifetime opens prospects for an easier

and e�cient extraction of carriers. In this scenario, the trapping of hot carriers at

the �420 nm-defect� o�ers a possibility of draining carriers with a large excess en-

ergy prior to cooling, opening a potential route toward the so-called hot carrier solar

cells (see the lower part of Fig. 7.6). In addition, as mentioned before: Si NCs can

shift energies of those photons within the solar spectrum which cannot be optimally

converted in the current Si-based devices to the appropriate range and in this way
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Figure 7.5: a) Theoretical modeling (black solid curve) and experimentally obtained
(black dashed line) IA cross sections for Si NCs with the average diameter of dNC =
5 nm for photon energies between Edet = 0.5 � 2.5 eV upon (pulsed) excitation with
Eexc = 3.5 eV. The experimental results coincide with the theoretical simulations
for the visible regime, but are about a factor 5 � 10 higher in the low photon energy
regime. b) Schematic illustrations of the sequential absorption of multiple photons
of high and low energy. Top panel: when combined energy is su�cient (i.e. Eexc >
2Egap) a neighboring NC can be excited and the energy is distributed over more NCs
by means of the SSQC process. Another scenario is the creation of a hot carrier by
the absorption of multiple �small� photons, which then get trapped at a defect level
at the surface of the NC. Recombination of carriers from this defect center results in
an emission centered at ∼ 420 nm. Lower panel: NCs with di�erent bandgap sizes
(but with the �xed 420 nm-defect) could be used for the absorption of IR photons
and trapping of the created hot carriers. c) The spectral pro�le of the PL dynamics
constructed for t = 0 (i.e. during excitation pulse) for Si NCs with the average
diameter of dNC = 2.5 nm upon excitation with a 2 ps pulsed laser operating at
Eexc = 3.8 eV. The spectrum consists of two major contributions centered at ∼ 750
nm (red dashed line) and ∼ 420 nm (blue dashed line), respectively. The former is
related to band-to-band recombination of excitons, whereas the latter is related to
recombination of hot carriers trapped at a defect level at the surface of the Si NC.

overcome the signi�cant e�ciency losses (see upper part Fig. 7.6). Therefore, by

channeling the incoming photons into two streams � the high energy stream at 420

nm (defects), and the low-energy stream at the bandgap energy (NIR) � an ulti-

mate spectral shaper could be developed. By material and process optimization, the

relative importance of these two channels could be tuned; in a practical photovoltaic

device, these two streams could be fed into separately optimized convertors.

Conclusions

Due to their conversion and �photon cutting� capacities Si NCs emerge as promising

candidates for di�erent photovoltaic scenarios of 3rd generation solar cells. Theoret-

ically, the CM process itself could enhance the conversion e�ency of a conventional
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Figure 7.6: Spectral shaping with Si NCs. On the high-photon energy part of
the solar spectrum, Si NCs can e�ciently convert photons by SSQC with ∼100%
e�ciency. For photons with an energy slightly smaller than twice the bandgap, but
which generate carriers with large excess energy, the trapping of hot carriers can
lead to recombination via the 420 nm-line. In the visible regime, photons can be
shifted to the optimal range for a maximum conversion. For the low energy range,
Si NCs can be excited by multiple photons (also in combination with a photon of a
higher energy) by which a hot carrier is created.

solar cell to ∼ 45% [157]. Further, the possibility for harvesting photons in the NIR

regime could potentially enhance this even more. Ideally, a Si NC coating layer could

be added (as depicted in Fig. 7.6), by incorporation of these Si NCs in currently

available solar cell preparation techniques, with low additional costs. Current and

future research urgently needs to verify the feasibility of these attractive prospects!
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A

Deconvolution

In order to analyze the temporal components of spectroscopically obtained dynamics,

the transients need to be deconvoluted with the intrumental response function (IRF),

given by the limiting temporal factor in the experimental setup (either laser pulse

width or detector response curve). Mathematically, convolution is a mathematical

operation on two functions, producing a third function that is typically viewed as

a modi�ed version of one of the original functions, giving the area overlap between

the two functions as a function of the amount that one of the original functions is

translated. In case of the observed impulse response function I(t) under assumption

of a δ-function excitation, every pulse induces an impulse response at time tk:

Ik(t) = L(tk)I (t � tk) ∆t (t > tk) (A.0.1)

The amplitude of the impulse response function excited at time tk is proportional

to the excitation intensity of the IRF L(tk) occuring at the same time and the term

(t � tk) de�nes the point from where the impulse response starts. The measured

decay N(tk) is the sum of the impulse responses created by all the individual δ-

function excitation pulses occuring during tk:

N(tk) =

t � tk∑
t=0

L(tk)I(t � tk)∆t (A.0.2)

which for small steps of ∆t can be expressed as:

N(tk) =

∫ t

0

L(t′)I(t � t′)dt′ (A.0.3)
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In order to process the deconvolution procedure, the IRF needs to be described by a

continuous �simple� function. In case of the IRF as shown in Fig. 2.3, the �tting pro-

cedure is evidently highly complicated, and therefore the deconvolution procedure

cannot be executed on the picosecond resolution PL dynamics. For this, an indi-

rect method has been used where decay time is inferred from intensity comparison

between di�erent decay components (see Chapter 3, Section 3.3).
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Summary

This thesis entitled �Carrier dynamics in Si NCs in a SiO2-matrix investigated by

optical spectroscopy� presents the PhD research on the temporal and spectral charac-

teristics of recombination and relaxation processes of excited carriers in Si nanocrys-

tals (Si NCs) embedded in a SiO2-matrix, carried out at the Van der Waals-Zeeman

Institute at the University of Amsterdam. It concerns a thorough study by means

of optical spectroscopy with the aim of gaining insight on some long debated issues

as well as recently reported phenomena in these materials.
The �rst Chapter introduces the motivation for use of the most abundant semicon-

ductor material Si, which forms the basis of the present (micro-)electronic industry.

Next, it is explained why Si in nanocrystalline con�guration could potentially of-

fer solutions for limitations encountered with bulk Si and replacement by and/or

incorporation of nano-Si could improve performance of currently used practical ap-

plications. Subsequently, a speci�c process observed in Si NCs termed �spatially

separated quantum cutting� is discussed. Elucidation of the physical mechanisms

behind this process is one of the main motivations for this research and is elabo-

rated on in more detail in Chapter 5 and Chapter 7. Last, an overview is given of

all the chapters and their contents.
Chapter 2 discusses the details on the samples which have been used for the optical

experiments. All the speci�cs on the experimental techniques are listed, divided into

a �Photoluminescence� Section and a Section �Absorption�. In both Sections, the

excitation and detection procedures are covered, and registration of spectrally and

temporally resolved signal are explained in full detail. Speci�cally, the time-resolved

monitoring of photoluminescence and (induced) absorption signal is elaborated on

as it comprises considerably di�erent experimental approaches, and essential for the

data analysis.
Chapter 3 gives a general introduction to photoluminescence charactertistics of dif-

ferent sizes of Si NCs in an oxygen rich environment from both a theoretical and

experimental perspective. The quantum con�nement induced e�ect on di�erent NC

core-related levels is presented as modeled by an e�ective mass technique, demon-

strating the behavior of the energy levels related to the �indirect� and the �direct�
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NC bandgap. After details on temporal characteristics of recombination and relax-

ation processes of single and multiple carriers in a single NC, the NC size-dependent

spectral and temporal characteristics of hot non-equilibrium carriers is discussed. By

means of observation of a spectral redshift for smaller NC sizes, a speci�c emission

band was assigned to zero-phonon recombination of hot carriers from NC core-related

levels. By comparing its relative intensity to the excitonic emission from the same

sample, it was inferred that the quantum e�ciency of this emission can increase by

a factor of 1000 with respect to bulk Si. Concomitantly, it is concluded that the

phonon-assisted relaxation of carriers in Si NCs in a SiO2-matrix has slowed down

three order of magnitude compared to the bulk, providing (indirect) evidence toward

the existence for the theoretically predicted e�ect of so-called �phonon bottleneck �.

In Chapter 4, the temporal characteristics of hot carriers on a femtosecond time

scale are presented measured by means of induced absorption technique. First, the

absorption of free carriers in a spectrally broad detection range is discussed and

compared with a tight-binding theoretical model. Experimental values for the in-

duced absorption cross section are found to be in good agreement in the visible

detection regime, but to diverge for the NIR photon energies and high photon ener-

gies, exceeding a certain threshold. For the NIR range, the experimental values are

found to be about ∼ 10 times higher than the simulations, with cross sections of

the order of 10−16 cm2. For the above-threshold photon energies where the theory

does not match the observed behavior, the discrepancy is explained to appear due

to ionization of trapped carriers from a �self-trapped exciton� state. This �nding

provides new insight on the behavior of free carriers in Si NCs in an oxygen-rich

environment.

Chapter 5 presents results on the afore-introduced �spatially separated quantum

cuting� process, where energy of a single high-energy photon is distributed over

multiple carriers in adjacent NCs. This phenomenon was formerly investigated by

time-integrated photoluminescence technique, where it was found that the photolu-

minescence quantum e�ciency increased (in a step-like trend) for photon energies

exceeding a certain threshold. Since this experimental approach did not allow for

resolving of the temporal characteristics of the process, a femtosecond induced ab-

sorption technique was applied. With this technique, free carrier dynamics for low

and high photon energy excitation could be compared with femtosecond resolution.

In this way, the quantum cutting process could be established for samples with dif-

ferent average NC sizes. This was done by comparison of the induced absorption

transients detected for excitations with energies below and above the threshold for

the quantum cutting process. For the high photon energy excitation the amplitude
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of the induced absorption signal was found to be about a factor 2 higher than for low

photon energy excitation, evidencing generation of multiple carriers per absorbed

photon. At the same time, no Auger-related components in these dynamics were not

observed, implying separation of the extra carriers prior to their possible interaction.

In this way, it has been indisputably established that the �spatially separated quan-

tum cutting� process, previously concluded from photoluminescence experiments, is

indeed a result of the generation of multiple carriers on expense of a single (high-

energy) photon and not due to reduction of non-radiative processes, which can also

increase the photoluminescence quantum e�ciency.

The next Chapter discusses optical spectroscopy results performed on a di�erent

material, as an alternative source for light-emitting devices. This material (GaN

doped with rare-earth Eu3+) is very attractive for applications, as the emission

originates from recombination of carriers between the d and f levels of the Eu

ion, resulting in intense, and well-de�ned emission lines in the red spectral range.

In the �rst Section, results on the (temperature-dependent) optical activity of the

Eu ions (i.e. the percentage of Eu ions contributing to the emission) are shown.

These are obtained with photoluminescence spectroscopy, where the intensity of

the signal is compared with that of a thorougly characterized reference sample,

and subsequently correlated with the Eu concentration. Next, the same material is

investigated by transient induced absorption technique in the visible detection range,

where temporal characteristics related to the energy transfer from the host material

to the rare earth ions are recorded. The lower limit for the photoluminescence build-

up time related to the most pronounced emission peak is inferred from these induced

absorption results.

In the last Chapter, an overview is given on the potential enhancement of conversion

e�ciency of photovoltaic devices when Si NCs are incorporated. It mainly focuses

on the use of Si NCs in spectral shapers where they convert the solar spectrum to an

emission range which can be e�ciently utilized by a conventional Si-based solar cell.

The afore-mentioned quantum cutting process is discussed, by which the high-energy

photon energy range can be used in a more e�cient way. Additionally, the enhanced

absorption of free carriers could facilitate increase of e�ciency on the other side of

the spectrum for photons which are normally not absorbed in conventional Si-based

solar cells. It is speculated that a surface related defect center (with emission around

∼ 2.9 eV) could possibly be utilized to trap hot carriers, after which they could be

extracted, in con�guration of a so-called �hot carrier cell �.
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Samenvatting

Deze dissertatie, getiteld �Carrier dynamics in Si NCs in a SiO2-matrix inves-

tigated by optical spectroscopy� bevat het promotieonderzoek over de tijdsgerela-

teerde en spectrale karakteristieken van de recombinatie- en relaxatie-processen in

Si nanokristallen (Si NK's) ingebed in een SiO2-matrix, voltrokken op het Van der

Waals-Zeeman Instituut aan de Universiteit van Amsterdam. Het omvat een diep-

gaande studie met behulp van optische spectroscopie met het doel om inzicht te

vergaren omtrent zowel omstreden issues als recentelijk gerapporteerde fenomenen

in deze materialen.

Het eerste Hoofdstuk introduceert de motivatie voor het gebruik van het meest

voorkomende halfgeleider materiaal Si, wat de basis vormt van de hedendaagse

(micro-)elektronische industrie. Vervolgens wordt er besproken waarom Si in de

nanokristallijne con�guratie een oplossing zou kunnen bieden voor beperkingen van

bulk Si en op welke manier de vervanging door en/of toevoeging van nano-Si zou

kunnen bijdragen aan het verbeteren van huidige praktische applicaties. Daaropvol-

gend wordt een speci�ek proces aangehaald wat wordt geobserveerd in Si NK's,

�ruimtelijk gescheiden kwantum knippen� genaamd. De verklaring van de fysische

mechanismes achter dit proces is één van de hoofdmotivaties van dit onderzoek en

wordt uitbereid besproken in Hoofdstuk 5 en Hoofdstuk 7. Als laatste wordt er een

overzicht van alle hoofdstukken en hun inhoud gegeven.

Hoofdstuk 2 bespreekt de details van de samples die zijn gebruikt voor de optische

experimenten. Alle speci�caties van de experimentele technieken worden genoemd

en verdeeld in een �Fotoluminescentie� Sectie en een Sectie �Absorptie�. In beide

Secties worden de excitatie en detectie procedures beschreven, waarbij de registratie

van tijdsgerelateerde en spectraal geregistreerde signaal in detail worden uiteengezet.

Speci�ek, het tijdsgerelateerd vastleggen van de fotoluminescentie en (geïnduceerd)

absorptie signaal wordt besproken, aangezien het aanzienlijk verschillende experi-

mentele benaderingen betreft, wat essentieel is voor de data analyse.

Hoofdstuk 3 geeft de algemene introductie van de fotoluminescentie karakteristieken

van Si NK's van verschillende afmetingen in een zuurstofrijke omgeving vanuit zowel
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een theoretisch als een experimenteel perspectief. De e�ecten op de verschillende

NK gerelateerde energieniveaus als gevolg van kwantumbegrenzing gemodelleerd met

een e�ectieve massa techniek worden hier gepresenteerd, waarbij het verloop van de

�indirecte� en de �directe� bandkloof wordt gedemonstreerd. Na het beschrijven

van de tijdsgerelateerde karakteristieken van recombinatie- en relaxatieprocessen

van een enkele en meerdere ladingsdragers in een NK worden de NK-afmeting-

afhankelijke spectrale en tijdsgerelateerde karakteristieken van hete niet-equilibrium

ladingsdragers bediscussieerd. Door middel van de observatie van een spectrale rood-

verschuiving voor kleinere NK's wordt een speci�eke emissie band toegewezen aan

fononloze recombinatie van hete ladingsdragers van NK-gerelateerde energieniveaus.

De relatieve intensiteit wordt vergeleken met de excitonische emissie van hetzelfde

sample waardoor het mogelijk is om te herleiden dat de kwantume�ciëntie van deze

emissie een factor 1000 is toegenomen in vergelijking met bulk Si. Parallel hieraan

kan worden geconcludeerd dat de fonongeassisteerde relaxatie van ladingsdragers in

Si NK's in een SiO2-matrix drie orden van magnitudes is vertraagd ten opzichte van

bulk, wat (indirect) bewijs levert voor het bestaan van het theoretisch voorspelde

e�ect van de zogenaamde �phonon bottleneck �.

In Hoofdstuk 4 zijn de tijdsgerelateerde karakteristieken van hete ladingsdragers op

een femtoseconde tijdschaal gepresenteerd, gemeten met behulp van geïnduceerde

absorptie techniek. Op de eerste plaats wordt de absorptie van vrije ladingsdragers

in een spectraal brede range uiteengezet en vergeleken met een �tight-binding� the-

oretisch model. Experimenteel gevonden waarden voor de geïnduceerde absorptie

cross-sectie waren goed in overeenstemming in het zichtbare spectrale gebied, maar

weken af voor de NIR fotonenergieën en hoge fotonenergieën, vanaf een bepaalde

drempelwaarde. Voor het NIR spectrale gebied werd gevonden dat de experimentele

waarden een factor ∼ 10 hoger waren dan de simulaties, met cross-secties van de

orde van 10−16 cm2. Voor de fotonenergieën boven de drempelwaarde, waar de the-

orie en de experimentele data niet overeenkomen, wordt het verschil uitgelegd als

een gevolg van ionisatie van gevangen ladingsdragers van een �self-trapped exciton�

energietoestand. Deze bevinding geeft nieuw inzicht omtrent het gedrag van vrije

ladingsdragers in Si NK's in een zuurstofrijke omgeving.

Hoofdstuk 5 toont de resultaten aangaande het eerdergenoemde �ruimtelijk geschei-

den kwantum knippen� proces, waar de energie van een enkele hoog-energetisch foton

wordt verdeeld over meerdere ladingsdragers in aangrenzende NK's. Dit fenomeen

is eerder onderzocht met een tijdsgeïntegreerde fotoluminescentie techniek, waar

werd gevonden dat de fotoluminescentie kwantume�ciëntie toenam (in een staps-

gewijze trend) voor fotonenergieën boven een bepaalde drempelwaarde. Als gevolg
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van het feit dat er met deze experimentele techniek geen tijdsgerelateerde infor-

matie wordt geregistreerd is er een femtoseconde geïnduceerde absorptie techniek

toegepast. Met deze techniek kunnen de dynamics van vrije ladingsdragers, verkre-

gen onder excitatie die onder en boven de drempelwaarde voor het kwantum-knip-

proces lagen, worden vergeleken. Voor de hoge-fotonenergie-excitatie werd gevon-

den dat de amplitude van het geïnduceerde absorptie signaal een factor 2 hoger

was dan voor de excitatie met lage fotonenergie, waarmee bewezen wordt dat er

meerdere ladingsdragers per geabsorbeerd foton worden gegenereerd. Tegelijkertijd

worden er geen Auger-gerelateerde componenten gevonden in deze dynamics, zo-

dat kan worden afgeleid dat de ladingsdragers zijn gescheiden voordat er interactie

plaats heeft kunnen vinden. Op deze manier kan er worden vastgesteld dat het

�ruimtelijk gescheiden kwantum knippen� proces, eerder geconcludeerd vanuit een

fotoluminescentie experiment, inderdaad een gevolg is van de creatie van meerdere

ladingsdragers per geabsorbeerd (hoog-energetisch) foton en niet van de reductie

van niet-radiatieve processen die eveneens kunnen leiden tot een toename van de

fotoluminescentie kwantume�ciëntie.

Het volgende Hoofdstuk beschrijft de resultaten op een ander materiaal wat als al-

ternatieve basis kan worden gebruikt voor � light-emitting devices�, verkregen met

optische spectroscopie. Dit materiaal (GaN gedotteerd met zeldzaam aardmetaal

Eu3+) is erg aantrekkelijk voor applicaties, als gevolg van het feit dat de emissie

afkomstig is van recombinatie van ladingsdragers tussen de d en f levels van het Eu

ion wat resulteert in intense en goed-gede�niëerde emissie-lijnen in het rode spectrale

gebied. In de eerste Sectie worden de resultaten van de (temperatuursafhankelijke)

optische activiteit van de Eu ionen (i.e. het percentage van Eu ionen dat bijdraagt

aan de emissie) gepresenteerd. Deze zijn verkregen met fotoluminescentie spectro-

scopie waar de intensiteit van het signaal wordt vergeleken met een nauwkeurig

gekarakteriseerd referentiesample, waardoor het kan worden gecorreleerd met de

Eu concentratie. Vervolgens is hetzelfde materiaal onderzocht met tijdsgerelateerde

geïnduceerde absorptie techniek in het zichtbare detectiegebied, waarbij er in de

tijdsgerelateerde karakteristieken gekeken wordt naar componenten gerelateerd aan

de energieoverdracht van het matrix materiaal naar de zeldzame aardmetaal ionen.

Eveneens wordt er vanuit deze geïnduceerde absorptie resultaten een ondergrens

afgeleid voor de tijdsgerelateerde groei van het fotoluminescentie signaal afkomstig

van de meest intense piek.

In het laatste Hoofdstuk wordt er een overzicht gegeven omtrent de potentiële toe-

name van het rendement van fotovoltaïsche apparaten in het geval dat Si NK's

worden toegevoegd. Er wordt hoofdzakelijk gefocust op het gebruik van Si NK's als
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spectrale omvormers van het zonnespectrum naar een emissierange die e�ciënt kan

worden benut door een conventionele Si-gebaseerde zonnecel. Het eerdergenoemde

kwantum-knip-proces wordt bediscussieerd waarbij er wordt beredeneerd dat het

hoog-energetisch gebied van het zonnespectrum op een e�ciëntere manier kan wor-

den gebruikt. De additionele toegenomen absorptie van vrije ladingsdragers zou

kunnen bijdragen aan het verhogen van de e�ciëntie aan de andere kant van het

zonnespectrum, in het gebied waar de fotonen normaal niet geabsorbeerd kunnen

worden door een conventionele Si-gebaseerde zonnecel. Er wordt gespeculeerd over

de participatie van defect op de oppervlakte van de NK (met een emissie rond ∼ 2.9

eV) die zou kunnen worden gebruikt om hete ladingsdragers weg te vangen, waarna

deze kunnen worden onttrokken, zoals wordt gedaan in con�guratie van een �hot

carrier cell �.
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